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Abstract
Biometric authentication is an emerging technology that has great market potential.
Among the possible biometrics, fingerprints are the most well known and widely used.
Nevertheless, despite the advances made in automated fingerprint identification systems,
there remain unsolved technical challenges. One fundamental problem is the identifica-
tion of poor-quality fingerprints, such as latents, which are typically obscure and partial.
With the rapid expansion of biometrics collections, vast data management and fast identity
detection are also becoming key issues.
This thesis proposes a model-based approach for addressing the above challenges. We
begin by developing a mathematical model, namely the fingerprint orientation model based
on 2D Fourier expansion (FOMFE), to describe the overall ridge topology patterns of fin-
gerprints. Compared with existing proposals, FOMFE does not require prior knowledge
of the landmark singular points (SPs) at any stage of the modeling process. This salient
feature makes it immune from false SP detections and robust in terms of modeling ridge
topology patterns from different typological classes. Our statistical experiments with public
databases show that the FOMFE-based ridge orientation estimation approach can signifi-
cantly improve the system verification performance. Moreover, FOMFE has a low compu-
tational cost. In fact, we show how to implement it in a very efficient way for large-scale
fingerprint identification.
We then apply FOMFE to singularity feature analysis. SPs are critical features for
fingerprint registration and classification. However, accurate SP detection often relies on
reliable ridge orientation estimation. Most existing SP detection algorithms are based on
1
2ridge orientation images. In this thesis, we propose an innovative approach that is based
on linearization of the FOMFE modeling functions. The analysis provides new physical
insights to various singularity features, including location, type, rotation and symmetry, all
within the common theoretical framework which was not previously available. Compared
to other methods, our experimental results show that the FOMFE-based approach is more
robust against noise and is capable of detecting multiple SP features at the same time.
In the literature, ridge orientations are often used to index fingerprints. The data is
normally represented in its cosine and sine terms. However, the phase representation ex-
hibits intrinsic periodic features which does not suit the general assumption of a Gaussian
distribution in the data set when generating the indexing space. We regard the FOMFE
model coefficient set as an alternative representation to ridge topology features. Accord-
ingly, we propose a model-based fingerprint indexing approach. Our indexing experiments
show that the model representation is more effective than the phase representation by being
able to improve the candidate retrieval performance by 5% − 10% for different fingerprint
databases.
Finally, partial fingerprint identification remains a critical challenge today. Existing
partial fingerprint algorithms mainly focus on improving the accuracy of the one-to-one
matching. It is often assumed that the candidate list for matching has already been estab-
lished. However, this is very difficult in practice for an unknown partial fingerprint segment.
To the best of our knowledge, there was not yet a constructive solution to the problem. In
this thesis, we propose an analytical approach for reconstructing global topology represen-
tation from partial segments. The reconstructed global representation is then used to search
the database for likely matching candidates. Our statistical results show that, compared
to the partial representations, global representation after reconstruction can significantly
improve the indexing performance by more than 28% for partial segments around cores
with radius length of 0.168′′. The improvement gain is of 40% for partial segments around
deltas with radius length of 0.112′′.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Biometrics refer to one's physiological and/or behavioral traits that are highly distinctive
and representative for identifying the person. Since biometrics cannot be lost or forgotten,
and are difficult to copy, share and distribute, they are very promising for personal authen-
tication. According to the Biometrics Market and Industry Report (2007-2012) [50], the
global biometrics revenues are projected to grow from 3.01 billion US dollars in 2007 to 7.41
billion US dollars in 2012, mainly driven by government identity management programs and
private-sector initiatives such as Consumer ID.
Among the biometrics, fingerprints are the most well known and widely used. Its ap-
plication to police investigation can be traced back to the late 19th century, motivating
research of automated fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) since the 1960s. In 2007,
it was reported [50] that the AFIS/Live-Scan sector dominates 33.6% of the total biomet-
rics market in government agencies related to defense, aviation and border security, police
business processes, and other important public sectors.
Fingerprint research for personal authentication has been greatly boosted over the last
decade. As a result, fingerprint-based security devices, such as smart cards and access
control doors, are now available in the commercial markets with affordable prices. From
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the perspective of pattern recognition, the fingerprint matching technology is stepping into
maturity in terms of verifying a claimed identity based on one-to-one matching for good
quality fingerprint samples. However, there are still technical challenges unsolved.
One fundamental problem is matching with poor quality fingerprints such as latents.
Unlike inked or scanned images, latent prints can not be retaken and are typically obscure
and partial. Therefore, it is necessary to develop advanced techniques that are more robust
for recognition and matching of those poor quality fingerprints.
Data management and rapid detection are also key issues. Biometric data collections
are quickly expanding worldwide. For instance, the FBI is embarking on a remarkable
one billion US dollar project to build the world's largest biometric database that would
give the US government unprecedented abilities to identify individuals in the country and
abroad [115]. To identify a biometric sample from such a vast database, it is obligatory to
develop effective and efficient scaling mechanisms for controlling the matching throughput,
reducing the system error rates, and enabling security schemes for template protection.
Current AFIS systems generally use fingerprint classification schemes to scale down the
matching range. However, the number of defined fingerprint classes is often much smaller
than the number of instances in a database. Moreover, the distribution is severely uneven
among those exclusive class bins - more than 90% of fingerprints belong to only three
pattern classes. Therefore, the number of fingerprints within a single class bin can still
be huge. Although the computing load of massive identification can be distributed over
more hardware units, it is undoubtedly more cost-effective and environmentally friendly
to improve the computing software by devising more advanced techniques and algorithms.
This thesis is dedicated to this purpose.
1.2 Research Problems
The difficulty of large-scale fingerprint identification originates from two main issues: 1)
variability of fingerprints; 2) scalability requirement for identification. The first issue has
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different aspects. For instance, image acquisition may introduce significant variation be-
tween different impressions of the same finger caused by noise, coordinate transformation
(including shift and rotation), and elastic deformation. Therefore, image enhancement is of-
ten necessary to improve the fingerprint quality for subsequent processing, and registration
is also required for image pre-alignments before matching.
In some cases, the available fingerprint is only a partial segment in which the detected
ridge details are not sufficient to perform matching using conventional techniques. It is even
more difficult to identify an unknown segment from a large fingerprint database containing
hundreds of thousands of records, since one-to-one matching over the entire database is not
practical. In fact, partial fingerprint identification remains a critical challenge today despite
the advances made in automatic fingerprint identification systems. Innovative techniques
that can improve the accuracy and efficiency issues of partial fingerprint identification will
be highly desirable.
Statistically, fingerprints also exhibit large intra-class difference and small inter-class
difference. This makes it difficult for exclusive classification since definite clusters of fin-
gerprints may not naturally exist. The most accepted classification rules are based on the
number and the position of singularities in the fingerprint. However, the number of classes
is often much smaller than the number of fingerprints in the database due to large intra-class
variation and small inter-class variation. For instance, the commonly used Henry scheme
only defines five fingerprint classes, whereas a typical fingerprint database contains at least
thousands of records. Apparently exclusive classification cannot effectively narrow down the
search space. There exists a scalability requirement for effective fingerprint identification.
Sometimes, if auxiliary information, e.g., race, gender, age, and other data related to the
individual, is available then the portion of the database to be searched can be substantially
reduced. However, such information cannot always be accessed (e.g., criminal identification
scenario based on latent fingerprints). In any case, intrinsic information to the biometric
samples has to be used for an efficient retrieval. The general process of exclusive fingerprint
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classification may be inspiring: 1) A fingerprint query is first analyzed at the topology
level; 2) Accordingly, it is assigned to a certain pre-defined class; 3) The query print is
then compared to instances in that class at the ridge detail level until a match is found. The
problem is that the number of instances in the predefined class may be large. If a smaller
subset of the database can be identified for the most likely candidates, one can substantially
reduce the number of higher level comparisons and thus improve the identification efficiency.
The first two steps in the general process of classification are more relevant to the design
of a new retrieval scheme. Specifically, the following research questions should be answered.
What type of fingerprint topology features should be used? Which representation is more
suitable? How to define the subset that can replace the concept of class'? What is
the similarity measure for coarse comparisons? That is, how to identify the most likely
candidates? and so on.
Therefore, we identify four research problems for this thesis to tackle the above chal-
lenges. The first one is to study the ridge topology features and the associated represen-
tations with respect to fingerprint identification. The second one is to adjust variations
in fingerprints. The benefits are multi-fold. For instance, the image quality is enhanced
so that the matching accuracy can be improved, and fingerprints can be registered to the
same coordinate system to prepare for a high matching throughput. The third is to develop
more effective and efficient retrieval schemes for fingerprint identification. Lastly, partial
fingerprint identification will also be investigated for improving the current performance.
1.3 Limitations of Existing Solutions
Fingerprint ridge topology is conventionally represented by a map of local ridge orienta-
tions. Therefore, ridge orientation estimation serves as an important intermediate step
in almost all fingerprint processing modules including image segmentation, ridge enhance-
ment, singular point detection, fingerprint classification and indexing and many others. The
main problem with ridge orientation estimation is its sensitivity to noise, since most of the
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existing methods are based on computing gray intensity variations. Although smoothing
algorithms, such as Gaussian filters, can be applied to regularize the estimates, they also
tend to level out high curvature features in the topology pattern. Those high curvature
features often contain critical information of the fingerprint, and thus they must be well
preserved.
Recently, an advanced post processing technique of mathematical modeling was pro-
posed to achieve both noise regularization and detail preservation for orientation estimation
[142]. Most existing orientation models require prior information of the landmark singular
points (SPs) for modeling parameters, while others need to evolve the critical information
along the modeling process. In both cases, however, the modeling process tends to be error
prone since SP detection often relies on an accurate ridge orientation estimation in the first
place. The problem becomes more obvious when the image quality is poor or the input is
a partial fingerprint. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a new ridge orientation
modeling approach that can overcome this limitation.
On the other hand, SPs by themselves are critical ridge structures. They are where ridge
flows are wrapped around, and thus are often regarded as the control points of fingerprint
topology patterns. SPs are very important for ridge topology analysis of fingerprints. In
fact, most rules of exclusive classification schemes are based on different SP combinations.
SPs are also commonly used for fingerprint registration, in which the upper most core point,
in particular, often serves as the registration point for pre-alignment.
Most existing SP detection algorithms are performed over local ridge orientations.
Therefore, the resulting detection is sensitive to noise and edges. Moreover, these algo-
rithms are often designed to extract certain singularity features separately. Most of them
do not share a common theoretical base that is able to integrate singularity analysis on
different aspects. There are also model-based SP detection approaches proposed in the
literature, in which knowledge about SPs are evolved through evaluation of the modeling
functions. This is because the SP information is embedded as the modeling parameters in
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those schemes. However, an iterative process is usually involved and thus the computation
cost can be expensive.
In terms of fingerprint retrieval, continuous classification [84] is recently proposed in
contrast to the exclusive classification schemes. Continuous classification is also called
fingerprint indexing. It aims at a fast retrieval of a fingerprint identity by narrowing down
the search range in the database. Most existing solutions of fingerprint indexing use the
raw ridge orientation data as the indexing feature. Although other fingerprint features
such as SPs and minutiae triplets have been tested, it was reported that ridge orientation
data performs the best when a single indexing feature is in use [9]. Nevertheless, the raw
orientation data is usually represented in its cosine and sine terms. The phase representation
exhibits intrinsic periodic features, whereas constructing the indexing space often assumes
a Gaussian data distribution. Therefore, the performance of a numerical classifier in the
search space may be affected by using the phase representation of ridge orientations.
Finally, partial fingerprint identification remains a critical challenge today. Existing
partial fingerprint algorithms mainly focus on improving the accuracy of the one-to-one
matching process based on inadequate local ridge details. It is often assumed that the
matching candidate list has already been established. However, this is a very difficult task
in practice, especially to identify the likely candidates for the unknown partial fingerprint
query from a large database containing thousands of records. To the best of our knowledge,
there was not yet a constructive proposal dedicated to the candidate list reduction problem
for partial fingerprints. Therefore, we are motivated to approach the related issues.
1.4 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, we formulate a novel fingerprint ridge orientation model that can establish
a common theoretical framework for addressing the above research problems from a new
angle. The primary goal of ridge orientation modeling, as it was first proposed, has been to
resolve the ambiguities during the estimation of ridge orientations. Nevertheless, we believe
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that a good analytical model should be invoked in more applications, because mathematical
modeling has the inherent capability of describing and thus predicting behavior within the
context in which it is embedded [39].
Therefore, we dedicate this thesis to explore the possibilities. Our scientific findings
show that the proposed model-based approach is able to overcome limitations of existing
solutions. In the following, we summarize our major contributions in tackling the four
research problems. The presentation is ordered in accordance to appearance in the later
chapters.
Ridge orientation modeling
We propose a fingerprint ridge orientation model based on Fourier expansion (FOMFE).
Compared to the existing proposals, FOMFE does not require prior knowledge of singu-
larities at any stage of the entire modeling process. Instead, it is able to seamlessly and
comprehensively describe the overall pattern of fingerprint ridge topology, including the
difficult singularity regions, for a fingerprint from any typological class. This is achieved
by formulating the orientation modeling problem as solving a nonlinear dynamical system
of partial differential equations (PDEs). In particular, the PDEs are expressed in series
expansion forms, and solved by data fitting. This interpretation angle is quite innovative.
The FOMFE approach is immune from SP detection errors. Therefore, it is inherently
more reliable and more robust against noise for ridge orientation estimation. It does not
involve iterative computation and has a low computational cost. In fact, the FOMFE can
be implemented in a very efficient way for evaluation on multiple fingerprints simultane-
ously. Our experimental results show that FOMFE can significantly improve the estimation
accuracy for ridge orientations, and thus impose a positive impact on the resulting system
verification performance.
Based on FOMFE, we explore a number of extended applications of ridge orientation
modeling in addition to the conventional ridge orientation estimation. Our main research
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outcomes are as follows.
Singularity feature analysis
Due to its formulation, the FOMFE approach enables theories of dynamical systems being
used in fingerprint feature analysis and related applications. In this way, FOMFE lays a
common ground for developing new processing techniques. It also provides feature inter-
pretation from a new angle that will contribute to improving the end system performance.
Following the guidance, we propose singularity feature analysis based on linearization
of the FOMFE modeling functions. Based on the local theory, we adapt several differen-
tial geometry operators, such as determinant, curl and divergence, to local ridge pattern
analysis. The analysis provides new physical insights to different singularity features, in-
cluding location, type, rotation and symmetry, for both cores and deltas. All are within the
same theoretical framework. Compared to the existing methods, our experimental results
show that the FOMFE-based approach is more robust against noise and is able to extract
multiple SP features at the same time.
Fingerprint registration algorithms based on SP detections have a common problem
with arch-typed or partial fingerprints in which the core points are missing. To address
this problem, we modify the FOMFE-based SP detection approach so that it can reallocate
alternative registration points for those special cases. This is simply achieved by relaxing
the SP selection thresholds, which does not add much implementation cost to the existing
program. This is a significant advantage compared to the current solution which needs to
invoke an auxiliary algorithm to perform the task.
Fingerprint indexing
We regard the FOMFE model coefficient set as an alternative representation to ridge topol-
ogy features. Although fingerprint features such as ridge orientations, SPs, and minutiae
points have been examined for fingerprint indexing, a model-based fingerprint indexing
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approach is not yet available.
In this thesis, we exploit the FOMFE coefficients to generate the indexing feature vector.
Our scientific findings show that the advantages are at least three fold when comparing to
the indexing approach based on the phase representation of ridge orientations. Firstly, the
FOMFE coefficients are real random variables that do not exhibit obvious periodic behavior
based on our observations throughout experiments. Therefore, the FOMFE model repre-
sentation tends to be more suitable for normal classifiers. In fact, our indexing experiments
show that it is more effective than the phase representation by being able to improve the
retrieval performance by 5%− 10% for different fingerprint databases.
Secondly, the FOMFE representation is more robust. The dimensionality of a phase
representation is varied with the sampling interval of local ridge orientations. However, the
sampling interval does not affect the feature vector length of the FOMFE representation.
In fact, the coefficient number of FOMFE is only affected by the polynomial order, which
is usually fixed as a constant in the modeling process (see Section 3.4.2). Therefore, the
FOMFE approach is able to represent a ridge topology pattern in a finer grain with the
same length of a feature vector, which is beneficial in terms of representation. Third, the
number of FOMFE coefficients is generally much smaller than that of the raw orientation
data, which makes computation faster and more reliable when generating the feature space.
Partial fingerprint identification
Unlike local ridge details whose distribution is totally random, the topological structures
of a fingerprint can be comprehensively described by mathematical functions like FOMFE.
This inherent property makes it possible to estimate the global ridge topology based on
the available partial segments. Moreover, some general understanding of fingerprint global
topology structures can also be exploited. For instance, ridge flows are generally smooth
trends except at a few SPs. The peripheral regions of a fingerprint often exhibit some general
arch forms. The information can serve a priori knowledge to the estimation process.
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To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing solutions is designed for reconstructing
the global topology representation from partial information. Therefore, we are motivated to
approach the problem through global ridge orientation modeling, and use the global model
representations to identify a small subset of the most likely candidates for matching.
In particular, we formulate the reconstruction problem as an inverse orientation model.
As a result, we define a general solution space to the inverse orientation model, which
preserves data fidelity in the existing segments. We then propose two algorithms to incor-
porate the a priori knowledge into the estimation process for the missing structures. We
also investigate quality of partial fingerprints with respect to the retrieval performance. Our
statistical experiments show that, compared to partial representations, the global represen-
tation after reconstruction by the proposed approach can improve the retrieval performance
by more than 28% for partial core segments (missing deltas) with a 0.168′′ segmentation
radius, and by about 40% for partial delta segments (missing cores) with a 0.112′′ segmen-
tation radius.
1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2: Literature Review provides an overview of fingerprint authentication on
where it has been and where it is currently at. This review covers several main
topics in the field including fingerprint feature extraction, fingerprint matching, pre-
alignment and registration, classification and indexing, as well as security enhance-
ment measures beyond the basic recognition tasks. We conclude the chapter with
a summary describing how the specific research problem is defined and how we are
going to approach it.
Chapter 3: Modeling Fingerprint Ridge Topology develops the proposed fingerprint
ridge orientation model - FOMFE. It starts from the training input - the coarse ridge
orientation estimates extracted from gray-scale images. An enhanced algorithm is
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provided with noise analysis. The modeling process is then elaborated from prob-
lem formulation to parameter optimization with insights. Following that, the chapter
demonstrates ridge orientation reconstruction from the FOMFE descriptions and dis-
cusses several issues related to the reconstruction results. Finally, it reports the impact
of the FOMFE reconstruction on fingerprint matching performance with statistical
experiments.
Chapter 4: Singularity Feature Analysis Based on FOMFE applies the FOMFE to
fingerprint SP extraction and analysis. The chapter first develops a common analysis
framework through linearization of the FOMFEmodel. From the framework, singular-
ity detection algorithms are developed for location and type detection, core rotation
estimation and asymptote analysis associated with delta. Computational issues of
these algorithms are also discussed. For performance evaluation, the FOMFE-based
SP detection algorithms are tested in applications that are closely related to SPs,
such as fingerprint registration and fingerprint classification. The experimental re-
sults suggest that the proposed method is more robust against fingerprint variations
for SP detections.
Chapter 5: Model-based Fingerprint Indexing explores fingerprint indexing based
on the FOMFE model descriptions. The chapter first examines the use of FOMFE
coefficients as the indexing feature through fingerprint indexing experiments under
normal circumstances. Next, we investigate partial fingerprint identification methods.
As a result, we propose an analytical approach to reconstruct the global topology
representation for indexing. In particular, the reconstruction problem is formulated as
an inverse orientation model based on FOMFE. Accordingly, two reconstruction algo-
rithms are proposed to incorporate certain a priori knowledge of ridge structures into
the modeling process. We also discuss the quality of partial fingerprints with respect to
the retrieval performance. The quality is measured quantitatively through statistical
experiments. Finally, the partial fingerprint identification experiments demonstrate
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that global representations using the proposed reconstruction method can significantly
improve the retrieval performance for partial fingerprint queries.
Chapter 7: Conclusions summarizes the work presented in this thesis and gives a dis-
cussion of the future research that can be pursued as extensions of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter highlights the issues related to the main components of fingerprint identifi-
cation systems and discusses pertinent literature on each issue. We will evaluate previous
and current research efforts and show how this thesis will address some of the existing
limitations.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides an overview of fingerprint sys-
tems. Section 2.2 introduces fingerprint features at three incremental levels and extraction
techniques for those that are related to the interest of this thesis. Section 2.3 discusses
fingerprint matching and related issues, followed by alignment and registration topics in
Section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents state-of-the-art fingerprint classification and indexing
techniques. In Section 2.6, we envisage research trends on advanced security issues beyond
the basic task of fingerprint recognition. Finally, we summarize the survey and identify the
niche that this thesis is tackling in Section 2.7.
2.1 Fingerprint Systems
Although fingerprint recognition emerged as early as in the late 19th century, it was not
until the 1980s when workable automated fingerprint recognition systems started to grad-
ually replace the cumbersome manual process in police agencies [23]. Today, fingerprint
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is no longer restricted to forensic evidence. It has been regarded as a biometric means to
consolidate one's personal identity in the modern society.
A fingerprint authentication system is essentially a pattern recognition system that rec-
ognizes a person by determining the fingerprint authenticity of that person [90]. For differ-
ent applications, a fingerprint authentication system can be specified as either a fingerprint
verification system (FVS) or a fingerprint identification system (FIS) [90].
FVS authenticates a person's identity by comparing the captured fingerprint sample
with the stored template in the system. The system output is either a rejection or an
acceptance of the claimed identity based on a one-to-one match. Hence, the technical focus
of a FVS is the accuracy of fingerprint matching. Today, FVS products can be seen in the
commercial market for applications including access control and smart cards.
Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of a typical FVS. As shown in the diagram, a fingerprint
image is first enhanced after acquired from a fingerprint acquisition device. The acquisition
device can be either oine (e.g. card scanner) or online (e.g. optical sensor). Depending on
the device, the image enhancement process may be different. A range of image processing
techniques are thus developed, including fingerprint segmentation [57; 96; 123; 88; 140; 5]
and contrast enhancement [111; 94; 55; 142; 48; 19]. A quality check may be embedded at
this stage to ensure that the acquired fingerprint can be reliably processed in the successive
stages [140; 83; 36; 148].
The enhanced fingerprint image is then input to the Feature Extraction module, where
the fingerprint feature contents are extracted and analyzed. From the extracted features,
a compact and discriminative representation, so called the (fingerprint) template, can be
generated and used for fingerprint matching. Hence, the three basic modules - Feature Ex-
traction, Template Generator and Fingerprint Matcher - together provide the core function
of Fingerprint Matching.
Some fingerprint matchers require fingerprint pre-alignment. The purpose of fingerprint
alignment is to obtain shift and rotation invariance between the coordinate systems of the
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a fingerprint verification system (FVS).
input and the pre-stored fingerprints before matching. In theory, if a perfect pre-alignment
could be achieved, the fingerprint matching could be reduced to a simple pairing [90].
However, fingerprint pre-alignment by itself can be a difficult task especially for poor
quality fingerprints. Therefore, other fingerprint matchers are proposed to avoid pre-
alignment by shifting the computational complexity to the matching process itself. These
matchers include local minutiae matching schemes and correlation based methods.
A FIS, on the other hand, recognizes an unknown person by searching the template
database for a match of the input fingerprint. Unlike FVS, the FIS system needs to conduct
one-to-many comparisons in order to establish the identity of the individual. Therefore, the
system output is usually a likelihood score for the potential candidate, and the technical
focus of a FIS is the retrieval efficiency. A FIS is used in biometric authentication at large
scale for applications such as border security and welfare disbursement.
Figure 2.2 plots the block diagram for a typical FIS. Compared to the FVS diagram
shown in 2.1, the FIS diagram mainly differs in the additional function of Fingerprint Re-
trieval on top of the Fingerprint Matching function. That is, the most likely candidates are
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first retrieved before conducting the detailed matching process. The Fingerprint Retrieval
function can also be implemented by the three basic modules: Fingerprint Registration,
Feature Generator and Candidate Retrieval.
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a fingerprint identification system (FIS).
Fingerprint registration is also called absolute pre-alignment in comparison with the
(relative) pre-alignment used in one-to-one matching. In relative pre-alignment, there ex-
ists a reference image for the requested fingerprint, which allows one to use all sorts of
corresponding features in the two comparing fingerprints. In absolute pre-alignment, how-
ever, there is no such reference or the reference is unknown. Therefore, the pre-alignment
must be performed independently based on some pre-defined common rules, e.g., by trans-
lating the image center to a well defined reference point. Fingerprint registration is usually
mandatory in a FIS because it is helpful to improve the matching throughput of fingerprint
identification.
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Due to the large number of fingerprint records, sequential template matching in the
database is not efficient and even not practical for large scale fingerprint identification.
Hence, it is necessary to break down the search range by comparing with the most likely
candidates chosen from a subset of the database. This can be achieved by fingerprint
classification or indexing schemes which cluster or reorganize the fingerprint records in
a database with respect to their general features. When a fingerprint query presents, it
is quickly compared to those in the database based on the same type of feature used
for fingerprint classification or indexing. Thus, at this stage, the feature is generated for
candidate retrieval. The system then performs exhaustive template matching between the
query fingerprint and each of the potential candidates. Therefore, once a pair is matched
the identity of the input is recognized simultaneously.
The following will review the fingerprint literature with respect to the above key modules
and main functions. Section 2.2 will first narrate the fingerprint features on three hierar-
chical levels, and then focus on those that are most related to the interest of this thesis
and the associated feature extraction algorithms. Section 2.3 will give a general review on
the basic function of fingerprint matching and the related issues. Section 2.4 will introduce
the fingerprint alignment and registration techniques which are important to fingerprint
classification and indexing to be introduced in Section 2.5. Finally, with advances made in
fingerprint recognition systems, recent research attentions have been shifted more to other
issues of a fingerprint authentication system to enhance the security measures. Therefore,
Section 2.6 will be dedicated to this research direction with three popular topics on template
protection, bio-cryptography and multi-modal biometrics.
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2.2 Fingerprint Feature Analysis
2.2.1 Fingerprint features at three levels
A fingerprint is the image reproduction of a finger's distal segment. Its content is abundant.
The most evident appearance of a fingerprint is the interveined texture patterns of ridges
and valleys, which are full of details.
Friction ridges are constructed of ridge units with various shapes, sizes and alignments.
When examined at a finer level, more ridge details are viewed and can thus be classified.
The ANSI/NIST Committee to Define an Extended Fingerprint Feature Set (CDEFFS)
proposes to describe the complete fingerprint feature set in three incremental levels [152].
Figure 2.3 depicts representative features at each level.
In accordance to the proposed definition [152], the Level One features are friction ridge
flow and any general morphological information, which include, but are not limited to,
pattern classifications. Fingerprint pattern classification is usually based on the existence,
number and shape of distinctive ridge structures called singularities. Section 2.5.1 will
introduce more about fingerprint classification and its techniques.
The second row in Figure 2.3 shows the Level Two features of individual friction ridge
paths and friction ridge events, e.g., bifurcations, ending ridges and dots. Friction ridge
endings and bifurcations are often called minutiae. Many fingerprint matchers are based
on minutiae matching because minutiae are generally stable and highly distinctive. It is
worth to note that Level Two features are not limited to minutiae but also other minor
ridge units such as eyes and hooks.
The last row in Figure 2.3 shows representative Level Three features of friction ridge's
dimensional attributes such as width, edge shapes and pores. They can provide comple-
mentary information to fingerprint recognition, and thus have been used by expert human
latent examiners for years. However, some Level Three features, such as pores, are only
detectable on high resolution fingerprint images (e.g., minimum 1000ppi [17]). Therefore,
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Figure 2.3: Three levels of fingerprint features (courtesy from [17])
they are not prevailing in today's commercial fingerprint matchers.
In principal, the Level One features describe ridge patterns, the Level Two features
concern about ridge points while the Level Three features stress ridge shapes. Depending
on different applications, the fingerprint feature contents are often used hierarchically in
order to achieve both accuracy and efficiency benefits. In particular, the Level One features
are convenient for usage related to pattern descriptions such as fingerprint registration,
classification and indexing. The Level Two features possess sufficient distinctiveness and
thus are often used for fingerprint matching in normal circumstances. The Level Three
features, on the other hand, are especially useful in partial fingerprint matching when the
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available information for feature comparison is scarce.
On the other hand, higher level feature extraction is often based on analyzing the
lower level feature contents. For example, many minutiae detection algorithms require
ridge orientation information in the process. Therefore, it is fair to state that the Level
One feature extraction paves the road for all higher level feature extractions. Hence, the
following first introduces ridge orientation estimation - one of the most useful processes in
fingerprint authentication systems.
2.2.2 Ridge orientation estimation
Topologically, fingerprints are often viewed as oriented textures by assuming local ridge
parallelism [75; 120; 168]. The tangential ridge direction is termed ridge orientation, which
lies in the range of [0, pi], i.e. there is no opposite direction for ridge orientation. The local
ridge orientations of a fingerprint can summarized in a two dimensional matrix so called
the ridge orientation field (ROF).
Local ridge orientations can be directly extracted from the gray scale fingerprint image.
The simplest and most natural approach is via computing the gradients of gray intensity.
However, direct use of the image gradient vector for estimating ridge orientation has some
problems: there is nonlinearity and discontinuity at 90o when computing the orientation
angle from the arc-tangent of the gradients; the gradient vectors at both sides of a ridge
line are opposite against each other, whereas ridge orientation is not directed; directly
averaging the local gradients to smooth out noise is not possible because of the circularity
of angles. To address these problems, Kass et al. [75] first proposes a simple yet effective
solution by doubling the gradient angles and performing averaging separately on the cosine
and sine phases, which is equivalent to operating averaging on squared gradient vectors in
accordance to the Double-Angle Formulas [128].
Since then, a series of gradient-based algorithms based on squared gradient vectors have
been proposed in the literature [161; 163; 57; 123; 121; 30; 6]. In particular, Jain et al. [57]
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proposes a hierarchical scheme to adjust the estimation resolution of local orientation fields
via iterative steps. Bazen and Gerez [6] has shown that the squared gradient based method
is mathematically equivalent to the principal component analysis of the autocorrelation
matrix of the gradient vectors. In a recent development along this line, Wang et al.
[161; 163] uses overlapping windows and weighted averaging schemes to have improved the
performance of a gradient based method.
In addition to the gradient-based methods, other approaches have been explored for ridge
orientation estimation. They include waveform projection [142], spectral estimation [170],
Gabor filters [59] and short time Fourier transformation (STFT) analysis [19]. However,
these methods more or less rely on a number of fixed possible templates or filters and thus
do not provide as accurate results as the gradient-based methods [90]. Some of them are
also considered to be computationally expensive as an exhaustive comparison process is
involved [177].
However, the gradient based methods also have their drawbacks. Since intensity gradi-
ents are usually computed on a pixel level, the gradient based methods are quite sensitive to
noise. Therefore, post processing techniques, such as smoothing in [11]and regularization in
[114], are often used to enhance the estimation performance. Recently, mathematical mod-
eling has been proposed as an effective means to refine the coarse orientation estimates and
analyze the Level One ridge contents [162; 141; 177; 158; 26]. More about ridge orientation
modeling will be introduced in Section 3.1.
2.2.3 Singularity detection
Singularities are special ridge structures that determine the global assembling behavior of
the ridge flow. Therefore, they are critical for fingerprint feature analysis. There are two
fundamental types of singularities, namely cores and deltas, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Only a small number (0 to 4) of singularities can appear in a fingerprint [90]. The center
of a singularity is called a singular point (SP), which can be either a core point or a delta
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(a) Core (b) Delta
Figure 2.4: Two fundamental types of SPs
point depending on the shape of the singularity pattern.
Singular points are embedded in ridge flow. Therefore, most of the approaches proposed
in the literature for singularity detection operate on the matrix of ridge orientation field
(ROF). The basic idea is based on the view that ridge flow is generally smooth except at a
few singularities where high curvature presents. Accordingly, a singularity can be detected
at one of those exceptions. The most commonly used family of algorithms for high curvature
detection is based on computing the Poincare Index (PI).
The PI is originally a concept from differential geometry [146]. It is defined as the total
rotation amount of the vectors on a closed curve immersed in a vector field, as shown in
Figure 2.5. Its application to fingerprint singularity detection was first proposed in Kawagoe
and Tojo [76]. Since then, a series of variants and improvements has been proposed in
the literature to overcome noise and spurious detections. For instance, Karu and Jain [74]
proposes iterative smoothing until a valid number of singularities is detected; Hong and Jain
[54] describes possible heuristic rules for post processing; Bazen and Gerez [6] implements
the PI method by transforming the closed line integral into a more convenient and efficient
surface integral in accordance to the Green's theorem.
Since the PI computation is quite sensitive to noise, other approaches for singularity
detection are explored in the literature. These include heuristic based methods [114; 102;
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: The Poincare Index (PI): (a) defined as the the total rotation amount of the
vectors vi on a closed curve C immersed in a vector field V; (b) singularity patterns and
their associated indices. (courtesy from [76]).
147; 65; 127], partition based methods [56; 87; 13; 119], and the recent filter/template based
methods [6; 105; 106; 20] and model-based methods [162; 26; 171].
Most of these methods, including the PI methods, in the literature are designed to
locate SPs and identify singular types. Only a few of them can simultaneously estimate
the relative rotation of singular patterns, whereas the rotation effect can largely affect the
performance of fingerprint matching [90].
In the template based algorithms, structural templates are generated and used to com-
pare with local singular patterns. Therefore, the relative rotation of a singularity pattern
can be estimated accordingly. For instance, Bazen and Gerez [6] averages the angular dif-
ferences of ROF between the structural template and the local ridge patterns around SPs
initially detected by a PI based method. Chikkerur and Ratha [20] improves the method by
correlating the structural templates with the entire ROF image to detect the location and
rotation simultaneously. In a rather different approach, Nilsson and Bigun [105] proposes
a symmetric filter on complex images associated with orientation tensors derived from the
ROF. However, its performance degrades if the symmetric shape of a singular pattern is
violated such as in the case of partial fingerprint images.
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Recently, Wang and Hu [160] has studied the rotation estimation of SPs using analytical
models without generating structural templates for comparison. It exploits the analytical
features derived from ridge orientation models to simultaneously extract multiple desired
singular properties including location, type, rotation and asymptotic angles associated with
deltas. This method will be described later in Section 4.3.1.
2.2.4 Minutiae detection
As introduced in Section 2.2.1, the Level Two fingerprint features of minutiae points pos-
sess sufficient individuality [112] for personal identification. Therefore, reliable minutiae
extraction is critical and a lot of research has been devoted to this topic. Most of the minu-
tiae detection methods need to binarize the gray-scale image. The binarization process
varies for different minutiae detection algorithms. Some methods produce binary image
along side with fingerprint enhancement (i.e. contextual filtering) based on ridge ori-
entation field (ROF) and some other quality assurance maps (e.g. reliability measures)
[166; 123; 111; 142; 157; 172]. The binary images are then submitted to a thinning pro-
cess where the ridge lines are reduced to one pixel. The output of the thinning process
is called the skeleton of a fingerprint. A large number of approaches are available in the
literature for the thinning process due to the central role of this processing step in many
pattern recognition applications [82; 81]. Once the skeleton has been obtained, a simple
image scan can be performed to detect minutiae points at pixels whose crossing number
is different from 2, where the crossing number of a pixel is defined as half the sum of the
differences between pairs of adjacent pixels in the 8-neighborhood of that pixel [3].
There are also algorithms that bypass the binarization and thinning process to detect
minutiae points directly from the gray-scale image, which include ridge line tracking [88;
16; 70] and symmetry detection via spatial filtering [104].
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2.3 Fingerprint Matching
2.3.1 One-to-One matching techniques
Fingerprint matching is a core function in all fingerprint authentication systems. There is
a large volume of literature devoted to this topic due to the relatively long history of study
on automated fingerprint authentication since the 1960s. Fingerprint matching techniques
can be coarsely classified into three families [90]: (Level Two features) minutiae methods,
(Level One) ridge feature based methods and (graph or pixel intensity) correlation based
methods.
Minutiae based matching represents an overwhelming majority of fingerprint matchers.
In fact, it has been used by human fingerprint examiners even long before automated FIS
was introduced for forensic investigations. In such methods, minutiae sets are extracted
from the two comparing fingerprints using a minutiae detection algorithm. Post processing
techniques, such as in [34] and in [116], are usually applied to the extracted minutiae points
to remove spurious detections. Then, the two comparing fingerprints are typically aligned
by some means so that pairing of minutiae points is possible. Then the number of matched
minutiae pairs is counted. If the number of matched pairs exceeds a certain threshold, then
the two comparing fingerprints are regarded as originating from the same source.
Minutiae matchers differ in their ways of alignment, pairing and comparison. In par-
ticular, there are schemes so called local minutiae matching and global minutiae matching
[90]. The global matching is the usual coordinate paring and comparison once the global
alignment has been achieved. The local minutiae matching schemes, on the other hand,
examine the local structures, e.g. the minutiae triangles [42; 78; 7] or the minutiae stars
[122], expanded by neighboring minutiae points. Since the local structures are invariant to
global transformation (e.g. image translation and rotation), it is possible to exempt the
preprocessing of fingerprint alignment in those schemes. Global versus local matching is
a tradeoff among simplicity, low computational complexity, high distortion-tolerance, and
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high distinctiveness [90]. Recently, some hierarchical schemes are proposed to exploit ad-
vantages of both global and local matching. For instance, in [122] and [69], a fast local
matching is initially conducted for recovering alignment or conducting an early rejection;
then a global matching is carried out to consolidate the hypothesis of whether the two
comparing fingerprints are matched or not.
If a fingerprint has a very low image resolution, extraction of the Level Two minutiae
points may be difficult and not reliable. In such cases, ridge feature based matching schemes
can come to the rescue, even though the distinctiveness of the Level One ridge features is
generally lower than that of the Level Two minutiae points. Ridge feature based matching
schemes also possess the advantage of fast processing speed. Therefore, they can be used in
conjunction with minutiae matching to increase the system accuracy and efficiency for large
scale fingerprint identification. In such hierarchical matching schemes, the ridge features
are often used to conduct coarse fingerprint matching.
Most commonly used ridge features include the global ridge orientation field (ROF)
and the local texture patterns characterized by both ridge orientation and frequency. The
local texture analysis has proved to be more effective than the global ROF analysis in
terms of fingerprint matching [90]. This is because minutiae points manifest themselves
as small deviations from the dominant spatial frequency of the ridge lines. Therefore, the
local textures of a minutiae point often exhibit distinguishing characters and thus can be
detected in either frequency domain [169], spatial domain [65; 104; 35] or wavelet domain
[151; 103]. In particular, Jain et al. [65] and its variants [61; 131; 139] propose to use a
bank of Gabor filters to represent the ridge patterns. The resulting feature vector for each
fingerprint is called the FingerCode, which is also used in fingerprint indexing as will be
later introduced in Section 2.5.2.
Finally, there is another family of fingerprint matching schemes that are based on cor-
relating the images directly: two fingerprint images are superimposed and the correlation
between pixel intensities is computed for different alignments. Correlation based schemes
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possess the advantage of not requiring image alignment thanks to shift invariance of the
correlation filters [155; 79]. Recently, distortion invariance correlation filters have also been
investigated to use in fingerprint authentication applications [165].
Since the correlation based approach uses the entire image, all fingerprint contents avail-
able in the fingerprint image are exploited in the (correlation) matching process while the
complex feature extraction stage is exempted. Therefore, a correlation based scheme may
enable a simple implementation of application layered biometric authentication function on
portable electronic devices. Wang et al. [164] has investigated its feasibility and proposes
a hierarchical correlation scheme with the aim to minimize the resource and computation
cost.
2.3.2 Matching performance evaluation
The response of a matcher in a fingerprint recognition system is typically a matching score
that quantifies the similarity between the input and the database template representations
[90]. The matching score ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 being a completely non-match, 1 being a
complete match and the score in between indicates the match level. A predefined threshold
is usually assigned to the matcher, so that the system can produce a non-match decision
when the matching score is below the threshold and a match decision when the matching
score is higher.
Hence, two types of errors can associate with a biometric matching system: false reject
and false accept. False reject means the system falsely produces a non-match decision
when the two fingerprints are actually from the same source, while false accept means the
system falsely produces a match decision when the two are actually from different sources.
Changing the threshold level will certainly affect the false rejection rate (FRR) and false
acceptance rate (FAR) of a system, simultaneously. However, if the system's intrinsic
performance is not changed, reducing one error rate will only lead to increase of another.
Thus, equal error rate (EER) is introduced to measure the simultaneous error when the
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FAR and FRR are almost identical at a particular threshold.
FRR and FAR have always been a pair of tradeoff [44]. Depending on the application,
a matching system may be desired to favor FRR or FAR. For example, low FRR is a
major concern in forensic applications, while low FAR is most critical in access controls.
Therefore, it is common to evaluate the system performance at all operating thresholds
by plotting the error rates against each other. The resulting performance plot is called a
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
The above measures are most commonly used in assessing a biometric system's matching
performance. More comprehensive error rate measures can be found in the reports of
Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC) (e.g., see [89], or from the FVC website such
as [25]). The biannual international competition also provides public databases of live-
scanned fingerprints, which can be obtained from [24]. For inked or latent fingerprint test
sets, one can send a request to the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [110] to purchase their public databases for a small amount.
Although the error rates can serve as a good indicator of system performance, they
generally require extensive testing over datasets. If the system parameter changes, the
previous testing must be rejected. To save testing time and efforts, statistical models are
recently proposed to predict the inherent performance of a biometric (fingerprint) system by
exploiting the correspondence between the authentication problem and statistical decision
theory. The statistical model is generally designed using knowledge acquired from several
resources [129]: existing models for uniqueness (individuality) of sets of fingerprint features,
a physiological model based on morphogenesis of fingerprints, a mathematically derived
matching scheme, and results from measurements of real fingerprint images. The resulting
model is intended to simulate a real matching system and provide the ability to estimate
error rates for a give set of system parameters.  Research along this line can be found in
[112; 129; 136; 99].
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2.3.3 Quality assessment for matching
Despite system errors, the intrinsic fingerprint image quality also determines the end system
performance of matching. For example, a noisy or partial fingerprint is destined to be more
difficult to match than its good quality counterparts. Therefore, recently, research is carried
out to assess the quality of a fingerprint with respect to the end matching performance.
In other words, the fingerprint image quality in this context is defined as a predictor of
matcher performance even before a matcher algorithm is applied [149].
The quality measure of fingerprints is very useful for online fingerprint verification. By
quality control upon acquisition, the system can achieve a good quality fingerprint input at
the very beginning, which can greatly increase the accuracy and reliability of the successive
processing stages, and thus assure the end performance of a fingerprint matcher.
There are a few papers in the literature devoted to the the problem of assessing finger-
print image quality [83; 149; 126; 173]. In particular, Tabassi et al. [149] first uses ranked
ROC measures to assess the defined quality of fingerprint images, and explores a range of
derived quality features and their combinations to predict the matching scores using sta-
tistical experiments. The latest development to date on biometric quality measures can be
found in [49].
The quality of fingerprints for matching has inspired us to assess the quality of partial
fingerprints with respect to the fingerprint retrieval performance in fingerprint identification
systems. Section 5.3.4 has conducted some preliminary research along this line.
2.4 Fingerprint Alignment and Registration
Fingerprint alignment is to enable the maximum common region that would overlap in two
fingerprint images [131]. This is often conducted by determining the global transformation
parameters, such as coordinate translations and rotation angle, that would align the com-
paring images. As mentioned in Section 2.1, there are two types of fingerprint alignment
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depending on the availability of aligning reference, so called relative alignment and absolute
alignment (fingerprint registration).
In relative alignment, the reference is available. Therefore, the global transformation
parameters can be determined by finding the relative position of corresponding features in
both fingerprints. There are several ways to perform relative alignment. A popular means
is based on minutiae points. In such methods, fingerprint alignment is merely a side prod-
uct of minutiae matching. For instance, Ratha et al. [124] estimates the transformation
parameters by computing Hough Transform in the parameter space created by all minutiae
pairs of the two fingerprints. This brute force approach is certainly very computationally
expensive. Jain et al. [57] significantly improves minutiae matching by exploiting ridge fea-
tures for relative fingerprint alignment, so called the elastic string method, which basically
match the ridge pairs that carry the minutiae points rather than the minutiae themselves.
A variant of the method can be found in [86].
However, minutiae-based fingerprint pre-alignment does not add more information to
minutiae-based fingerprint matching. Moreover, the detected minutiae points can be unre-
liable which affects the alignment performance. To circumvent the problem, some authors
propose approaches for relative alignment that correlates the Level One ridge features such
as the ridge orientation field and other ridge features. For example, Ross and Jain [132]
correlates two ridge feature maps derived from the image response of a bank of Gabor
filters.
However, the correlation-based methods for alignment presumes existence of comparing
reference. In cases of fingerprint identification, it is not practical to correlate every pair
of fingerprint records in the database for pre-alignment. Therefore, absolute pre-alignment
or fingerprint registration can take the role. The most common absolute pre-alignment
technique translates the fingerprint according to the position of the core point [90]. In such
methods, the performance of absolute pre-alignment is determined by the performance of
SP detection algorithm which has been reviewed in Section 2.2.3.
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Sometimes, there is no core point detectable in the fingerprint image, e.g. an arch type
pattern. In such a case, an alternative registration point must be defined. In fact, the
registration point can be defined as any stable point that is consistently detectable in the
fingerprint patterns. For instance, the R92 algorithm [166] scans the orientation field for
well defined arch features where the ridge orientations change from positive slopes to a
negative slopes, and the registration point is then located through interpolation.
Several other ideas have been proposed in the literature for defining stable registration
points. Novikov and Kot [108] and Rekrai and Areekul [127] define the registration point as
the crossing point (focus point) of the lines normal to the ridge or ridge intersect. These
methods work well with single center of curvature. If the fingerprint region contains more
than one singularity, however, the result can be unpredictable.
On the other hand, absolute pre-alignment with respect to rotation is even more difficult.
Some authors proposed to use the average orientation in some regions around the core [167],
the orientation of singularities [162; 160; 6; 105]. In particular, Wang and Hu [160] proposes
a robust rotation estimation for core points based on the analytical models. Section 4.3.2
will narrate the method in more details.
It is also worth commenting on the use of fingerprint alignment and registration in
fingerprint authentication systems. Despite its assistance role in fingerprint recognition
tasks such as matching and classification, fingerprint alignment and registration has been
found critical in advanced security measures which are of most recent research interest.
This includes fusion of multiple fingerprint matchers [130], generating cancelable templates
[125], etc. Section 2.6 will talk more about these advanced topics.
2.5 Fingerprint Classification and Indexing
A natural way to speed up the one-to-many identification process is to reduce the number of
comparisons that are required to be performed. Although metadata can be built up in some
cases (using information about sex, race, age, and other data related to the individual), the
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exogenous data may be expensive to collect and sometimes not even accessible as in the
latent fingerprint cases. From a pure pattern recognition perspective, it is also desired to
utilize the intrinsic information of the fingerprint sample itself to retrieve its identity from
the database. A common strategy is to divide the fingerprint database into a number of
bins based on predefined classes, and conduct the search and retrieval within a single bin
based on the class of the query fingerprint.
2.5.1 Fingerprint classification
Fingerprint classification refers to the problem of assigning a fingerprint to a class in a con-
sistent and reliable way [90]. Fingerprint classification is generally based on global features,
such as global ridge structure and singularities. The U.S. national standards ANSI/NIST
ITL 1-2007 has classified 14 fingerprint pattern classes for automated fingerprint identifi-
cation [93]. The six most commonly appeared ones are namely Arch, Tended Arch, Left
Loop, Right Loop, Double Loop (Twin Loop) and Whorl, which has been shown in the first
row of Figure 2.3.
The six common fingerprint classes can be characterized by the existence, number and
relative position of SPs. For example, the loop-typed fingerprints contain only one core and
one delta, while the whorl-typed fingerprints contain two cores and two deltas. Note that
the arch-typed fingerprints do not contain any singularity and thus have no SPs.
Several methods have been proposed for automated fingerprint classification. Most of
the approaches are based the Level One global features such as ridge line flow [11; 21], ridge
orientation field [170; 87; 13; 73], SPs [76; 74], Gabor filter response [59; 174] and combined
features [54; 176]. In particular, ridge orientation field is most popular as it contains all the
information required for classification [90].
In terms of methodology, the existing classifiers can be described as rule-based, struc-
tural, neural network-based, statistical, and multi-classifier approaches. Among them,
heuristic or rule-based approaches are perhaps the simplest and earliest methods which
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have also been adopted by human experts. These methods are often associated with the
detected SPs (e.g., the number and positions) [76]. However, SPs can be difficult to detect
in noisy images. Hence, Chong et al. [21] and Jain and Minut [58] propose rule-based
methods that do not search for any singularity but based on the geometrical shape of the
ridge lines.
In fact, most of the methodologies operate on ridge structures. For example, Maio and
Maltoni [87] partitions the ridge orientation field (image) into connected regions that are
characterized by homogenous orientations; these regions and the relations among them are
demonstrated useful for classification. Following the idea, Lumini et al. [85] has proposed an
inexact graph matching technique and Cappelli et al. [14] has proposed a template-based
matching to improve the partitioning.
The neural network-based approaches also adopt the elements of the ridge orientation
field as input features. One of the best known is the NIST's neural network classifier [170],
which uses a multi-layer perceptron for classification after reducing the dimensionality of the
feature vector using Karhunen-Loe´ve (KL) transform (i.e., Principal Component Analysis)
[71].
The neural network-based approach has also been used to combine multiple classifiers.
Senior [138] combines three classifiers via a neural network: PCASYS proposed in [11], the
hidden Markov model classifier introduced in [137] and an approach based on ridge shape
features classified by a decision tree. In fact, PCASYS (i.e. Pattern-level Classification
Automation System) is also a multiple classifier by itself: a rule-based coupling of the
neural network-based approach proposed in [170] with an auxiliary ridge tracing module.
PCASYS was a milestone for successive fingerprint classification studies because of its
open source code and comprehensive data reports (which are convenient for performance
comparisons).
On the other hand, there are also statistical approaches that use a general-purpose sta-
tistical classifier with a fixed-size numerical feature vector derived from each fingerprint as
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an input. In such methods, the numerical feature vector is often generated by concatenating
the columns of the ridge orientation field directly for each fingerprint (e.g., as in [11] and
[13]). Again, the high dimensionality of the generated feature vector can be reduced by
using the KL transform. In fact, the KL transform itself can be adopted as a classifier
[13].
2.5.2 Fingerprint indexing
The approaches introduced in the previous section are also called exclusive classification,
as the classifiers subdivide the fingerprint database into disjoint classes. Exclusive classifi-
cation has a fundamental drawback due to the unevenly distributed nature of fingerprints:
more than 90% of the fingerprints belong to only three classes (loops and whorls) [90].
Therefore, the number of comparisons required to perform within one of the super classes
can still be huge. Moreover, due to the small inter-class variance and the large intra-class
variance, there can be a number of ambiguous fingerprints that are intrinsically difficult
to be classified even by human experts.
On the other hand, the main purpose of fingerprint classification is to retrieve the most
likely candidates and thus to reduce the number of comparisons. Therefore, fingerprint
indexing was proposed [84]. Fingerprint indexing is also called continuous classification.
Instead of classifying the fingerprints based on predefined standards, it assigns a feature
vector with every fingerprint as the index for search. These feature vectors are generated
via a similarity preserving transformation (e.g., KL transorm), so that similar fingerprints
are mapped into close points in the multidimensional feature space. The retrieval is then
performed by projecting the query fingerprint into the established feature space and se-
quentially compares it with the closest neighbors until a match is found.
Compared to exclusive classification, fingerprint indexing (continuous classification) is
a relatively new research area [60]. Lumini et al. [84] first proposes indexing for fingerprint
identification: the rows of an orientation field are concatenated to create the feature
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vector which is further dimensionally reduced by the KL transform; the similarity between
two vectors is measured by the Euclidean distance; and the retrieval strategy is based on
fixed radius. Kamei [72] studies different distance measures for similarity assessment and
proposes to take quality check into account. Cappelli et al. [13] adopts fingerprint prototype
masks to generate the feature vector and discusses different search strategies.
Although the Level One ridge features are primarily used for fingerprint indexing, there
are attempts to use other features for the same purpose. Bhanu and Tan [7] proposes to
index fingerprints using minutiae triplets. Boer et al. [9] investigates the use of the orienta-
tion field, FingerCode and minutiae triplets as the input feature vectors and concludes that
when a single feature is used the orientation field performs the better while the combination
of all three features can achieve the highest accuracy score. Since the KL transform can suf-
fer from scalability (with increase of the size of the database), multi-space KL (MKL) was
proposed for dividing the feature space into subspace so that the retrieval can be performed
effectively within each subspace [12].
Recently, Wang et al. [162] has developed a differential model to describe ridge orienta-
tion field, and adopts the model coefficients, which can be regarded as a transformation of
the ridge orientation field, to generate the feature vector for indexing fingerprints. Section
4 will show the efficacy and advantages of using this model-based method.
2.6 Beyond Fingerprint Recognition
Recently, a concentration of research interest has shifted to security issues over and above
the basic task of pattern recognition for fingerprint authentication systems [117]. This
is partly related to maturity in the basic fingerprint recognition techniques, and more
importantly due to the realization of the potential security problems related to the biometric
templates and systems.
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2.6.1 Template protection
One of the biggest advantage of biometric authentication is that the biometric trait can not
be easily altered, derived and exchanged like passwords. However, this also results in the
biggest disadvantage of biometrics. As Schneier [135] has pointed out, the most problematic
vulnerability of biometrics is that once it is compromised, it is compromised forever and
cannot be reissued, updated, or destroyed. It is certainly desirable to hedge against the loss
of privacy. Hence, cancelable or anonymous biometrics are proposed to address the privacy
issue.
The proposed work in the literature can be coarsely classified into one of the follow-
ing categories [125]: biometric salting, biometric key generation, fuzzy scheme and non-
invertible transformation. In particular, biometric salting [43; 150] is similar to password
salting in conventional crypto-systems by adding user-specific random information into
biometric templates to increase the entropy and, therefore, the security. Fuzzy schemes
[29; 153] combines biometric information with public auxiliary information. Biometric key
generation [27; 100] derives an authentication key directly from the biometric sample. While
non-invertible transforms [125; 2] converts the original biometric into another (distorted)
signal in the same feature space via a one-way function.
Hence, it can be seen that there are two basic ideas of generating a cancelable tem-
plate. One is to incorporate random/user specified data into the biometric sample like
the biometric salting and the fuzzy schemes, and the other is to transform the biometric
image or features (e.g., minutiae template) into another representation space, such as the
biometric key generation and non-invertible transforms. In all these techniques, verification
is performed on the altered data, i.e., a new template, rather than the original biometric
samples. Thus, the template can be canceled and replaced as many times as necessary.
Despite active research in this area, some fundamental problems are unsolved yet critical
for generating cancelable templates. One such problem is fingerprint registration [117].
Unlike passwords and other definite signals, biometric samples can have high variations
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even from the same source. For example, the fingerprint impression can be different at
every acquisition due to noise, distortion and user interaction. Therefore, it is necessary
to maximize the biometric information that can generate consistent representation for the
new template so that a positive verification can be conducted, and this requires a precise
fingerprint registration. Section 4.4 will narrate this approach in more details.
Unless anonymous (cancelable) templates are stored in database, biometric data without
protection, especially the original source like the fingerprint image, can be used to perform
cross matching between databases and conduct illegible tracking on people. The risk of
masquerade attack has been first demonstrated in Hill [53] and later other research works
[133; 14]. This literature shows that it is possible to reconstruct the original fingerprint
image from an abstracted minutiae template to different extents and by different approaches.
In Section 5.3.5, the same purpose will be demonstrated from a different angle by regarding
minutiae triplets (rather than templates) as partial fingerprint samples.
2.6.2 Bio-cryptography
In addition to template protection, it is necessary to secure communication channels inside
the biometric authentication system. In other words, the integrity of the data transmission
must be secured all the way through from the scanner to the application device. Ratha et al.
[107] has provided a thorough analysis on possible attack points in a generic biometric-based
system.
Conventionally, various malicious attacks are prevented by cryptographic schemes. For
instance, encryption, digital signature, and security protocols are designed to provide safe-
guards to data integrity, non-repudiation, and replay attacks, respectively. Hence, it is
intuitive to explore cryptographic schemes in protecting transmission of biometric authen-
tication data. The combination of biometric and cryptographic techniques is called bio-
cryptography.
However, standard cryptographic techniques, such as public-key cryptography, Data
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Encryption Standard (DES) , one-way hash functions, are initially designed for text mes-
sages. When applied to image encryption, they are generally computationally expensive
and time consuming. Roughly, there are three ways to address this problem. One is to en-
crypt signals derived/generated from the image rather than the image itself. For instance,
Soutar et al. [145] suggests to generate an encryption/decryption key from correlation-
based filters interacting with the biometric image, and encrypt the message with DES.
Davida et al. [27] encrypts IrisCode with one-way hash functions. Clancy [22] proposes a
fingerprint (fuzzy) vault by enrolling with multiple impressions of the finger; parameters
from the common/close features of the enrolled fingerprints are used to encrypt a secrete
polynomial; inevitably, this scheme requires the enrolled fingerprints to be pre-aligned.
The second approach is by digital signing fingerprint images or features. Digital water-
marking, either visible or invisible, can be used to hide the secrete digital pattern. Jain and
Uludag [62; 66] hides fingerprint minutiae in images. Ratha et al. [107] introduces image-
based nonce to implement a challenge-response scheme for authenticating fingerprints; the
nonce can be hidden in the Wavelet Scale Quantization (WSQ) compressed fingerprint
image.
Recently, image-based cryptographic techniques are proposed to encrypt fingerprints.
Han et al. [52; 51] proposes chaotic encryption where a fingerprint is encrypted via a two
dimensional chaotic sequence obtained from the multi-scroll chaotic attractors; initial values
of the chaotic attractors are served as the private key, and are generated from fingerprint
features. Nevertheless, it must be complemented in an information-theoretic sense whether
the image-based cryptographic techniques can provide additional benefits over standard
cryptographic schemes that encrypt signals generated from the biometric image. All in all,
bio-cryptography is a vivid field of research with a lot yet to be done. Uludag et al. [154]
has provided a comprehensive review on issues and challenges of biometric crypto-systems.
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2.6.3 Multi-modal biometrics
Besides fingerprints, there are a number of other biometric traits used in various applica-
tions, including face, iris, voice, and etc. Each biometric has its own merits and demerits.
The choice of a biometric often depends on the match between the properties of the biomet-
ric and the requirements of the application. No single biometric is expected to effectively
meet the requirements of all the applications [90].
A combination of multiple biometric identifiers is called Multi-modal biometrics. It can
take several forms such as single biometric multiple representation, single biometric multiple
matchers, and multiple biometric fusion. Generally, multi-modal biometrics can provide
superior performance than a single biometric matcher because the system is designed so
that the inclusive identifiers can compensate each other. Further, multi-model biometric
systems are more secure against anti-spoofing attacks as it is more difficult to compromise
more than one identifiers simultaneously. The system can also ask the user to present a
random subset of biometric traits, so that a `live' user can be ensured to present at the
point of data acquisition. Hence, a multi-modal biometric system is more secure.
In a multi-modal biometrics system, each biometric identifier can be viewed as an indi-
vidual classifier. Jain et al. [63] summarizes and categorizes various classifier combination
schemes based on the integration architecture, level of fusion, fusion strategy, and selec-
tion/training approaches of individual classifiers. Ross and Jain [130] provides a review of
integration strategies with respect to biometrics.
According to [130], biometric information can be fused at three levels: fusion at the
feature extraction level, fusion at the matching score level, and fusion at the decision level.
For instance, Brunelli and Falavigna [10] combines the scores of five different classifiers
that operate on the voice and face feature sets to generate a single matching score for
identification. Jain et al. [67] highlights the need for a robust and efficient normalization
procedure for biometric fusion at the matching score level with experiments conducted on
the face, fingerprint and hand-geometry traits of users. Bigun et al. [8] presents a statistical
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framework based on Bayesian theory for simulating decision strategies using expert opinions;
their experiments are conducted on the speech and face data. Other combination examples
can be found in [156; 64; 77; 80].
Recently, Sim et al. [144] explores the extended use of multi-modal biometrics for
continuous verification to provide stronger security against attackers who may have initially
fooled the system; it shows that continuous verification imposes additional requirements on
multi-modal fusion when compared to conventional verification systems.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, various aspects of fingerprint authentication systems have been reviewed in
terms of both concepts and literatures. In particular, we see that fingerprint feature analysis
provides the foundation and means for all biometric processes such as fingerprint matching,
pre-alignment, classification and indexing. On top of the conventional biometric recognition
tasks, advanced issues of security enhancement are being actively studied in recent research
efforts, including template protection, bio-cryptography and multi-modal biometrics. How-
ever, workable security schemes rely on reliable feature analysis. For instance, the latest
cancelable template development [125] and the most popular bio-cryptographic scheme of
fuzzy vault [22] both require or assume precise fingerprint pre-alignment/registration in
their respective process. Therefore, we start our research from feature analysis of finger-
prints.
As we are interested in large scale fingerprint identification, we choose to follow the
line of ridge orientation analysis. This is because the Level One feature contains enough
topological information and requires less computational efforts compared to the Level Two
and Three features, which makes it an advantage for fast candidate retrieval. In fact, most
fingerprint classification and indexing methods use the Level One features (see Section
2.2.1). Therefore, we will continue to explore the potential of ridge orientation analysis in
large scale biometric identification.
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Specifically, we embark on the mathematical modeling of fingerprint ridge orientation
field. We believe that mathematical modeling has the capability of describing and predicting
behavior within the context in which it is embedded [39], and is able to provide insights
to the data structures and thus disclose hidden relationships. Moreover, a compact and
comprehensive ridge orientation model will be beneficial to the storage and computational
cost of fingerprint processing, and hence fingerprint authentication applications.
In the following chapters, we will present our research outcome on ridge orientation mod-
eling and its application to different stages in the AFIS system for large-scale fingerprint
identification.
Chapter 3
Modeling Fingerprint Ridge Topology
This chapter presents the development of the proposed ridge orientation model for de-
scribing fingerprint ridge topology patterns. We will discuss various issues regarding the
modeling process, both theoretically and in practice.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 explains terminologies and related works
for fingerprint ridge orientation modeling. It also proposes a new system flow chart that
can overcome limitations in the existing approaches. Section 3.2 describes preprocessing of
coarse orientation estimation. Section 3.3 narrates the problem formulation and theoretical
solution of the proposed ridge orientation model based on two-dimensional Fourier series
expansions (FOMFE). Section 3.4 demonstrates FOMFE-based ROF estimation, including
implementation issues such as parameter selection and computational complexity. Section
3.5 evaluates performance of the modeling approach through fingerprint matching experi-
ments. Finally, Section 3.6 summarizes advantages of the proposed FOMFE approach.
3.1 Ridge Orientation Field and Modeling
At the global level, fingerprint ridge flows assemble in specific formation, which results in
different ridge topology patterns. At a local scale, fingerprint textures are characterized by
strong orientation selectivity and periodicity, except at a few singular points (SPs) where
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the ridge flows are wrapped around. In other words, the local ridge texture is anisotropic.
The anisotropic feature can be described by the dominant orientation angle formed by local
ridge flows, crossing through an arbitrary small neighborhood, and the horizontal axis. The
dominant orientations are then summarized in a 2D matrix called the ridge orientation
field(ROF). For a long time, ROF is the main representation for describing fingerprint ridge
topology in automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS).
In many automatic fingerprint recognition systems, the ROF estimation serves as an
intermediate step for conducting fingerprint processing or deriving other salient features.
For instance, ROF is used to design contextual filters for enhancing the image quality of
fingerprints [111], which is beneficial for reducing matching errors. ROF has also been
widely used for fingerprint image segmentation [95], SP detection [76; 4], fingerprint classi-
fication and indexing [13; 72], and other ridge analysis functions [157]. Therefore, it is very
important to have an accurate ROF estimation in many applications.
ROF can be estimated directly from a gray-scale fingerprint image. However, the re-
sulting estimates are often sensitive to noise. Dirt, moisture, and creases, as well as other
factitious noise on fingertips can largely affect the performance of fingerprint recognition.
In fact, an accurate recognition with poor-quality fingerprints is still one of the fundamental
technical barriers today.
Therefore, post-processing is often conducted on the coarse orientation estimates. A
popular technique is via smoothing/averaging in either space or frequency domain. Such
methods work well when the ridge flows in the noisy region vary slowly or when the noise
distribution is known. However, such averaging processes tend to smooth out high curvature
especially in singularity regions, and are not effective when the obscure region is too large.
Initially, mathematical modeling for ridge orientation topology was studied in an at-
tempt to refine the noisy estimates and to resolve ambiguities in extracting ridge orien-
tations [141]. The mathematical model incorporates an understanding of the fingerprint
topology, and thus is of value in the interpretation of fingerprint oriented textures in the
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AFIS systems. Further, the model may also help to disclose hidden relationships and enable
insights into data structures for fingerprint feature analysis. Hence, it is possible to ex-
plore more usage of the model other than yielding a better-quality ROF for noisy fingerprint
images.
Earlier work has been done for description and analysis of oriented textures in general
images. Zuker [179] describes orientations in terms of tangent vector fields. This work is of
particular interest because it applies differential geometric concepts, such as tangent vector
fields and Poincare indices, to the analysis of image directionality which can enable closed
form expressions. However, it is not immediately applicable to the ROF modeling problem,
because ROF is a line field rather than a vector field.
The fundamental difference between line and vector fields is the orientability. That is,
whether it is possible to assign an arrow to the direction. In a vector field, the direction of
vectors can be naturally represented as any element on the unit circle. The direction angle
is not affected by rotation through any integer multiples of 2pi. In a line field, however, the
direction is identical for two radially opposite points on the unit circle. The direction angle
of a line is a modulus of pi.
Mathematically, a vector field is more convenient for analysis through the geometric
theories of differential equations. Therefore, it is beneficial to transform ROF to a vec-
tor field that can be readily described by mathematical functions. Kass and Witkin [75]
proposes a simple yet effective transformation by doubling the ridge orientation angles.
Rao and Jain [120] then locally approximates flow-like patterns with 2D linear differential
equations. However, the linear model is limited to analyzing flow fields containing at most
one SP. Whereas there are usually multiple SPs in a fingerprint image, the linear model is
therefore not suitable for modeling the global ridge orientation topology.
Sherlock and Monro [142] first describes the entire ROF with 2D rational polynomials
which model the core-typed SPs as zeros and the delta-typed SPs as poles by regarding the
image plane as the the complex plane. As key parameters, the type and location information
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of SPs must be retrieved prior to modeling. Further, the zero-pole model is more suitable
to describe the ideal topology for different fingerprint classes. Its capability is limited to
capturing more flexible variation for real cases. Therefore, improved versions along this
line have been proposed in the literature, including piecewise nonlinear models [158; 12]
and the rational complex model [178].
On the other hand, Dass [26] develops a Bayesian framework using the Markov random
field model. The model enables joint detection of the orientation fields and the singularities
by dynamically updating the extracted ridge features. However, the computation cost of
this method is expensive. In addition, the results of Bayesian analysis depend on the
validity of prior distributions [41]. The distribution of orientation fields is hard to assess
and may vary across different fingerprint classes. Moreover, the uniform distribution is
assumed in the model as the initial distribution for all cases. This assumption may degrade
the performance of the parametric estimator.
Recently, Zhou and Gu [177] observes that the power-series polynomials (PSP) are able
to approximate the smooth ridge flows in the complex plane but only have difficulties near
SPs where high curvature and discontinuity are present. Accordingly, a point-charge model
was introduced to modify the model description in the singularity region. The local point-
charge model and the global PSP model are then combined to form a combination model
in [177]. However, the partition of each effective region in the combination model relies on
a trial-and-error means. There appears to be no solid rules for the seamless integration of
different models in the combination approach.
There exists one common limitation in most existing fingerprint ridge orientation mod-
els: Prior knowledge regarding SPs is required in order to refine model descriptions. A
general flowchart of the existing models is depicted in Figure 3.1. However, it is nontriv-
ial to retrieve a SP from noisy fingerprint images in the first place. In fact, accurate SP
detection often relies on a good estimation of the ROF. This has generated a tedious and
error-prone recursive process that inherently limits the ridge orientation model in providing
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comprehensive descriptions for fingerprint global ridge topology features.
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of general ridge orientation models proposed in the literature.
Therefore, we are motivated to study a more robust ridge topology model that can
overcome the above limits. The proposed system flowchart is shown in Figure 3.2. The
main difference between Figure 3.1 and 3.2 is the removal of the SP detection module. It
can be observed that coarse orientation estimates become the only input to the subsequent
modeling approach.
Figure 3.2: Proposed block diagram for our ridge orientation model.
The iterative process is eliminated from Figure 3.2. We believe the proposed approach
is more efficient and more reliable since it is immune from system errors introduced by the
intermediate step of SP detection. In the following, we will follow the proposed flowchart
shown in Figure 3.2 and describe the key modules in details.
3.2 Coarse Ridge Orientation Estimation
This section introduces the gradient based method for extracting the ridge orientation from
a gray scale fingerprint image. The coarse ridge orientation estimates serve as input to the
ridge topology model for training. Although other approaches are possible (see in Section
2.2.2), the gradient based method remains most popular for its simplicity of implementation
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and being able to provide a continuous measure. This section also presents our enhancement
techniques for improving noise resistance of the gradient based estimators.
3.2.1 An enhanced gradient-based method
In a gradient based method, the gradient vectors are calculated by taking the partial deriva-
tives of image gray intensity with respect to the x and y directions (in terms of matrix
notations, the directions are along the the columns and the rows), denoting [gx, gy]T . Note
that gx indicates the cosine component and gy indicates the sine component of the gradient
vector. It is well known that a gradient vector always points to the direction of maximum
gray intensity variation. In fingerprints, they are perpendicular to the hypothetical edge
tangential to the local ridge lines. The gradients of gray intensity can be readily computed
by standard algorithms [46]. For instance, we use the 3 × 3 Sobel convolution filter to
compute gradients along the x− and y− direction, respectively.
Although the orientation angle is orthogonal to the gradient phase angle, it is not
suitable to obtain one from another by simply adding/subtracting pi/2 for multiple reasons
[90]. For instance, there is a pi/2 nonlinear discontinuity when taking the arc-tangent of
gy/gx, and the concept of average orientation is not always well defined.
Kass and Witkin [75] proposes a simple yet effective solution to transform ROF (a line
field) to a vector field by doubling the ridge orientation angles so that the local orientation
estimates can be averaged through squared gradient vectors. Without loss of generality,
denote each element in ROF as θxy and each element in the associated vector field as
dxy = [cos 2θxy, sin 2θxy].
Due to the Double-Angle Formulas [128],
cos 2θ = cos2 θ − sin2 θ ,
sin 2θ = 2 sin θ cos θ .
(3.1)
Since cos θ and sin θ has a direct relation with the gradient components, the doubled ridge
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orientation angles can be directly computed through (3.1). On the other hand, the corre-
sponding squared gradients can be obtained throughgs,x
gs,y
 =
g2 cos 2ϕxy
g2 sin 2ϕxy
 =
g2(cos2 ϕxy − sin2 ϕxy)
g2(2 sinϕxy cosϕxy)
 =
g2x − g2y
2gxgy
 ,
where the gradient phase angle ϕxy is perpendicular to the ridge orientation angle θxy. The
average gradients in the local region W can be therefore calculated by [6]g¯sx
g¯sy
 =
∑W gsx∑
W gsy
 =
∑W (g2x − g2y)∑
W 2gxgy
 =
Gxx −Gyy
2Gxy
 , (3.2)
where Gxx =
∑
W g
2
x, Gyy =
∑
W g
2
y, Gxy =
∑
W gxgy are gradient variances and cross-
variances in the local region. Therefore,
θxy =
1
2
(
arctan
g¯s,y
g¯s,x
)
+ pi/2 =
1
2
arctan
( 2Gxy
Gxx −Gyy
)
+
pi
2
. (3.3)
Equation (3.3) gives a more theoretical sound solution to compute the ridge orientation
from squared gradients rather than gradients. This is because: 1) θ = 1
2
(·) indicates
a mapping from vector angles to line angles; 2) discontinuity at pi/2 vanishes by taking
the arc-tangent of squared gradients, since the argument denominator becomes g2x − g2y
rather than gx - gx and gy cannot simultaneously be zeros except at SPs; 3) averaging can
be conducted directly on squared gradients before transforming to ROF; 4) the gradient
vectors at opposite sides of a ridge line are turned to the same direction after doubling the
phase angle, hence averaging squared gradients enhances the anisotropic feature.
The local anisotropic degree in can be measured by the coherence, which is defined as the
normalized strength of the averaged squared gradient with respect to the sum of strengths
of all local squared gradients in the local region W [75; 6]:
CohW =
|∑W (gs,x, gs,y)|∑
W |(gs,x, gs,y)|
=
√
(Gxx −Gyy)2 + 4G2xy
Gxx +Gyy
. (3.4)
If the local pattern is highly anisotropic, i.e. the squared gradient vectors are pointing to
almost the same direction, the coherence value approximates to one; otherwise (isotropic),
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i.e. the squared gradient vectors are equally distributed over all directions, the coherence
value then approximates to zero.
Conventional gradient based methods [75; 120; 6] divide a fingerprint image with equal-
sized blocks and perform computation independently within each block area. Jain et al. [57]
proposes a hierarchical scheme to dynamically adjust the block size (the estimation window).
However, this approach involves iterative steps and thus is computationally consuming.
On the other hand, ridge flows are generally smooth and continuous. We exploit this
salient feature of local ridge parallelism, and propose an enhanced gradient based method
for coarse ridge orientation estimation. The basic idea is to conduct redundant estimations
for a target. For convenience, we name the local areas defined by mesh grids as base blocks.
Generally, the block size affects the estimation accuracy of a gradient based method due
to the averaging effect. The size is often a tradeoff between estimation accuracy and noise
resistance. In our experience, a base block size of 8×8 pixels works well for most fingerprints
with an image resolution of 500dpi. Figure 3.3 shows such an image example of parallel
ridges.
Figure 3.3: Parallel ridge patterns di-
vided by 3× 3 blocks each of 8× 8 pixels.
I II III
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VII VIII IX
D D 
D D 
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1 2 
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Figure 3.4: Adjoining blocks are grouped
into overlapping neighborhoods
We then group every 2 × 2 adjoining base blocks into a neighborhood D, and every
3 × 3 adjoining blocks into a site with four neighborhoods overlapping with each other.
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Figure 3.4 illustrates such an organization. Regard the centered base block V is the target
block for which the dominant orientation is estimated. Let base blocks {I, II, IV, V } form
a neighborhood marked D1. Similarly, base blocks {II, III, V, V I} form D2, base blocks
{IV, V, V II, V III} form D3, and base blocks {V, V I, V III, IX} form D4. Note that the
target block V is the overlapping area of the four neighborhoods. Hence if the block V is
smeared by uncorrelated random noise, it is possible to recover the underlying ridge trends
using information from other neighboring blocks.
Here we adopt a weighted averaging method. The average squared gradients in a neigh-
borhood can be computed by summing the squared gradients, which is also equivalent to
summing the average squared gradients in the four base blocks of the neighborhood. For
instance, since D1 = {I, II, IV, V },
g¯sx|D1 =
∑
i∈I
(gsx)i +
∑
i∈II
(gsx)i +
∑
i∈IV
(gsx)i +
∑
i∈V
(gsx)i
= g¯sx|I + g¯sx|II + g¯sx|IV + g¯sx|V .
(3.5)
Similarly,
g¯sy|D1 = g¯sy|I + g¯sy|II + g¯sy|IV + g¯sy|V . (3.6)
If we regard the average gradients in each neighborhood as an estimate to the target
block, there are four such redundant estimates from the neighborhoods. The average of
these redundant estimates is
g¯sx =
∑
j=1..4
g¯sx|Dj =
∑
rΓ · g¯sx|Γ
g¯sy =
∑
j=1..4
g¯sy|Dj =
∑
rΓ · g¯sy|Γ ,
(3.7)
where Γ = I, II, .., IX represents any base block in the site, rΓ is the overlapping ratio of
a base block Γ involved in the redundant estimation. The overlapping ratio of each block
in the site is a constant in the proposed scheme: The overlapping ratio of the centered
target block V is 4
16
, while that of the adjacent blocks II, IV, V I, V III is 2
16
and that of the
remaining ones is 1
16
. By this means, the centered target weights the most, its edge-touched
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blocks weight in second, while the corner-touched blocks weight the least in the redundant
estimation.
We further incorporate coherence measure into the weighing factor in (3.7) to compen-
sate noise effects. The coherence measure indicates the anisotropic degree of ridge flows in
the local scale. It can be used as a reliability measure for estimation in regions where ridge
orientations do not change rapidly. Thus, the resulting weighing factor is wΓ = CΓ · rΓ, and
the average gradients become
g¯sx =
∑
wΓ · g¯sx|Γ , g¯sy =
∑
wΓ · g¯sy|Γ . (3.8)
the sum of the weighing factor
∑
wΓ =
∑
CΓ · rΓ = CΓ
∑
rΓ = 1. Accordingly,
g¯sx =
∑
wΓ · g¯sx|Γ = g¯sx|V ·
∑
wΓ = g¯sx|V ,
g¯sy =
∑
wΓ · g¯sy|Γ = g¯sy|V ·
∑
wΓ = g¯sy|V .
The dominant orientation angle θV of the target block V can be estimated from the weighted
average of the squared gradients in the overlapping site through θV = 12∠(g¯sx, g¯sy) + pi2 .
The enhanced gradient based method incorporates overlapping ratio and coherence mea-
sure as the weighing factor in the averaging process. The resulting estimation is more
resilient against noise due to redundant measures. In the following, we conduct a noise
resistance analysis for the gradient based methods and discuss the results.
3.2.2 Noise resistance analysis
Dirt and moisture often cause poor separation of ridges in a fingerprint image. We can
assume this type of noise as uncorrelated and the random with symmetric distribution of a
zero mean (isotropic). The ridge flows, on the contrary, have strong selectivity of orientation
in the local scale (anisotropic). In a noisy region, the anisotropy feature of ridge flows is
corrupted by random noise. Thus, the resulting estimation is distorted.
Consider a noisy region of W pixels. The measured gradients [gx, gy]T are a combined
effect of the true gradients of ridge flows [gt,x, gt,y]T and the disturbing gradients of noise
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[4gx,4gy]T . That is,
gx = gt,x +4gx gy = gt,y +4gy . (3.9)
Substituting (3.9) into (3.2) yields:
g¯s,x =
∑
W
gs,x =
∑
W
((gt,x +4gx)2 − (gt,y +4gy)2)
g¯s,y =
∑
W
gs,y =
∑
W
2(gt,x +4gx)(gt,y +4gy) .
Evaluate the above expression for g¯s,x:
g¯s,x =
∑
W
(gt,x +4gx)2 − (gt,y +4gy)2
=
∑
W
(g2t,x − g2t,y) + 2 (
∑
W
gt,x4gx −
∑
W
gt,y4gy) + (
∑
W
4g2x −
∑
W
4g2y)
(3.10)
Since the variances of random noise in x and y directions are the same, the third term can
be eliminated. Thus, the above expression is simplified as
g¯s,x =
∑
W
(g2t,x − g2t,y) + 2 (
∑
W
gt,x4gx −
∑
W
gt,y4gy), (3.11)
where the first term is the expected value for g¯s,x, the second term is the difference between
the covariances of noise and the two original gradients.
Similarly, we obtain the following expression for g¯s,y:
g¯s,y =
∑
W
2 (gt,x +4gx)(gt,y +4gy)
= 2
∑
W
gt,xgt,y + 2 (
∑
W
gt,x4gy +
∑
W
gt,y4gx) + 2
∑
W
4gx4gy
(3.12)
Since the gradients of ridges and the gradients of noise are uncorrelated, the covariances in
the second term can be eliminated:∑
W
gt,x4gy =
∑
W
gt,x ·
∑
W
4gy = 0 ,∑
W
gt,y4gx =
∑
W
gt,y ·
∑
W
4gx = 0 .
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Therefore, the expression for g¯s,y can be simplified as
g¯s,y = 2
∑
W
gt,xgt,y + 2
∑
W
4gx4gy . (3.13)
When the noise factor is small (i.e., 4gy → 0,4gx → 0), the last terms in (3.11) and
(3.13) approach to zero and the estimate approximates the expected value. Since ridge flows
are generally smooth and continuous, the trends in the four overlapping neighborhoods are
highly correlated. In the enhanced scheme, ridge patterns in the overlapping neighborhoods
are regarded as redundant estimations for the same target. It is well known in digital image
processing that redundant estimations are useful in recovering noisy images [46]. Therefore,
the enhanced scheme is able to yield better estimation for the coarse orientation estimates.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates coarse orientation estimation using three gradient based meth-
ods: the conventional method [75], the hierarchical scheme [57], and our enhanced gradient-
based method. The estimated results are superimposed on the original gray-scale finger-
prints. As shown in the figure, our enhanced method is able to produce smoother estimates
that can overcome random alignments better with the underlying ridge flows.
The enhanced method uses an overlapping window and weighted averaging to improve
the orientation estimates. However, there exists a fundamental problem for the averaging
process. The averaging process is a tradeoff between noise resistance and high resolution.
In general, averaging with a larger window size is beneficial to overcome random noise
but tends to smooth out high-curvature structures especially in vicinity of SPs. More-
over, when the noise distribution is not anisotropic, the cross terms in (3.10) and (3.12)
cannot be eliminated. In such cases, the averaging process is not very effective for noise
reduction. Therefore, other techniques must be developed for ridge orientation estimation.
The following section presents a novel ridge topology model in an attempt to address the
problem.
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Figure 3.5: Coarse ridge orientations estimation using, column-wise from left to right, the
conventional gradient-based method [75], the Hierarchical method [57], and our enhanced
gradient based method.
3.3 Fingerprint Orientation Model based on Fourier Ex-
pansion (FOMFE)
3.3.1 Problem formulation
Section 3.1 has introduced the ridge orientation field (ROF) containing local ridge orienta-
tions of fingerprint ridge flows. The ROF is a widely adopted representation for fingerprint
ridge topology features. To avoid problems caused by orientation discontinuity (pi ↔ 0),
a popular approach is to map the ROF into a phase doubled vector field when operating
on the ridge orientations. By this means, the original line field is transformed into a new
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vector field which is more convenient for analysis. Each element in the new vector field is
a two-dimensional vector v = (vc, vs) with the components vc, vs being the phase functions
of cos2θ and sin2θ respectively, and θ being the orientation angle [75].
We perform ridge orientation modeling on the transformed phase doubled vector field
rather than on the ROF directly, because it is more convenient to interpret a vector field
with mathematical functions. Therefore, it is possible to enable a closed form expression
for the model description. In fact, the phase components of a vector field can be sufficiently
described by differential equations [113]. In general, a dynamic system is expressed as
x˙ = f(x). (3.14)
In a bivariate case, we have x = (x, y)T ∈ R2. The solution curves of (3.14) are tangential
to the vectors at each point (x, y) in the phase plane. A family of all solution curves in R2
is termed the phase portrait of a dynamic system. Therefore, the ROF modeling problem
can be formulated as: Given the phase input data v = (vc, vs) from the phase doubled vector
field V2θ that corresponds to the item on the left side of (3.14), find a suitable mapping
function f that corresponds to the item on the right side of (3.14).
In [120; 143], a linear system x˙ = Ax was proposed to describe the local orientations
in a small neighborhood where the embedded SP is modeled as a critical point defined by
the differential system. A critical point is a special solution x0 in the phase portrait when
x˙0 = 0. Since the tangent disappears at x0, critical points resemble SPs in discontinuity
and the way of controlling the behavior of surrounding trends.
However, a linear system can only describe a phase portrait that contains at most one
critical point. Therefore, it is not suitable to model the global ROF in which there are
usually more than one SP in the fingerprint image. Thus, some nonlinear models have
been proposed [38; 175]. Although these nonlinear descriptions allow multiple SPs, they
generally require prior knowledge of SP coordinates. Moreover, solving these nonlinear
systems is not a trivial task. For example, simulated annealing is used to resolve the model
coefficients in [38].
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3.3.2 Choosing the basis for expansion
In our approach to (3.14), we consider a representation in series expansion form to approx-
imate the unknown nonlinear function f rather than interpret it explicitly. In fact, almost
any arbitrary function f(x, y) on some intervals of random variables can be expressed by a
series of basis functions in the general form of
f(x, y) = β0ψ0(x, y) + β1ψ1(x, y) + β2ψ2(x, y) + ...+ βkψk(x, y) + ε(x, y)
=
k∑
n=0
βnψn(x, y) + ε(x, y) ,
(3.15)
where k < +∞ ∈ N is the order and ε(x, y) is the residual. Therefore, our basic idea is to
seek a set of basis functions {ψn} that can construct a modeling function to describe the
phase doubled vector field transformed from ROF.
Since ridges and valleys alternate throughout the fingerprint effective region, it is natural
to assume that our observation of ridge orientations will behave in a periodic manner along
the two map directions. Therefore, it is reasonable to use a set of cosine and sine functions
in place of {ψn}. This formed our motivation to represent f in trigonometric series [32].
Further, if the expansion in (3.15) is unique, i.e. there is only one set of {βn} for each
representation, then the trigonometric series can be specified as Fourier series for the two-
dimensional (2D) expansion.
For a bivariate function f(x, y) in a restricted area in R2, say (−l ≤ x ≤ l,−h ≤ y ≤ h),
its 2D Fourier series expansion can be expressed in the following form [31]:
f(x, y) =
k∑
m=0
k∑
n=0
ψ(mνx, nωy; βmn) + ε(x, y), (3.16)
where m,n ∈ N ; the fundamental frequencies ν = pi
l
and ω = pi
h
are on the orthogonal x
and y axes; and
ψ(mνx, nωy; βmn) = λmn[ amn cos(mνx) cos(nωy) + bmn sin(mνx) cos(nωy)
+ cmn cos(mνx) sin(nωy) + dmn sin(mνx) sin(nωy)],
(3.17)
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where λmn is a constant scalar that can be expressed as
λmn =

1/4 (m = n = 0)
1/2 (m > 0, n = 0 or m = 0, n > 0)
1 (m > 0, n > 0).
It can be observed from (3.17) that each parameter βmn is actually composed of four model
coefficients {amn, bmn, cmn, dmn}. The basis functions:
(m = 0, n = 0) : 1,
(m > 0, n = 0) : cos(mνx), sin(mνx),
(m = 0, n > 0) : cos(nωy), sin(nωy),
(m > 0, n > 0) : cos(mνx) cos(nωy), sin(mνx) cos(nωy), (3.18)
cos(mνx) sin(nωy), sin(mνx) sin(nωy);
form an orthogonal basis Ψ.
At this point, we would like to remark on the subtle difference between trigonometric
series (that can converge at all points) and the Fourier series of functions (that are inte-
grable over (pi, pi)) [32]. The Fourier series is a definite trigonometric series whose complex
coefficients are governed by the following prescriptions:
cn =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(x)e−inxdx
The above relation is also known as the Fourier Transform. In other words, the Fourier
expansion of the function f(x) is unique. Whereas in general trigonometric series, the
convergence of the integrability is more relaxed. It had been shown that to any measurable
function f corresponds at least one trigonometric series whose partial sums sN have the
property that limN≈infsN = f in measure on the interval [32]. This implies that, with
a different degree of data fit, it is possible to have more than one trigonometric series
expansion that approximate the original function f . In other words, the valid solution is
not unique using trigonometric series.
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Rigourously, the trigonometric series expansion is more general and thus more useful for
ridge orientation modeling, especially for partial fingerprints where the data fit is restricted
in a limited segment rather than the entire image (interval). For partial fingerprints, it
is intuitively sound that the modeling function can have numerous valid solutions each
preserve data fit in the partial segment but with description variation in the unknown
region. We will discuss the topic of global ridge orientation modeling for partial fingerprints
in Chapter 5.
If the function f is evaluated in the whole interval, however, Fourier series is able to
yield the best data fit for the expansion in theory [32]. In this Chapter, we assume that
this is the case. Therefore, we retain the name FOMFE in [162] for the fingerprint (ridge)
orientation model based on 2D Fourier (series) expansion though the approximation can be
relaxed as shown in Section 3.3.4.
Finally, it is fair to state that although we use trigonometric series for the expansion,
other series expansion may also be possible to represent the dynamic function f in (3.15).
For instance, the wavelets seem to be promising for its close link with Fourier series and
flexibility for multi-resolution processing. However, further investigation on the wavelets
is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the following sections, we will focus on analysis
and application using the ridge orientation modeling approach based on 2D Fourier series
expansion.
3.3.3 Expression in matrix notation
Therefore, we propose to use two bivariate trigonometric polynomial functions fc and fs,
each in a form of (3.16), to represent the 2D modeling function f . The resulting fingerprint
orientation model based on the 2D Fourier expansions (FOMFE) can be written in a more
compact matrix expression:
Vc = P(x) ·Bc ·QT(y)
Vs = P(x) ·Bs ·QT(y) ,
(3.19)
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where Vc and Vs are the input data given by
Vc = {vc(x, y)},
Vs = {vs(x, y)}
(3.20)
for [vc(x, y), vs(x, y)] ∈ V2θ; Bc and Bs are the parameter matrices each containing the
Fourier coefficients associated with the phase modeling function; the x or y variable matrix
P(x) = [p(x1) p(x2) ... p(xM)]
T
Q(y) = [q(y1) q(y2) ... q(yM)]
T
(3.21)
corresponds to the total M coordinate points in the phase portrait where
p(x) = {pi(x)}, pi(x) =

1/2 (i = 0)
cosmνx (i = 2m− 1, m = 1, 2, ..., k)
sinmνx (i = 2m, m = 1, 2, ..., k)
(3.22)
and
q(y) = {qj(y)}, qj(y) =

1/2 (j = 0)
cosnωy (j = 2n− 1, n = 1, 2, ..., k)
sinnωy (j = 2n, n = 1, 2, ..., k)
(3.23)
are independent vectors each consisting of (2k + 1) variables.
The parameter matricesBc andBs can also be represented by {βmn} form = 0, 1, 2, ..., k
and n = 0, 1, 2, ..., k, which are consistent with the expressions in (3.16) and (3.17). Specif-
ically, β00 = [a00] while β0n = [a0n, c0n] for n > 0 and βm0 = [am0, bm0]T for m > 0. For the
rest, when m > 0 and n > 0, the Fourier coefficients are arranged in a way such that
βmn =
amn cmn
bmn dmn
 . (3.24)
Accordingly, both Bc and Bs are square matrices with (2k+1)×(2k+1) elements, resulting
in a total of 2×(2k+1)2 coefficients to be estimated for FOMFE. Through this arrangement,
the Fourier coefficients themselves now constitute a parametric plane possibly containing
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significant trends that can reflect or respond to the trends in the original spatial space.
This interesting relation will be further investigated later, in Chapter 5.
The matrix expression in (3.19) is actually a bilinear form of second-degree functions
in two variable sets P(x) and Q(y). The FOMFE model expressed in this form is more
convenient for both analysis and implementation as will be shown in the following sections.
3.3.4 Parameter optimization
Without loss of generality, assume M ridge orientation samples are measured from the
effective fingerprint segment Ω. From (3.16) or (3.19), we observed that each modeling
function in FOMFE is a superposition of (2k + 1)2 basis functions from the orthogonal
system given in (3.18). That is,
dˆΩ,x = ΨΩβx, (3.25)
where dˆΩ,x is the M reconstructed phase estimates for either the cosine (x = c) or sine
components (x = s); ΨΩ is a M ×K matrix containing the K = (2k + 1)2 basis functions
evaluated at the M sampling points:
ΨΩ = [ψ(x1, y1) ψ(x2, y2) ... ψ(xM , yM)]
T
and
ψ(x, y) = {pi(x) · qj(y)} , (i, j = 0, 1, ...2k) .
Note that pi(x) and qj(y) have been given in (3.22) and (3.23), respectively.
Now, the specific problem we need to tackle is to find the set of model coefficients βc
and βs, such that the resulting phase estimates dˆΩ,c and dˆΩ,s can best fit the given input
vc and vs in the effective fingerprint segment Ω. Note that the coefficient matrix Bc can
be obtained by writing the β elements sequentially into a (2k + 1)× (2k + 1) matrix form.
Similarly, if d is constructed from {vs}, the resulting β will lead to a solution for Bs.
We use a solution that minimizes the squared errors between the inputs and the modeling
outputs. The optimization problem thus can be formulated as a classical linear least square
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(LSQ) problem [118]:
minβx ||ΨΩβx − dΩ,x||2. (3.26)
There are various techniques for solving a linear LSQ problem such as (3.26). We can
adopt a solution based on the QR factorization of the design matrix Ψ. This is valid since
rank(ΨΩ) is not deficient [45] in most instances of our experiments.
When all data points in the fingerprint are available, there is a unique best fit solution
using Fourier series expansion. The Fourier coefficients can be computed uniquely from the
dual functions of the basis, denoted Ψ˜ = {ψ˜j(x, y)}. According to the definition, the dual
functions can be evaluated from [46]
〈ψij(x, y), ψ˜kl(x, y)〉 = δ =
 0 (i 6= k, j 6= l)1 (i = k, j = l) , (3.27)
where 〈·〉 denotes integral inner products in the entire image (interval). Therefore, the
Fourier coefficients can be computed by [46]
βij = 〈ψ˜ij(x, y), f(x, y)〉 =
∫ ∫
ψ˜∗ij(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy , (3.28)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation. For both ψi and its dual ψ˜j are
real, the complex conjugate operation can be exempt. Writing in a matrix notation, (3.28)
becomes
β = Ψ˜d , (3.29)
Our experiences show that, for a complete fingerprint, ROF reconstruction from FOMFE
that is based on the linear LSQ optimization of (3.26) and that is based on the dual
approach of (3.29) are almost identical in computer implementations. Therefore, either way
can be used to optimize the FOMFE model coefficients for describing the overall fingerprint
topology patterns.
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3.4 FOMFE-based Ridge Orientation Estimation
3.4.1 Ridge Orientation Field Reconstruction
In order to reconstruct ROF from the ridge topology model, the coarse estimate of the phase
doubled vector [Vc,Vs] must be extracted initially from a gray-scale image and passed to
the parameter optimization process for training the ridge topology model as described in
Section 3.3.4. Once the FOMFE model coefficients are evaluated, a refined ROF can be
reconstructed by first evaluating the squared gradients through (3.19) and then the ridge
orientation angles through (3.3) as described in Section 3.3.3.
Since the FOMFE approach is capable of restoring the contaminated ridge patterns for
noisy fingerprints, the coarse estimates can be refined upon reconstruction. According to our
experience, a smoother input is not necessary but a higher resolution for curvature detail
is more desirable for modeling accuracy (the polynomial order also matters, see in Section
3.4.3). The above gradient-based methods, that aim at noise removal, only contribute
to slight difference for the reconstruction results based on FOMFE. Therefore, we adopt
the conventional gradient-based methods [75] for the simplicity of analysis in the following
sections.
Figure 3.6 illustrates a group of reconstruction examples using the FOMFE approach.
The image quality transits from good to bad for the three different impressions of an arch-
type fingerprint. The refined output from FOMFE is compared with the coarse input from
the gradient-based method for each fingerprint example. The estimated ROF is superim-
posed on the corresponding fingerprint image that is shown on the leftmost column. It can
be seen that even for the worst impression of the fingerprint in the last row, the FOMFE
approach is able to redraw the smeared ridge structures that can hardly be distinguished
by the conventional gradient-based method.
Figure 3.7 compares the reconstruction performance of the FOMFE approach with two
other ROF models, namely the power-series polynomials (PSP) and the combination model
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: ROF reconstruction examples: (a) different impressions of the same finger with
varying image quality; (b) coarse ridge orientation estimates; (c) refined estimates from
FOMFE.
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[177]. Since the combination model requires prior information of SPs as input parameters,
we manually identify all cores and deltas with + and × in the whorl fingerprint.
As shown in Figure 3.7(b), the PSP model can not capture the delicate whorl shape and
the left delta. In Figure 3.7(c), the combination model fails at the center where the two
manually identified cores are very close together. This is because the point-charge model
can only accommodate one SP at a time. Therefore, its performance degrades if the SPs are
too crowded. Moreover, it is also hard for the combination model to adjust the patching
area for each SP under such circumstances. As a result, an erratic pattern is produced
around the whorl.
On the other hand, our FOMFE approach does not require an SP to adjust the model
description. Therefore, it is capable of providing consistent estimations for the overall ridge
topologies including the singular regions. Further, the ROF extracted from FOMFE is
smooth and satisfactory for the same whorl-type fingerprint as shown in Figure 3.7(d).
In fact, automatic SP detection by itself is not a trivial task for poor-quality fingerprints.
The detection is sensitive to noise and its accuracy often relies on a good ROF estimate
in the first place. Incorrect SP detection can have a powerful effect upon the performance
of a SP-dependent method.
Figure 3.8 illustrates such an example. The contaminated fingerprint is displayed in
Figure 3.8(a). As shown in Figure 3.8(b), noise results in multiple false SP detections that
confuses the combination model into generating false patterns in the local regions. The
FOMFE model is immune from the false SP detections. It can be observed in Figure 3.8(c)
that FOMFE is able to give a reasonable trend estimate even for the heavily smeared region.
3.4.2 Effect of block size in modeling
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the dominant ridge orientation is not computed at each pixel
but over a block of N ×N pixels through an averaging process on the squared gradients of
gray intensity in a fingerprint image. The block size N is thus an important factor for the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Comparing ROF reconstruction using different models: (a) original fingerprint
with cores and deltas manually identified with + and × respectively; (b) using the PSP
model [177]; (c) using the combination model [177] based on the manually identified SPs;
(d) using the proposed FOMFE approach (no SP information is required).
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estimation accuracy of coarse ridge orientation estimation. In a gradient-based method, it is
often a tradeoff between smoothing the noise effect and increasing the estimation resolution:
Linear averaging over a larger block size is more resilient against random noise but tends
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.8: ROF reconstruction for (a) A poor-quality fingerprint image; (b) using the
combination model [177]; (c) using the proposed FOMFE approach (no SP information is
required).
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to oversmooth high curvature detail.
It is therefore interesting to investigate the impact of N on the FOMFE approach as well.
Figure 3.9 is a set of examples generated for the same image but with different block sizes,
namely, N = 5, 8, 16, 25. The core segment is extracted from a whorl-typed fingerprint. The
first row displays the coarse ROF estimates from the conventional gradient-based method.
The second row shows the refined outputs from FOMFE taking the above coarse ROF
estimates as inputs. The orientation is displayed for each block.
(a) N = 5 (b) N = 8 (c) N = 16 (d) N = 25
Figure 3.9: Effects of the block size: The first row displays the input coarse ROF estimates;
the second row displays the FOMFE output after reconstruction.
It can be observed that the coarse ROF estimate is less smooth and regular with a
smaller block size. But FOMFE is able to handle the irregular coarse estimates. After
reconstruction, the refined outputs based on N = 5 and N = 8 are as smooth as those with
N = 16 and N = 25. In fact, all the FOMFE outputs are close in terms of the orientation
topology but the first three with smaller block size align better with the original ridge flows.
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With N = 25, the coarse ROF is already smooth with little disturbance. However, both the
coarse and the refined estimates with this grain are too coarse to describe the flow trends
in detail, especially at the cores where high curvature is present.
From the above examples, it can be observed that FOMFE does generate some smooth-
ing but does not level out the important details. We consider this as a valuable advantage,
because the tradeoff is no longer a hard restriction and we can lean towards the choice
of a block size with better accuracy. For example, we choose N = 8 for our fingerprint
matching experiments as it preserves a high resolution of ridge curvature, and at the same
time enabling FOMFE to smooth out irregularities from the coarse input.
3.4.3 Choosing the polynomial order
The other important parameter of FOMFE is the trigonometric polynomial order k in
(3.22) and (3.23). The polynomial order affects the estimation accuracy and the length of
the model coefficient vectors. Let us first look at an example.
Figure 3.10 shows some typical ROF estimated from the FOMFE approach with different
values of the polynomial order. As shown in the figures, the FOMFE model with k = 2
smooths out high curvature at the whorl, while FOMFE with a higher order is able to
represent the flows more accurately. However if k goes up too high, the resulting FOMFE
can also reflect the irregularities caused by noise in the gray scale images. According to our
empirical experimental experience, the FOMFE model with k = 4 performs well for most
real fingerprint images. It also preserves a small storage and computational cost.
3.4.4 Computational issues
This section discusses the computational aspects of the proposed FOMFE-based methods.
Both theoretical bounds and practical CPU run-time are provided for reference. The test
algorithms are implemented in Matlab. All the timing data given in this section was
produced from the same computing environment on a 3.0 GHz Pentium (R) machine. The
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test objects are from the FVC2002 DB1a database in which each fingerprint image is of
388× 374 pixels.
When FOMFE is used to refine the coarse ridge orientation estimation, the modeling
process is mainly composed of two parts: training and reconstruction. The computational
complexity of the training part depends on the parameter optimization algorithm that is
(a) Image (b) k = 2
(c) k = 4 (d) k = 6
Figure 3.10: Effect of the polynomial order to the FOMFE modeling results
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used to evaluate the model coefficients. In this section, we discuss that in terms of the
linear least square (LSQ) approach described in Section 3.3.4.
Since QR factorization is used for solving the Linear LSQ problem, the resulting cost is
O(2MK2) [45] where M is the number of points from the coarse input, and K2 = (2k+1)2
is the number of coefficients to be estimated for each bivariate trigonometric polynomial
(BTP) function in FOMFE. For our test objects, the size of M is 46 × 48 = 2208 with
N = 8. It is easy to see that a larger block size results in a smaller size of M and thus a
faster computation.
On the other hand, since K is linearly related to the polynomial order k, the higher
the order the longer time it takes. It is also interesting to compare the costs between the
BTP and the power-series polynomial (PSP) used in [177]. Since K = k + 1 for PSP
and K = 2k + 1 for BTP, PSP is about 4 times faster than BTP with the same order
of k. However, it is important to keep in mind that FOMFE has remarkable advantages
in accuracy and robustness, especially at the SPs, which has been shown in the previous
sections.
The cost of reconstruction is O(MK2) for evaluating the K2 basis functions at each
point in the OF. Therefore, the total theoretical cost of FOMFE is O(2MK2) +O(MK2).
With k = 4 and N = 8, the CPU time elapsed for a typical coarse OF using the gradient
based method is 0.112 seconds and that for FOMFE is 0.574 seconds.
The computational efficiency of FOMFE can be greatly improved when it runs on a
large fingerprint database. Recall for the Linear LSQ formula in (3.26), the design matrix
Λ is only related to the coordinate variables, which means Λ will be the same for various
inputs if x and y are the same. Viewing in this way, the design matrix Λ becomes a common
template that in fact only needs to be calculated once for all inputs.
Since x and y are generated on lattice indices, coarse OF inputs with the same di-
mensions can share a common template of Λ. Therefore, QR factorization can be brought
forward to the beginning even before the modeling process. The required terms are then
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simply passed to the subsequent routines for evaluating the coefficients and reconstructing
the OF individually. The FOMFE approach implemented in this fashion takes only 0.056
seconds per input (almost 10 times faster) on average for the 800 test objects.
3.5 Impact on Fingerprint Matching Performance
As introduced in Section 2.1, the ridge orientation estimation is a basic module in fingerprint
automatic systems. The accuracy of an ROF extraction can largely affect the observed
system performance of fingerprint matching scores. Thus, we are able to test different ROF
extraction algorithms by replacing them with the ROF estimation module in a fingerprint
automatic system. The common platform used in this section is a fingerprint verifica-
tion system (FVS) in which ROF serves in the intermediate step of contextual filtering to
enhance the image quality for matching.
The FVS testbed uses the MINDTCT software [166] to detect and match minutiae in
fingerprints. Final system performance is assessed by two indices: false acceptance rate
(FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR). The FAR index is defined as the general percentage
of an imposter being falsely accepted by the system, while the FRR index is the percentage
of how many genuine users are falsely rejected.
We have run our fingerprint matching experiments on the FVC2002 Db1a database
[90]. The database contains 800 optical-scanned fingerprints from 100 fingers each with 8
different impressions. Translation, rotation and distortion are possible between different
impressions. The presence of cores and/or deltas is also not guaranteed.
We perform the matching in such a way that each fingerprint is mesh matched with
one another in the database. This results in a total of 1
2
× (799× 800) = 319, 600 pairs of
comparison, among which there are 1
2
×(7×800) = 2800 genuine pairs (i.e. those in a pair are
from the same fingers) and 1
2
× (8× 99× 800) = 316, 800 imposter pairs (i.e. from different
fingers). System performance can be reported by a Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curve plotting FAR versus FRR at various matching thresholds. Figure 3.11 depicts
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4 ROC curves based on the FVS with different ROF extraction methods.
The ROC curve labeled Coarse corresponds to the coarse ROF estimates produced by
the gradient based method [75; 6]. The Comb-I curve is based on the combination model
[177] with SPs detected from the Poincare´ index based method. The Comb-II curve
is still from the combination model but with the FOMFE-based SP detection approach
(see Section 4.3.1). The FOMFE is the proposed ROF extraction algorithm described
in Section 3.4.1. The latter three model based algorithms all use the same coarse ROF
estimates for training.
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Figure 3.11: ROC curves on the FVC02 Db1a database
FAR = 1% Coarse Comb-I Comb-II FOMFE
FRR 42.4% 10.4% 4.4% 3.6%
Table 3.1: For a one percent FAR, the FRRs from the ROC in Figure 3.11
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From Figure 3.11, it can be observed that the accuracy of ROF estimation does have a
great impact on the matching results. All the model based methods have gained significant
improvements from the coarse ROF. Taking a 1% FAR for example, the FRRs associated
with the four ROF extraction algorithms are listed in Table 3.1.
From Table 3.1, we observe that Comb-I has reduced the FRR to only a quarter of that
with Coarse. Comb-II further reduces the index value by about 60%. The FOMFE
achieves the lowest FRR among all. This trend holds true with all matching thresholds as
shown in Figure 3.11, which has demonstrated the robustness and accuracy by using the
proposed FOMFE-based approach.
We have also conducted additional matching experiments on the NIST SDB14 database
[109]. The NIST SDB14 database contains ink-rolled fingerprints scanned with a resolution
of 500ppi from ten-print cards. Compared to the optical-scanned fingerprints, the ink-rolled
prints are subject to additional noise sources like smearing ink and factitious marks. In the
NIST SDB14 database, each captured finger has two separate files: F-print file and S-print
file. Usually, the former is used as a template and the latter is used for query.
In our experiments, the last 2700 F prints (F24301 to F27000) constitute the template
database. Hence there are 2700 genuine match pairs. The imposter set consists of another
100 different fingerprints ranging from S24200 to S24299. The imposter set includes all
major fingerprint classes [90]. All imposter fingerprints are matched with each template file
in the F-print database, which produces 270, 000 imposter pairs.
The system's performance can be depicted using a Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curve. The ROC curve plots the system's false acceptance rate (FAR) as a func-
tion of false rejection rate (FRR) with various matching thresholds. Figure 3.12 shows the
ROC curves of the system with different orientation field (ROF) extraction algorithms dis-
cussed in [162]. These comparative algorithms are the conventional gradient based method
(Coarse) [75], the combination model with SPs detected from the Poincare´ Index based
method (Comb-I) [177], the combination model with SPs detected from the FOMFE-based
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SP detection method (Comb-II) [162] and the proposed FOMFE model (FOMFE) [162].
The coarse ROF extracted from the gradient-based method is used to train the other model
based approaches.
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Figure 3.12: ROC curves on the NIST SDB14 database
From Figure 3.12, it can be observed that the OFs estimated from all the three model
based approaches have gained big improvement over the coarse ROF. Among them, FOMFE
is clearly in lead. For example, given a 1% FAR, it improves the FRR by more than a factor
of 6 in comparison with that obtained from Coarse. We also see that Comb-II outper-
forms Comb-I. Since the combination model relies on an accurate SP detection to refine
the local orientation structures, we conclude that the proposed FOMFE-based SP detection
algorithm has an advantage over the traditional Poincare´ Index based method.
The above experiments have shown that the FOMFE approach can improve the ROF
estimation and thus place a positive impact on the end system performance of fingerprint
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matching. The statistical results consolidate advantages of FOMFE over other comparative
methods for fingerprint ridge orientation modeling.
3.6 Summary
Fingerprint ridge topology is traditionally represented by 2D matrix that accommodates
dominant ridge orientation angles at discrete positions of a fingerprint image, namely ridge
orientation field (ROF). This representation has been widely used as an intermediate feature
in automatic fingerprint systems for various fingerprint processing and feature extraction
steps. Thus, an accurate estimation of ROF is highly desirable to improve the system
performance.
Conventional ROF estimation methods rely on local averaging to smooth out irregulari-
ties in the coarse estimates obtained from a gray-scale image. However, the local averaging
process has an intrinsic limitation that relates to the averaging window: If the window size
is too small, the regularization cannot be effective; if the window size is too large, high
curvature details can be smoothed out. To improve, we proposed an enhanced gradient-
based method that uses overlapping window in a weighted averaging process. Yet, the
performance is still not satisfactory for large noise-affected regions and in the vicinity of
SPs.
The primary goal of ridge orientation modeling is to refine the ROF estimation. We
believe that the mathematical model is capable of interpretation for the overall fingerprint
ridge topology, and thus can help to resolve ambiguities in the estimation process. We model
the phase doubled vector field transformed from ROF as the phase portrait generated by a
dynamic system of nonlinear differential equations. Accordingly, the SPs embedded in the
ridge topology pattern can be represented by critical points of the dynamic system.
We then develop a representation of the dynamic system in a series form, namely
the fingerprint (ridge) orientation model based on 2D Fourier expansion (FOMFE). The
FOMFE approach does not require any prior knowledge of SPs, which is a salient feature.
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It is able to describe the overall ridge topologies, including the difficult SP regions, for fin-
gerprints from all different classes. It can also work effectively for poor quality images. In
this chapter, we have demonstrated the modeling and reconstruction process, and discussed
practical implementation issues. We have also examined the impact of the modeling app-
roach on the fingerprint system performance via fingerprint matching experiments where
the reconstructed ROF serves in the intermediate step of contextual filtering to enhance the
image quality for matching. Our statistical experiments have consolidated the advantage
of using FOMFE in refining ROF estimates.
Further, we consider the usefulness of FOMFE beyond yielding better ROF for noisy
fingerprints. This is because a mathematical model has intrinsic benefits in understanding
the nature that it describes and thus is capable of predicting the behavior. Therefore, a
comprehensive model is helpful to disclose hidden relationships and enable useful represen-
tations. In the following chapters, we will explore the use of FOMFE in other applications.
Our immediate step is fingerprint singularity analysis based on the modeling approach.
Chapter 4
Singularity Feature Analysis Based on
FOMFE
This chapter proposes a novel analytical approach for singularity detection based on FOMFE.
In particular, we perform ridge pattern analysis through local linearization of FOMFE. Ac-
cordingly, we devise singularity detection algorithms in a common analytical framework
that can effectively extract multiple desirable features at the same time.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 reviews singularity detection problems
using the existing methods. Section 4.2 adapts differential operators, such as determinant,
curl and divergence, to local ridge pattern analysis through linearization of FOMFE. Fol-
lowing that, Section 4.3 proposes singularity detection algorithms for singular allocation,
singularity type detection, core rotation estimation, and delta asymptote analysis. Section
4.4 and 4.5 apply the proposed algorithms to fingerprint registration and classification, and
evaluate the system performance. Finally, a summary is provided in Section 4.6.
4.1 Singularity Detection Problems
At the global level, fingerprint ridges are smoothly varying except at several discrete spots
where changes become steep and discontinuous. These spots are a sort of control points
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around which the ridge lines are wrapped, so called the singular points (SPs). Thus, a
ridge pattern in the vicinity of a SP is often characterized by high curvature. It is fair to
state that the appearance and combination of SPs determine the global ridge assembling
behavior. From this perspective, SPs are perhaps the most critical Level One features
regarding ridge topology patterns.
Since fingerprint ridge topology is typically represented by the ridge orientation field
(ROF), most of the SP detection algorithms operate directly on ROF for singularity feature
extraction and analysis. For instance, a commonly used approach is to detect high curvature
associated with SPs by calculating the Poincare Index (PI) at local discrete points. The
PI based method was first proposed in Kawagoe and Tojo [76] and later improved in the
literature [6; 74]. However, the calculation of PI is sensitive to noise and is likely to generate
spurious detections. Moreover, the PI based method can only locate SPs and classify the
types. For other desirable information, such as the shape and rotation of a singularity
pattern, one has to resort to additional feature extraction methods.
Nillson and Bigun [105] develops another ROF based approach by exploiting the sym-
metry property shown in the ridge topology. In particular, type core SPs are modeled
by parabolic symmetry, and type delta SPs are modeled by triangular symmetry, whereas
normal ridge lines are modeled by linear symmetry. The SPs are then extracted by using
complex filters that are tuned to be sensitive to the symmetry patterns of SPs. The filter
response is complex valued: The magnitude response interprets the likelihood of detection,
while the phase response interprets the geometric orientation of that symmetry. The sym-
metry filters are applied to the 2D complex squared gradient field transformed from ROF.
Other filter-and-convolution based methods can be found in [6; 20].
However, the ROF based approaches are limited to detection within the existing seg-
ments in which ridge flows can be extracted. Their performance tends to degrade when
the singularity pattern is incomplete or the intrinsic features are covered by noise. On
the other hand, ridge orientation modeling provides another means to interpret fingerprint
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ridge topology, and thus may be useful for SP detection because of its prediction capability.
In [26] and [171], the SP knowledge are incorporated in the modeling process. Thus, the
evaluation of the model parameters is by itself a process of evaluating the embedded SPs
through curve fitting the modeling output and the ROF input. The benefit is that the
refined ROF and SPs can be extracted at the same time. The drawback is that it involves
iterative process which is computationally expensive.
Therefore, we are motivated to explore a new analytical approach based on FOMFE
that can combine merits of both the ROF based and the model based methods. That is,
the proposed method should be able to extract multiple features of singularities and be
robust against noise. Our exploration is as follows.
4.2 Ridge Pattern Analysis based on FOMFE
As shown in Chapter 3, the FOMFE approach models the transformed ROF as the phase
portrait of a dynamic system composed of PDEs. The nonlinear system can be evaluated
in series expansion forms. Inherently, the embedded SPs can be modeled as critical points
of the dynamic system. By this means, SP detection is equivalent to solving the dynamic
system at critical points. This formulation enables us to adapt theories of differential
geometry to ridge pattern analysis.
4.2.1 Local linearization of FOMFE
Generally, the global phase portrait is fairly complex and it is not easy to solve the nonlinear
equations of a dynamic system. Therefore, a practical approach commonly used is to restrict
the analysis to local neighborhoods to which linear approximation can be applied [120]. It
often commences from identifying critical points and describing the local behavior of the
nonlinear system around them, because critical points are key features of the nonlinear
system and usually of main interest.
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First, it is necessary to define the qualitative behavior of a system. In the context
of dynamic systems, the qualitative properties refer to those properties of paths, sets
of paths, and phase portraits that are preserved (invariant) under arbitrary topological
mappings of the region or set [1].
According to Local Theory [113], the quantitative behavior of a nonlinear system x˙ =
f(x) near a point x0, is identical to that of the linear system x˙ = Ax, where A = Df(x0)
containing function derivatives of the system f evaluated at x0. The process A = Df(x0) is
called linearization of the nonlinear system f(x) at the point x0. That is, the local behavior
of the global (nonlinear) phase portrait in a neighborhood is topologically equivalent to
that of the linear phase portrait generated from local linearization of the original dynamic
system. To express explicitly,
Df =
[
∂f
∂x
∂f
∂y
]
=
∂fc/∂x ∂fc/∂y
∂fs/∂x ∂fs/∂y
 . (4.1)
where fc and fs are arbitrary modeling functions for describing the cosine and sine phases
of the dynamic system respectively. By substituting the FOMFE formulas (3.19) and (3.21)
developed in Section 3.3 into the linearization process (4.1) above, we obtain
∂fc
∂x
=
∂p
∂x
·Bc · qT , ∂fc
∂y
= p ·Bc , ·∂q
T
∂y
∂fs
∂x
=
∂p
∂x
·Bs · qT , ∂fs
∂y
= p ·Bs · ∂q
T
∂y
(4.2)
where Bc and Bs contain the FOMFE model coefficients for the cosine and sine phases
respectively, and the partial derivatives of the basis functions
∂p
∂x
=
{∂pi(x)
∂x
}
,
∂q
∂y
=
{∂qj(y)
∂y
}
(4.3)
∂pi(x)
∂x
=

0 (i = 0)
− mν sinmνx (i = 2m− 1, m = 1, 2, ..., k)
mν cosmνx (i = 2m, m = 1, 2, ..., k)
(4.4)
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∂qj(y)
∂y
=

0 (j = 0)
− nω sinnωy (j = 2n− 1, n = 1, 2, ..., k)
nω cosnωy (j = 2n, n = 1, 2, ..., k) .
(4.5)
with k being the trigonometric polynomial order and m,n ∈ N .
Formula (4.1) - (4.5) provide an explicit process to evaluate the linearization matrix
A = Df(x0) with respect to the FOMFE functional f at point x0. The matrix A is also
called the characteristic matrix in differential geometry, because it fully characterizes the
qualitative behavior of the linear system x˙ = Ax [120]. Note that once the FOMFE model
coefficients are evaluated, the characteristic matrix A can be derived at every point of the
phase portrait.
4.2.2 Local analysis operators
The linearization process of FOMFE has enabled a common framework to interpret the
local ridge patterns from a new angle. In this section, we introduce multiple analytical
operators that can operate on the characteristic matrix derived at each point of the phase
portrait through local linearization of FOMFE. These analysis operators are commonly
used in differential geometry, but their application to fingerprint analysis is relatively new.
Determinant and Jordan Forms
The determinant of a two-dimensional matrix, denoted det(A), is defined by the equation
det(A) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣A11 A12A21 A22
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = A11A22 − A12A21 .
In the context of FOMFE and its linearization, the determinant of the local characteristic
matrix A = Df(x) can be evaluated:
det(A) ==
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂fc
∂x
∂fc
∂y
∂fs
∂x
∂fs
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ∂fc∂x ∂fs∂y − ∂fc∂y ∂fs∂x (4.6)
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where the function derivatives can be readily evaluated from (4.2)-(4.5) once the FOMFE
coefficients are evaluated.
The determinants are in connection with solutions of linear equations. In particular, if
the determinant is not singular, i.e. det(A) 6= 0, there must be only one isolated critical
point at the origin; otherwise, i.e. det(A) = 0, either a line of critical points passing through
the origin or every point in the plane is critical. In other words, no single critical point
exists in the local neighborhood.
For a nonsingular matrix A, there are six qualitatively different types of phase por-
traits for the linear system x˙ = Ax [113]. The classification of linear phase portraits are
mainly based on the nature of the two eigenvalues and the Jordan canonical form of the
characteristic matrix A. The two eigenvalues can be calculated from [120]:
λ1 =
1
2
(tr(A) +
√
∆), λ2 =
1
2
(tr(A)−
√
∆) (4.7)
where tr(A) is the trace, and
∆ = (tr(A))2 − 4 · det(A).
The Jordan forms for a real 2× 2 matrix can be one of the following:
(a)
λ1 0
0 λ2
 (b)
λ0 0
0 λ0
 (c)
λ0 1
0 λ0
 (d)
α −β
β α
 (4.8)
where λ0 = λ1 = λ2 for the cases of equal eigenvalues and λ1 = α+ iβ and λ2 = α− iβ for
the cases of complex eigenvalues.
The Jordan form (a) in (4.8) defines two types of phase portraits, namely node and
saddle. The node pattern is characterized by the eigenvalues with the same sign, while the
saddle pattern is characterized by the eigenvalues with opposite signs. The Jordan form (b)
defines the star node and the Jordan form (c) defines the improper node. The Jordan form
(d) defines the remaining two types of center and spiral, where the center has a zero α and
the spiral has a nonzero α. The odd rows in Figure 4.1 plot typical phase portraits of the
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(a) Saddle (b) Node (c) Star (d) Im-
proper
(e) Center (f) Spiral
(g) Delta (h) Core I (i) Core II (j) Core III (k) Core IV (l) Core V
Figure 4.1: Upper row: six types of linear phase portraits in accordance to the Jordan forms;
Lower row: the corresponding orientation patterns.
six pattern classes, while the even rows in the figure draw the corresponding orientation
fields generated from the phase doubled vector fields shown above.
The six types of (linear) phase portraits can be further grouped into two categories:
saddle and non-saddle, based on the sign of the associated determinant value of the char-
acteristic matrix. According to the theorems proved in [113], if and only if det(A) < 0 the
phase portrait of the linear system is a saddle; when det(A) > 0, the corresponding phase
portrait is a non-saddle that can be one of the five remaining pattern classes. As demon-
strated in Figure 4.1, the saddles corresponds to deltas, while the non-saddles correspond
to cores but with different pattern orientation and shapes. We will use these features to
develop algorithms to allocate and classify SPs later in Section 4.3.1.
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Curl and Divergence
We also investigate two other differential operators, namely curl and divergence. Both
operators are associated with vector fields. Physically, the curl describes the vorticity or
rotation of the flow, while divergence measures the isotropic expansion or compression of
the flow [101]. Mathematically, the curl and divergence of a vector field F are defined by
the following functions [92]
curlF = ∇× F , divF = ∇ · F (4.9)
where ∇ is the gradient operator. In fingerprint ridge orientation modeling, the phase
portrait F is represented by a function system f = [fc, fs]T . Thus, the differential operations
can directly operate on f by taking the gradients of fc and fs:
curlF = (
∂fs
∂x
− ∂fc
∂y
)k , divF =
∂fc
∂x
+
∂fs
∂y
. (4.10)
Note that the curl is a vector pointing to the z-axis with unit vector k (the z-axis is
orthogonal to the surface spanned by the x- and y- axes). The divergence, however, is a
scalar quantity.
On the other hand, the characteristic matrix A = Df(x) contains the function deriva-
tives evaluated at point x (see Section 4.2.1). Therefore, the curl and divergence can also
be represented by the elements of the characteristic matrix A =
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]
. That is, the
curl value at point x is equal to A21 −A12, while the divergence value at the point is equal
to A11 +A22. Once the FOMFE model coefficients are evaluated, the characteristic matrix
and the analysis operators can be yield simultaneously at each point in the phase portrait.
The characteristic matrix provides all information to evaluate the local analysis opera-
tors. To explore their implications, we scrutinize the definitions of curl and divergence in
(4.9). If the gradient operator can be regarded by itself as a vector, the curl and divergence
operators are in fact the cross and dot products between ∇ and F, respectively. Hence,
there are following relationships:
|∇ × F| = |∇||F| sinφ, ∇ · F = |∇||F| cosφ (4.11)
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in accordance to the definition of vector products, where φ is the relative angle between ∇
and F. Therefore,
tanφ =
|∇ × F|
∇ · F =
∂fs/∂x− ∂fc/∂y
∂fc/∂x+ ∂fs/∂y
=
A21 − A12
A11 + A22
. (4.12)
From (4.12), we see φ is everywhere the same in the vector field F governed by a linear
system x˙ = Ax. If F is rotated through through a ϕ angle with respect to the origin, we
obtain a new vector field after the rotation
Fϕ =
A11 A12
A21 A22
cosϕ − sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ
x
y
 = ARϕx, (4.13)
where Rϕ is the rotation transformation matrix. Substituting (4.13) into (4.12) yields
tan φ˜ =
|∇ × Fϕ|
∇ · Fϕ =
(A21 − A12) + (A11 + A22) tanϕ
(A11 + A22)− (A21 − A12) tanϕ (4.14)
for the new relative angle φ˜ between ∇ and F. We can further evaluate (4.14) by dividing
both the numerator and denominator on the right hand side with (A11 + A22) and yield
tan φ˜ =
(A21 − A12)/(A11 + A22) + tanϕ
1− (A21 − A12)/(A11 + A22) tanϕ =
tanφ+ tanϕ
1− tanφ tanϕ = tan(φ+ ϕ) . (4.15)
Equation (4.15) implies that the angular change of F with respect to∇ is consistent with
the rotation change of F with respect to the origin in the Cartesian coordinates. In other
words, if the phase portrait is definable by a linear system, its rotation in the Cartesian
coordinates can be evaluated through the ratio between the values of curl and divergence.
Now, let us look at a special case. When tanφ = 0, the curl value |∇ × F| = 0, and
thus A21 = A12 from (4.12). This implies that the characteristic matrix A is symmetric and
can be decomposed in the form A = QDQT . In such decomposition, the column vectors
contained in Q are called the eigenvectors, and the diagonal elements in D, namely λ1 and
λ2, are called the eigenvalues of A.
This decomposition can also be regarded as a similarity transformation in the form
A = QDQ−1, since QT = Q−1 for a symmetric matrix. Therefore, the characteristic
matrix A with tanφ = 0 or |∇×F| = 0 has the Jordan canonical form D = [ λ1 00 λ2 ]. When
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the determinant det(A) > 0, i.e. λ1λ2 > 0, the corresponding phase portrait is either a
node pattern when λ1 6= λ2 or a star node pattern when λ1 = λ2 (see Section 4.6).
In both cases, we found that the corresponding ROF is a type core singularity pattern
with the core opening in horizontal directions. The opening direction relates to the actual
value of φ. If φ = 0, which results in a positive divergence for divF = |∇||F| cosφ, the
opening direction is horizontal to the right; If φ = pi, which results in a negative divergence,
the opening direction is horizontal to the left. Therefore, we see that the sign of divergence
also has a strong indication to the orientation of the singularity pattern. Figure 4.2 plots
the phase portraits and their corresponding ROFs when tanφ = 0.
(a) φ = 0, star (b) φ = pi, star (c) φ = 0, node (d) φ = pi, node
Figure 4.2: The phase portraits and the corresponding ROFs when the curl-divergence ratio
tanφ = 0.
By substituting φ = 0 into (4.15), we have tan φ˜ = tanϕ = |∇×Fϕ|∇·Fϕ . This means that
the rotation angle from the horizontal-opening-to-right position can be estimated from the
curl value and the divergence of a vector field.
Although the above analysis is conducted on linear systems, it has implications to
more complex systems. First, it shows that the curl and divergence are connected to
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the orientation of local ridge patterns. Second, the analysis operators can be applied to
local neighborhoods of the global phase portrait through linearization of FOMFE. This is
because the local ridge pattern near a critical point x0 of the global phase portrait can be
approximated by the linear phase portrait generated by x˙ = Df(x0)x.
4.3 Singularity Detection Based on FOMFE
We apply the above local analysis operators to singularity detection based on FOMFE.
Figure 4.3 illustrates a set of examples. The first row displays a fingerprint segment and
the corresponding phase portrait. The second row plots three quantity maps generated
from the local analysis operators, namely determinant, curl, and divergence, evaluated at
each point in the phase portrait.
From the figure, it is clear that the type core SPs in ROF correspond to non-saddles
while the the type delta SPs correspond to saddles in the phase portrait. The quantity
maps use warmer color, e.g. red, to indicate higher positive values, while use colder color,
e.g. blue, to indicate lower negative values. The determinant map clearly distinguishes the
type core regions and type delta regions. This observation confirms the relation between
determinant and singularity detections. Although the curl and divergence maps do not
show immediate implication, there are still observations at patterns in the singular regions.
For instance, curl values in the upward-core region are mostly negative while those in
the downward-core region are mostly positive, which well supports the theoretical analysis
conducted in Section 4.2.2. The divergence map, on the other hand, show some symmetric
pattern in the singularity regions as well.
In the following, the local analysis operators are used to develop effective algorithms for
SP detections. The proposed algorithms can simultaneously extract multiple singularity
features, such as type, location, orientation and others. Since the analysis operators are all
derived from linearization of FOMFE, they can enable a common framework of extraction
that is beneficial for both computation and implementation.
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(a) ROF (b) Phase Portrait
(c) Determinant Map (d) Curl Map (e) Divergence Map
Figure 4.3: Quantity maps generated from the local analysis operators for a fingerprint
example.
4.3.1 Location and type detection
Given the model coefficients of FOMFE f and the effective data region R, algorithm 1
outlines the procedures to allocate SPs and classify their types. The program outputs
detections for up-opening core (S+o ), down-opening core (S−o ) and deltas (Sd).
For each point x in the effective region R, the characteristic matrix A is first calcu-
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Algorithm 1 FOMFE-based SP detection
DtSP(f , R, TH1, TH2)
1 S+o ← ∅, S−o ← ∅, Sd ← ∅ ¤ {Initialization}
2 for each x ∈ R,
3 do
4 A← Df(x) ¤ {Linearization of FOMFE}
5 det(A)← A11A22 − A21A12
6 cur(A)← A21 − A12
7 div(A)← A11 + A22
8 if |det(A)| > TH1 and |f(x)| < TH2,
9 then ¤ {SP detection}
10 if det(A) < 0, ¤ {SP classification}
11 then Sd ← Sd + {x}
12 else
13 if cur(x) > 0,
14 then S+o ← S+o + {x}
15 else S−o ← S−o + {x}
16 if Size(Sd) > 1, ¤ {Delta selection}
17 then
18 for x ∈ Sd,
19 do m(x)← |cur(A)|/|det(A)|
20 Sd ← {x1,x2} with min(m)
21 if Size(S+o ) > 1, ¤ {Downward core selection}
22 then
23 for x ∈ S+o ,
24 do
25 if |cur(A)| > |div(A)|,
26 then m(x)← |cur(A)| · |det(A)|
27 else m(x)← |div(A)| · |det(A)|
28 S+o ← x1 with max(m)
29 if Size(S−o ) > 1, ¤ {Upward core selection}
30 then
31 for x ∈ S−o ,
32 do
33 if |cur(A)| > |div(A)|,
34 then m(x)← |cur(A)| · |det(A)|
35 else m(x)← |div(A)| · |det(A)|
36 S−o ← x1 with max(m)
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lated through linearization of FOMFE functions f at x. Then, the analysis operators of
determinant, curl and divergence are evaluated at that local point. The point is regarded
as a SP candidate if its determinant det(A) is much larger than zero, and the resulting
phase magnitude |f | approximates zero. The later is due to the basic definition of critical
points where the differential equations equal to zero at the same time. In practice, the
two selection criteria are implemented by det(A) > TH1 and |f | < TH2 where TH1 = ε1
and TH2 = ε2 are are two single-valued positive thresholds decided empirically. In our
experience, setting ε1 = 1.2 and ε2 = 0.1 yields good detection results using algorithm 1.
The two thresholds are passed into algorithm 1 as arguments for flexibility and the tuning
purpose.
The detected SP candidate can be immediately classified as delta or core by checking the
sign of det(A) as explained in Section 4.2.2. Further, the core orientation can be roughly
estimated based on the sign of cur(A). The extracted information of SP types is not only
useful for fingerprint classification, but also useful for removing spurious detections. This is
because only a finite number of SPs is possible in a fingerprint image. In most cases, there
are 0-2 cores and 0-2 deltas in a fingerprint. Moreover, the two cores are usually opposite
oriented.
Once the SP lists are obtained, a selection process can be conducted to refine the
detections. If there are more than two candidates in the delta list Sd, the process only
retains two most likely candidates with the minimum decision scores m where m(x) ←
|cur(A)|/|det(A)|, and remove all the other detections from the list. The decision score m
maximizes the absolute value of det(A while minimizes the absolute value of cur(A). A
saddle is likely to have zero curl value because of its Jordan form (see in Section 4.2.2).
On the other hand, if there are more than one candidate in the downward core list S+o ,
a new decision score m is constructed by multiplication of |det(A| and the the bigger value
of |cur(A| and |div(A| at that point. The process selects the most likely candidate with
the maximum value of m and eliminate all the other from the list. The same process is also
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applied to S−o for upward core selection.
Figure 4.4 shows SP detection results on three examples using algorithm 1. We also
implemented the Poincare´ index based method proposed in [6] for performance comparison.
Both algorithms are performed on the same ROF generated from the FOMFE approach
introduced in Section 3.4.1. In order to have a performance benchmark, the true SPs are
manually identified on the gray scale images with + for cores and × for deltas. The
cores and deltas detected from the PI-based method are marked with ¤ and O in the
images displayed in the first row of the figure. The cores and deltas detected from algorithm
1 are marked with ◦ and 4′′ in fingerprints of the second row.
In the figure, the first example on the left has pretty good image quality. Therefore,
both SP detection algorithms performed well in such sense that the detected cores are close
to the true mark and no false detections are generated. However, the performance of PI
degrades when the fingerprint quality worsens. This is because the PI-based method is more
sensitive to variation of gray intensity and thus disturbance. For instance, the PI-based
method has missed the delta point in Figure 4.4(b) while generating two spurious SPs at
the edge of the effective region in Figure 4.4(c). Comparatively, it can be observed that the
FOMFE-based approach (algorithm 1) is more robust against noise because of its inherent
capability of interpretation. Thus, the resulting SP detections are closer to the true marks
and there is no false detection generated even for the noisy image shown in Figure 4.4(e)
and 4.4(f).
4.3.2 Core rotation estimation
In Section 4.2.2, we have introduced curl and divergence and discussed their indication in
core orientation estimation from theoretical basis. Here, let us first examine the correspon-
dence again through concrete examples. Figure 4.5 displays eight synthetic core patterns
generated by x˙ = Ax. The cores each is rotated by 45 degree successively. The ridge
trends in the first row are downward opening, while those in the second row are all upward
opening. The four left-most cores have the trends entered from the left, while the four
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.4: Comparative results for SP detections: (a)(b)(c) using the Poincare Index based
method; (d)(e)(f) using the FOMFE-based method. In all cases, the true SPs are manually
identified to benchmark the detections: the cores are marked with + and the deltas are
marked with ×
right-most ones all have the trends entered from the right.
Table 4.1 tabulates the corresponding curl, divergence and the core rotation angle es-
timated from formula (4.15 for the eight synthetic cores shown in Figure 4.5. From the
first row of the table, it can be observed that the curl values are positive for the downward
cores in Figure (b)(c)(d), while the curl values are negative for those pointing up as shown
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(a) Left (b) Left-up (c) Up (d) Right-up
(e) Left-down (f) Down (g) Right-down (h) Right
Figure 4.5: Synthetic cores with different orientations.
Fig. 4.5 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
cur(A) 0 3.03 4.29 3.03 -3.03 -4.29 -3.03 0.00
div(A) -4.29 -3.03 0 3.03 -3.03 0.00 3.03 4.29
φ˜ 180o 135o 90o 45o −135o −90o −45o 0o
Table 4.1: Analysis operators evaluated at the synthetic cores shown in Figure 4.5 and the
estimated rotation angles
in Figure (e)(f)(g). For those open horizontally in (a) and (h), the curl values equal zero.
From the second row of the table, it can be observed that the divergence values are negative
for the cores turned to the left as in Figure (a)(b)(c), whereas the divergence values are
positive for those turned to the right as in Figure (d)(g)(h). For those open vertically in
(c) and (f), the corresponding divergence value equals zero. Finally, the estimated rotation
angle is the same as the true rotation angle as shown in the last row of Table 4.1. Algorithm
2 shows the core rotation estimation scheme based on FOMFE.
The input to the program are the FOMFE functions f and the core detection list So =
S+o ∪ S−o . For each detection, the rotation angle is estimated from the curl and divergence
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Algorithm 2 FOMFE-based core rotation estimation
RotCore(f , So)
1 if Size(So) > 0, ¤ {Core existence}
2 then
3 N ← Size(So)
4 for i← 1 to N ¤ {Rotation estimation for each core}
5 do
6 A← Df(x)
7 cur(A)← A21 − A12
8 div(A)← A11 + A22
9 φ˜[i]← arctan(cur(A), div(A))
values of the local linearization matrix at that core point. Figure 4.6 shows eight different
impressions of the same finger. The detected cores and the estimated orientations are
superimposed on the images. Table 4.2 and 4.3 list the estimated rotation angles and local
analysis operators evaluated at the upward cores and downward cores respectively.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.6: Real fingerprint impressions with different orientation.
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Fig. 4.6 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
det(A) 6.89 7.12 8.07 6.14 8.53 7.93 8.03 7.96
cur(A) -5.28 -5.42 -5.76 -4.24 -5.84 -5.66 -5.48 -5.68
div(A) -0.50 -0.95 -0.33 2.74 -0.71 -0.07 -1.64 -0.03
φ˜ −95.38o −99.93o −93.25o −57.10o −96.88o −90.75o −106.62o −90.33o
Table 4.2: Analysis operators evaluated at the upward core detections in Figure 4.6 and the
estimated core rotation angles
Fig 4.6 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
det(A) 8.97 6.37 7.61 6.22 N/A 7.34 5.64 4.14
cur(A) 5.94 5.07 5.50 3.56 N/A 5.63 4.65 4.47
div(A) -1.11 0.45 -0.46 -3.62 N/A -0.36 -2.06 -0.41
φ˜ 100.55o 84.91o 94.83o 135.42o N/A 93.64o 113.93o 95.21o
Table 4.3: Analysis operators evaluated at the downward core detections in Figure 4.6 and
the estimated core rotation angles
From Table 4.2 and 4.3, the observation on the signs of the analysis operators agrees
with that obtained from the synthetic cases shown in Table 4.1. That is, the upward
cores have negative curl values while the downward cores have positive curl values. The
determinant values are well above zeros at cores. The upward cores have negative rota-
tion angles (clockwise rotation), while the downward cores have positive rotation angles
(counter-clockwise rotation). This observation is also consistent with the relative rotation
theory that we derived in Section 4.2.2. Comparing the figures, we see that the estima-
tion generally reflect the relative rotation difference between the different impressions. For
instance, Figure 4.6 (d) is more inclining to the left compared to the other figures. The
estimated rotation angle at the upward core point also has the largest slope compared to
the other corresponding core points. To quantitatively measure the rotation estimation
accuracy, we resort to fingerprint registration experiments which will be reported later in
Section 4.4.1.
4.3.3 Asymptote analysis for delta
In Section 4.2.2, we know that deltas in a ROF are corresponding to saddles in the phase
portrait. For a topological saddle, there usually associate two trajectories that each ap-
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proaches the saddle center along a ray making an angle φ with the x-axis. The trajectories
are also also called asymptotic lines of the saddle, which divide the pattern into four neigh-
borhoods of hyperbolic sectors. The following theorem is due to [113]:
Theorem 1 (Bendixson) Suppose that P (x, y) and Q(x, y) in the nonlinear
system
x˙ = P (x, y), y˙ = Q(x, y) (4.16)
are analytic functions of x and y in some open subset E of R2 containing the
origin and suppose that the Taylor expansions of P and Q about (0, 0) begin with
mth-degree terms Pm(x, y) and Qm(x, y) with m ≥ 1. Then any trajectory of
(4.16) which approaches the origin as t→∞ either spirals toward the origin as
t → ∞, or it tends toward the origin in a definite direction φ = φ0 as t → ∞.
If xQm(x, y)− yPm(x, y) is not identically zero, then all directions of approach,
φ0, satisfy the equation
cosφ0Qm(cosφ0, sinφ0)− sinφ0Pm(cosφ0, sinφ0) = 0 . (4.17)
Further, if one trajectory of (4.16) spirals toward the origin as t→∞, then all
trajectory of (4.16) in a deleted neighborhood of the origin spiral toward 0 as
t→∞.
It follows from this theorem that if P and Q begin with first-degree terms, i.e.,
if
P1(x, y) = ax+ by, Q1(x, y) = cx+ dy (4.18)
with a, b, c, d are not simultaneously zeros, then the only possible directions in
which trajectories can approach the origin are give by directions φ that satisfy
b sin2 φ+ (a− d) sinφ cosφ− c cos2 φ = 0 .
For cosφ 6= 0, i.e., if b 6= 0, this equation is equivalent to
b tan2 φ+ (a− d) tanφ− c = 0 (4.19)
This quadratic has at most two solutions φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2] and if φ = φ1 is a
solution then φ = φ1 ± pi are also solutions. Finding the solutions of (4.19) is
equivalent to finding the directions determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix
A =
[
a b
c d
]
.
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Theorem 1 and the associated corollaries can be applied to the FOMFE approach
through the linearization process. In our context, the characteristic matrix A = Df(x0) at
the saddle point x0 represents the solution matrix A =
[
a b
c d
]
. Accordingly, the asymptotic
angles of the saddle can be estimated from the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3 FOMFE-based delta asymptote estimation
AsymDelta(f , Sd)
1 if Size(Sd) > 0, ¤ {Delta existence}
2 then
3 N ← Size(Sd)
4 for i← 1 to N ¤ Asymptote estimation for each delta
5 do
6 A← Df(x)
7 tanφ1, tanφ2 ← eigenvalue(A)
8 φ˜1[i]← arctan(tanφ1)
9 φ˜2[i]← arctan(tanφ2)
The input to the program are the FOMFE functions f and the delta detection list
Sd. For each detection, algorithm 3 estimates the characteristic matrix A through local
linearization of FOMFE at that point. The eigenvalues of A are then calculated, and the
arc tangent of each eigenvalue is taken for the estimated asymptotic angle of the associated
saddle. Figure 4.6 shows an example with detection results.
Figure 4.7(a) is a whorl type fingerprint with two cores and two deltas. Figure 4.7(b)
plots the phase portrait generated from FOMFE for the fingerprint. The cores and deltas
are detected in the phase portrait. The rotation estimation of the cores and the asymptote
estimation of the deltas are also marked with line segments. For each saddle, the central
(symmetric) axis between the two asymptote lines is also marked. The rotation angle of the
central axis can be calculated from φ = 1
2
(φ1+φ2). Figure 4.7(c) labels the estimated cores
and their orientations, and the estimated deltas and their central axes on the gray-scale
fingerprint image. Thus, the slope angle of the central axis can be exploited to define the
orientation of a delta.
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(a) Image (b) Phase portrait (c) SP detections
Figure 4.7: Example of asymptote estimation for deltas.
Since deltas are not always present in the impression due to partial acquisition, they are
generally not used for fingerprint alignment. However, if they are detectible, the alignment
performance can be largely improved by examining the relative position/rotation between
the core(s) and delta(s). We found intuitively that the asymptotic lines are promising for
this purpose. Figure 4.8 demonstrates three typical scenarios.
The first row of the figure shows the fingerprint segments from three different classes:
left loop, right loop and tended arch. The second row of the figure delineates the extracted
ROF with SP detections. The bottom row of the figure plots the corresponding phase
portrait with the SPs and asymptote estimation of the deltas. The asymptotic lines are
shown in red solid lines, the central axes between the asymptotic lines are shown in blue
solid lines, and a variation region is defined by two dash-dot lines in the wings of the central
axes.
From the phase portraits, it can be observed that the relative position of core and delta
can be defined by the asymptote estimations. For instance, the core point falls into the far
left of the central axis in the left loop fingerprint. In the right loop fingerprint, the core
point falls into the far right of the variation region. While in the tended arch fingerprint,
the core point is within the small variation region and is close to the central axis. These
relations are useful to develop rules and algorithms for fingerprint classification which will
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(a) Tended Arch (b) Left Loop (c) Right Loop
Figure 4.8: Using asymptotic lines to indicate relative positions of cores and deltas.
be shown later in Section 4.5.
4.3.4 Computational issues
The computational complexity analysis for the FOMFE-based SP detection algorithms
is similar to that for the FOMFE-based ROF reconstruction as presented in Section 3.4.4.
The FOMFE-based SP detection algorithms introduced in this chapter are performed in the
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common framework of differential geometry analysis. The multiple analysis operators are all
derived from the characteristic matrix evaluated at local points through local linearization
of FOMFE.
Thus, the construction of the characteristic matrix A dominates the computation as
it is conducted at each point in the OF. Fortunately, A can be calculated from explicit
mathematical expressions in (4.1) - (4.5). Assume M sample points in the phase portrait
and K2 = (2k + 1)2 basis functions (k is polynomial order). Note that K2 is also equal
to the number of model coefficients for one bivariate trigonometric polynomial function
in FOMFE). Then, the computational complexity of evaluating the K2 basis functions
at all M points is O(MK2). Again, terms involved in the linearization process can be
precalculated only for once, since they are only related to the coordinate variables x and
y. Therefore, the computation cost can be reduced as in Section 3.4.4. Moreover, the local
analysis operators only need to be performed once over the phase portrait. Their values can
be stored in a quantity map as one shown in Figure 4.3. The local property at a particular
point can then be passed on to subsequent singularity estimation such as algorithm 2 and
3. The FOMFE-based SP detection approach implemented in this fashion is very efficient.
For instance, the run time is only 0.072seconds using Matlab for a fingerprint image of
388× 374 pixels.
4.4 Application to Fingerprint Registration
As introduced in Section 2.4, fingerprint registration is an absolute pre-alignment process.
That is, there is no prior reference available for comparing the resemblance between two
fingerprints. Therefore, the registration must depend on predefined rules that can be applied
to all fingerprints. Fingerprint registration can improve matching throughputs, and thus
help to accelerate the identification process. It is commonly used in automatic fingerprint
identification systems (AFIS). It also plays a critical role in developing cancelable templates
for privacy protection [125].
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The common registration approach is to adjust a fingerprint according to the estimated
geometric transformation parameters of certain salient features such as SPs. We assume
an Euclidean transformation model parameterized by rotation angle and translation of
position. The parameters are estimated from the upper most core pattern detectible in a
fingerprint image. The rotation angle is estimated with respect to the vertical axis, while
the translation degree is estimated with respect to the image center.
We apply the FOMFE-based SP detection algorithms to the application of fingerprint
registration. The general process is as follows. For an input fingerprint image, we seg-
ment the effective data region from an input gray-scale fingerprint image. We conduct the
segmentation based on the standard deviation of gray intensities (that reflects ridge-valley
alternation), though other approaches such as [19] are also effective. The input image is
first divided into equal-sized blocks. The standard deviation of gray level is calculated
for thresholding. Binary morphology such as erosion and filling may be applied to the
segmented region to clean up the image.
We then perform coarse orientation estimation on the effective region. The coarse
ROF will then input to FOMFE for training. Once the model coefficients are evaluated
using methods described in Section 3.3.4, the multiple analysis operators can be calculated
simultaneously at each local point in the phase portrait. The determinants are useful to
detect the location and type of SPs, while the ratio of curl and divergence values can
estimate the relative rotation as described in the previous sections.
The following performs two sets of experiments. The first test is on synthetic fingerprints
generated by linear transformations. In this way, we can obtain the performance bench-
marks by controlling the transformation parameters. The second set of tests are performed
on a real fingerprint database with different impressions for each subject. Accordingly,
we can examine how the registration algorithm performs on more realistic cases in which
distortion and other variation factors are involved.
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4.4.1 Experiments with synthetic fingerprints
We generate the synthetic fingerprint database from 100 individual fingerprints, such that
each individual fingerprint undergoes eight rotation transformations from −20◦ to +20◦ on
every 5◦'s. By this means, we have the ground truth of exactly how much the relative
rotation is between the synthetic fingerprint and the original one.
We then estimate the core rotation angles for all generated impressions using the pro-
posed FOMFE-based algorithm 2. Figure 4.9 shows a set of nine fingerprints from the
synthetic database. The one in the middle of the figure is the original fingerprint, while
all the others are generated by linear rotation transformations. The estimated cores are
marked on the fingerprints.
We then calculate the mean square errors (MSE) of the estimated rotation angles and
the ground truth angles for each individual subject in the synthetic database. Figure 4.10
plots the results in a solid curve. For comparison purpose, we have also implemented the
core orientation estimation algorithm proposed in [6] that correlates a local ROF pattern
with standard singularity templates. For convenience, we call it template matching in our
experiments. The resulting MSE from the template matching algorithm are also plotted
in Figure 4.10, as shown in the dashed curve. Both core rotation estimation methods use
algorithm 1 to detect the SPs.
Note that the y-axis (MSE) is in logarithm. It can be observed that the solid curve is
generally lower than the dashed curve, which indicates that the proposed FOMFE-based
SP detection method is more accurate by having lower estimation error rates in general.
In fact, the average MSE is 0.0049 for the FOMFE-based method whereas 0.0168 for the
comparative method considering all synthetic fingerprints in the test database. In terms of
angular difference, it is about 4o for the proposed method and 7.5o for the comparative one.
The FOMFE-based method is able to reduce the average estimation error by over 40% in
comparison to the template matching method for core rotation estimation.
The above experiments are conducted with synthetic fingerprints generated by linear
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Figure 4.9: A group of synthetic fingerprints generated from controlled transformation with
varying rotation angles. The estimated cores are marked on the fingerprints.
rotation transformations. Our experimental results show that the proposed method per-
forms better for the synthetic examples with only smaller estimation errors in general. We
shall further examine the performance of the proposed method in more realistic cases where
distortion presents. The next section is dedicated to this investigation through registration
experiments.
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Figure 4.10: Mean squared errors (MSE) between the estimated results and the ground truth
for each individual subject in the synthetic database.
4.4.2 Experiments with real fingerprints
The detected upmost core point is generally used as the registration point. In some cases,
however, the upward core point is not always detectible. This is mostly seen in the arch type
or partial fingerprints in which the cores are missing. Therefore, it is sometimes necessary
to define an alternative registration point (RP) that is close (in shape or position) to the
normal upward core point for fingerprint pre-alignment in a consistent way. This is often
achieved by allocating the inner most arch feature in a fingerprint ridge topology pattern.
For example, the R92 algorithm [166] scans the ROF image in search of ridge lines that
flow from positive slops to negative slopes, and stores the detected arch features and other
relative information in a so called K-table. The RP is then selected as the locus with an
optimal score generated by comparing the information associated with the K-table entries.
We propose to allocate the RP using a different approach based on FOMFE. By re-
garding the inner most arch feature as a generalized core point, we can simply relax the
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thresholds TH1 and TH2 for core detection in algorithm 1, and allocate an alternative RP.
The following modifies the original algorithm 1 to tailor the requirements for fingerprint
registration.
Algorithm 4 FOMFE-based fingerprint registration
DtRP(f , R)
1 TH1 ← ε1, TH2 ← ε2
2 S+o , S−o , Sd ← DtSP (f , R, TH1, TH2)
3 if Size(S+o ) > 0 ¤ {Checking the upward core}
4 then
5 RP ← S+o
6 φ(RP )← RotCore(f , RP )
7 else
8 n← 2 ¤ {Max number of iterations }
9 while n > 0
10 do
11 TH1 ← 12TH1 ¤ {Lower thresholds }
12 TH2 ← 2TH2
13 St+o ← DtSP (f , R, TH1, TH2)
14 if Size(St+o ) > 0 ¤ {Checking the inner-most arch }
15 then
16 RP ← St+o
17 φ(RP )← RotCore(f , RP )
18 n← 0
19 else n← n− 1
Algorithm 4 repeats the detection each time with a relaxed threshold value until the
inner-most arch feature is found or the maximum iteration number is reached. Specifically,
in every iteration, the threshold TH1 for the absolute determinant value is decreased by half
noting that one criteria is |det(A| >> 0, while the threshold TH2 for the phase magnitude
is doubled increased noting that the other criteria is |f | → 0. Once a generalized upmost
core point is detected, it is assigned to the program output (RP) and breaks the iteration.
Otherwise, the process repeats with further relaxed thresholds. The iterations are limited
to a maximum number of n to avoid dead loops. This is possible in some partial fingerprint
segments in which even the upward arch features are missing.
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We operate the FOMFE-based RP detection algorithm 4 on the FVC2002 DB1a data-
base that contains 8× 100 fingerprints for 100 subjects each having eight different impres-
sions. Figure 4.11(a)-4.11(h) shows a group of different impressions for one subject in the
test. The RPs are highlighted in the fingerprint images with orientation estimation. The
fingerprints are then registered to the image centers with respect to the RPs and their
estimated rotation angles. Figure 4.11(i)-4.11(p) display the results.
It can be observed that most impressions are adjusted to right position and algin well
with each other after registration. Among the impressions, Figure 4.11(e) is a partial
fingerprint missing cores. The highlighted RP is a generalized core with the arch feature
detected from algorithm 4 with relaxed thresholds. After registration, the partial fingerprint
is moved to the image center as desired, but the rotation angle is a bit over to the right. In
fact, algorithm 2 is quite sensitive to the core point detection since it estimates the rotation
estimation of the local pattern at that point. Therefore, if the location of the core point
is biased, the resulting rotation estimation also tends to be biased. This is indeed the key
limitation of all SP-based registration methods.
Figure 4.12 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves for fingerprint
matching based on the registered fingerprints from the test. For comparison purpose, the
(singularity) template matching algorithm [6] is also implemented to register the fingerprints
and yield the ROC curve. It can be observed that, for the same system setup with only
replacement of different registration module, the FOMFE-based approach outperforms the
comparative method by having achieved a higher genuine acceptance rate under the same
false acceptance rate.
It should be pointed out that no rejection and manual corrections are conducted in the
automatic registration experiments, though some test samples are partial fingerprints that
do not even contain definable arches. Excluding these bad images will certainly improve
the ROC performance for both methods. However, we consider that it is fare enough to
compare the two methods on the same system setups. We will leave it to Chapter 5 for
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
Figure 4.11: Example of fingerprint registration using the proposed method: (a)-(h) a group
of eight real impressions before registration; the estimated registration points are marked
with red circles and line segments; (i)-(p) the corresponding images after registration. In
all cases, the detected SPs are marked with green signs.
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Figure 4.12: ROC curves comparing the registration performance using different methods.
methods of compensating partial fingerprints.
4.5 Application to Fingerprint Classification
In this section, we demonstrate the application of the FOMFE-based SP detection algo-
rithms to fingerprint classification with preliminary experiments. Fingerprint classification
provides a binning strategy to reduce the number of candidate searches required in au-
tomatic fingerprint identification. It plays a critical for large authorities such as FBI to
manage the searching of its fingerprint repository. There are a few methods for fingerprint
classification. Most of them are based on fingerprint global features such as ROF and SPs.
Here, we adopt the Henry coarse fingerprint classification [90] scheme that has defined five
most common fingerprint classes: arch, tended arch, left loop, right loop, and whorl (twin
loop) as shown in Figure 4.13.
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(a) Arch (b) Tended Arch (c) Left Loop
(d) Right Loop (e) Whorl
Figure 4.13: Fingerprint classification based on SPs.
In terms of the classification strategy, there are rule based, statistics, and neural network
(probabilistic based) methods. The SP-based classification schemes are usually rule-based.
That is, the classification can be simply conducted based on predefined rules regarding
various SP properties such as the number, type, shape and combination detected from a
fingerprint image. The SP-based methods generally work well on complete (nail-to-nail)
fingerprint images. Table 4.4 tabulates typical rules for fingerprint classification on a coarse
level.
In a SP-based method, accurate SP detection and analysis has a dominant impact on
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No. Cores No. Deltas Shape Candidate fingerprint class
0 0 N/A Arch
1 0 Left orientation Left Loop
1 0 Right orientation Right Loop
0 1 N/A Tended arch
1 1 Core left, delta right Left Loop
1 1 Core right, delta left Right Loop
1 1 Core up, delta down Tended Arch
2 * Opposite cores Whorl (Twin Loop)
Table 4.4: Fingerprint classification rules based on SP detections.
the resulting classification performance. Therefore, by evaluating the classification system
performance, we are able to assess the performance of the FOMFE-based SP detection
algorithms quantitatively.
4.5.1 Fingerprint classification systems
Figure 4.14 depicts a flowchart of the SP-based fingerprint classification system implemented
in this section. Most of the key modules, namely segmentation, coarse ROF estimation,
FOMFE and the FOMFE-based SP detection, have been described explicitly in previous
sections. Once the SPs are detected, the classification module analyzes the singularity
information and classifies the fingerprint according to the rules defined in Table 4.4.
Figure 4.14: Block diagram of a SP-based fingerprint classification system.
The system performance is measured by an error rate associated with misclassification:
the ratio between the number of misclassified fingerprints and the total number of samples
in the test set. A more detailed analysis of behavior of a classifier can be obtained by
examining the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix reports how many fingerprints
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belonging to the true class are (in)correctly assigned to each hypothesized class.
Sometimes, a poor quality fingerprint can be so ambiguous that even a human expert
can hardly classify it. In many applications, it is desirable to reject this type of fingerprints
rather than misclassify them. For this reason, a rejection mechanism can be included in
the classification approach. The mechanism improves the system accuracy at the cost of
discarding some ambiguous fingerprints (i.e. classifying them as unknown) [11]. If taking
rejections into account, the system performance of a classifier can be described by a graph
plotting the error rate versus the rejection rate [90].
For reference, we also test the renowned Pattern-level Classification Automation System
(PCASYS) [11]. The PCASYS approach is based on multiple classifiers - a probabilistic
neural network coupled with an auxiliary ridge tracing module. The neural network is
trained on the principal components of concatenated phase components from the ROF.
The auxiliary ridge tracing module is specifically designed to detect whorl fingerprints. In
the following, we report comparative results of preliminary experiments using the FOMFE-
based approach and the PCASYS.
4.5.2 Classification experiments
Our first set of classification experiments is conducted on 100 selected (complete) finger-
prints from the FVC2002 Db1a database. The image quality varies. To obtain a perfor-
mance benchmark, we inspect each test fingerprint and manually classify them into the five
classes in accordance to the rules laid in Table 4.4.
We then operate the two comparative classifiers separately on the test fingerprints. The
classification results are summarized respectively into two confusion matrices - one shown
in Table 4.5 and the other shown in Table 4.6.
The confusion matrix has a row for each actual class and a column for each hypothetical
class estimated from the respective approach. It shows that, as the non-parenthesized
number, how many test objects fell into a hypothetical or actual class. The sum of non-
parenthesized numbers in each row indicates the total number of test fingerprints belonging
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Hypothetical class
Actual class Arch Left Loop Right Loop Tended Arch Whorl
Arch 1(100%) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0)
Left Loop 0(0.0) 30(96.8%) 0(0.0) 1(3.2) 0(0.0)
Right Loop 0(0.0) 1(3.3) 25(83.3%) 3(10.0) 1(3.3)
Tended Arch 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 2(14.3) 12(85.7%) 0(0.0)
Whorl 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 2(8.3) 0(0.0) 22(91.7%)
Total: 10% error rate with 0% rejection rate.
Table 4.5: Confusion matrix from the FOMFE-based classification scheme on the FVC2002
Db1a database
Hypothetical class
Actual class Arch Left Loop Right Loop Tended Arch Whorl
Arch 0(0.0%) 1(100) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0)
Left Loop 0(0.0) 32(97.0%) 1(3.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0)
Right Loop 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 33(94.3%) 0(0.0) 2(5.7)
Tended Arch 0(0.0) 3(42.9) 4(57.1) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0)
Whorl 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 24(100%)
Total: 11% error rate with 0% rejection rate.
Table 4.6: Confusion matrix from the PCASYS classification scheme on the FVC2002 Db1a
database
Figure 4.15: Classification results from the FVC02 Db1a database: error rates across dif-
ferent classes.
to that actual class. Each parenthesized number thus reports the percentage in the actual
class that has been (mis)classified into a hypothetical class. For example, among the total
31 left loop fingerprints, 30 of them are classified as left loop and 1 of them is misclassified as
tended arch using the FOMFE-based approach. That is, 96.8% of the left loop fingerprints in
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the test were correctly classified as left loop, leaving 3.2% misclassified as tended arch. The
diagonal entries shown in boldface correspond to correct classifications. The experimental
results shown in Table 4.5 and 4.6 are due to zero rejection rates. That is, every fingerprint
in the test is classified into a hypothetical class. The total error rate is also reported in the
respective table. The error rates for each class using the comparative classifiers are plotted
in Figure 4.15.
Comparing Table 4.5 and 4.6, we see that the total error rates from the two classifiers
are very close: 10% for the FOMFE-based classification approach and 11% for the PCASYS
approach. However, their error distributions over the five fingerprint classes possess a sig-
nificant difference. This can be viewed more clearly in Figure 4.15. It can be observed that
PCASYS performs well on Left Loop, Right Loop and Whorl fingerprints but shows poor
discrimination on Arch and Tended Arch types. We consider it is due to the training pref-
erence tuned for PCASYS to favor the three most common classes on the cost of sacrificing
accuracy for the other fingerprints. This is often the trade-off in the neural network. On
the other hand, the rule-based approach does not have this restriction. It can be observed
that the error distribution is more even using the FOMFE-based classification approach.
We further operate the classifiers on a bigger test set to evaluate the performance.
The test set was randomly selected from the NIST SDB14 database [109]. The database
contains ink-rolled fingerprint impressions scanned from 10-print cards. Each fingerprint
in the database was manually analyzed by a human expert and assigned to one of the five
classes. From each fingerprint class, we randomly select 49 test objects. Thus, the test
set contains 49× 5 = 245 fingerprints. The confusion matrices from the two classifiers are
shown in Table 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. The error rates of classification are compared in
Figure 4.16.
It can be observed from the tables and the figure that the FOMFE-based classification
approach outperforms the PCASYS approach with fingerprints uniformly distributed over
the fingerprint classes. This is shown significantly in the total error rate: 19.2% from
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Hypothetical class
Actual class Arch Left Loop Right Loop Tended Arch Whorl
Arch 42(85.7%) 1(2.0) 0(0.0) 6(12.3) 0(0.0)
Left Loop 0(0.0) 42(85.7%) 1(2.0) 4(8.2) 2(4.1)
Right Loop 0(0.0) 3(6.1) 38(77.6%) 7(14.2) 1(2.0)
Tended Arch 4(8.2) 2(4.1) 8(16.3) 32(65.3%) 3(6.1)
Whorl 1(2.0) 2(4.0) 2(4.0) 0(0.0) 44(90.0%)
Total: 19.2% error rate with 0% rejection rate.
Table 4.7: Confusion matrix from the FOMFE-based classification scheme on the NIST
SDB14 database
Hypothetical class
Actual class Arch Left Loop Right Loop Tended Arch Whorl
Arch 10(20.4%) 20(40.8) 18(36.7) 0(0.0) 1(2.4)
Left Loop 0(0.0) 48(98.0%) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 1(2.4)
Right Loop 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 48(98.0%) 0(0.0) 1(2.4)
Tended Arch 0(0.0) 24(50.0) 24(50) 0(0.0%) 1(2.4)
Whorl 0(0.0) 3(6.1) 1(2.4) 0(0.0) 45(92.0%)
Total: 38.4% error rate with 0% rejection rate.
Table 4.8: Confusion matrix from the PCASYS classification scheme on the NIST SDB14
database
Figure 4.16: Classification results from the NIST SDB14 database: error rates across dif-
ferent classes
the FOMFE-based classification method compared to 38.4% from PCASYS. The error
distribution is similar as that observed in Figure 4.15 where PCASYS performs better for
the loops and whorls whereas the FOMFE-based classification approach performs better
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for the arches.
4.6 Summary
Most existing SP detection algorithms operate over ridge orientation fields (ROF), including
Poincare Index (PI) based methods that examine high curvature presence and convolution
methods based on (symmetric/template) filer designs. Thus, these methods largely depend
on the estimation accuracy of ROF. That is, their performance often degrades when the
intrinsic features are overwhelmed by noise in the ROF. Moreover, most of them cannot
extract multiple features simultaneously: The PI based methods cannot extract rotation
information, while the convolution based methods resort to different filters for detecting
cores and deltas respectively.
On the other hand, we propose a rather different approach to conduct singularity anal-
ysis based on the FOMFE model. Unlike other model-based methods, the FOMFE-based
SP detection approach does not require (prior/coarse) SP detection and does not involve
iterative process. In fact, the linearization of FOMFE has enabled a common framework to
interpret the local ridge patterns from a new angle. The analysis can be explicitly expressed
in terms of differential geometric operators, which is beneficial for both implementation and
computation. Accordingly, we facilitate efficient SP detection algorithms based on FOMFE
that can simultaneously extract multiple SP features such as location, type, rotation and
symmetry. Particularly, we associate delta with asymptote analysis and find a promising
means to define the orientation of a delta.
We have also applied the FOMFE-based SP detection approach to fingerprint regis-
tration and classification. Our experimental results show that the proposed approach is
effective and can achieve better performance compared to other existing methods especially
for poor quality fingerprints. However, the (exclusive) classification performance is not yet
satisfactory due to its intrinsic limitation based on rules (which are sometimes too simple
for ambiguous and partial fingerprints). In the next chapter, we will explore more effec-
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tive means based on the FOMFE approach to reduce the number of matches and improve
detection efficiency for automatic fingerprint identification systems.
Chapter 5
Model-based Fingerprint Indexing
This chapter investigates fingerprint indexing schemes based on a new feature representation
of model coefficients. In particular, we exploit global model representations reconstructed
from partial fingerprints to search the database for matching candidates, which, to the best
of our knowledge, was not previously available in the literature.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the motivation of finger-
print indexing and key issues for developing the technique. Section 5.2 proposes fingerprint
indexing based on the FOMFE model coefficients, and reports experimental results for
fingerprint identification under normal circumstances. Section 5.3 studies partial finger-
print identification. In particular, we formulate the reconstruction as solving an inverse
problem in Section 5.3.2, and devise two reconstruction algorithms accordingly in Section
5.3.3. Quality of partial fingerprints with respect to the retrieval performance is discussed
in Section 5.3.4. Section 5.3.5 performs identification experiments for partial fingerprints
after reconstruction. Finally, Section 5.4 provides a summary for the proposed model-based
fingerprint indexing schemes.
5.1 Motivation of Indexing
In many applications, it is often required to identify a fingerprint from thousands or mil-
lions of records in the database. Although the computation load of identification can be
distributed by a network of hardware units, it is undoubtedly more efficient and envi-
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ronmentally friendly to develop scalable computing techniques that can break down the
number of required matches. Such a fingerprint retrieval process is also called candidate
list reduction.
Most current operating automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) facilitate
meta data and binning (fingerprint classification) techniques to reduce the candidate list
before matching. However, both technologies have their own drawbacks. The exclusive
classification, as demonstrated in Section 4.5, can only define a limited number of pattern
classes, and the number of pattern classes is usually much less than the number of individual
records in the database. Further, the natural distribution of fingerprints is not even - over
90% of them tend to crowd into only three pattern classes [90]. Thus, the number of
fingerprints can still be huge within a single fingerprint class. The meta data, on the other
hand, is not always available as in the case of latents. Privacy issues are another concern
about the use of meta data: Once the security system is breached, various (sensitive)
information regarding the identity will be disclosed at the same time.
Fingerprint indexing is a new technology that is also known as continuous classification
[90]. It has a similar idea as content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [91] which aims at fast
retrieval of a query image based on the visual content (feature) of the image itself. In fact,
fingerprints can be viewed as texture-like images. The key indexing technique does not
focus on the classical pattern classification problems but on the retrieval process by sorting
the salient (texture) features of those subjects. By this means, the resulting system can
avoid the membership problem of ambiguous fingerprints often seen in the binning candidate
reduction schemes.
Similar to CBIR [134], there are also three fundamental issues for fingerprint index-
ing, namely visual feature extraction, multi-dimensional indexing, and retrieval strategy.
Among the three, feature extraction has been widely covered in the literature of fingerprint
recognition. To our understanding, the key element here is to identify the distinctive fea-
ture and its most suitable representation for indexing, so that the match of an anonymous
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fingerprint request can be quickly retrieved. For multi-dimensional indexing, there are two
challenges associated with developing the techniques: 1) how to deal with high dimension-
ality of the feature vector, 2) which distance metric is more suitable to measure similarity
in the indexing space. Inevitably, the choice of the indexing feature will affect the design
of the indexing techniques in terms of both issues. In the following, we will explore a new
model-based indexing approach based on the FOMFE model coefficients. The resulting
issues of indexing will be discussed.
5.2 Indexing Based on FOMFE
5.2.1 Fingerprint features for indexing
Alternating ridges and valleys compose rich texture contents of fingerprints. Therefore,
it is natural to consider distinctive features extracted from the textures for fingerprint
indexing. Based on the examination scale, the features can be coarsely classified into three
categories. At the local scale, minutiae index outstanding bifurcation and termination
features of (parallel) ridge lines. The local characteristics are typically represented by
triplet information of the angular direction and x and y coordinates.
At the regional level, singularity patterns are significant ridge structures. However,
perceptional properties, e.g. type and location, are too limited to construct feature vectors
for indexing. Thus, Jain et al. [59] exploits a bank of Gabor filters to capture the orientation
information in the singularity regions and use the filter responses to construct the feature
vector for classification. The feature extraction algorithm first identifies the center point
with maximum curvature in the fingerprint image. A circular disc around the center point is
then tessellated into 48 sectors each is filtered in four directions. The variance of each sector
after being filtered defines a feature vector with 192 elements, known as a FingerCode.
Globally, fingerprint ridge topology can be used to index fingerprints. In fact, most
existing fingerprint classification and indexing approaches are based on ridge orientation
fields (ROF). This is because ROF summarizes almost all the orientation information to
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fingerprint ridge lines in a discrete matrix. The feature vector is often directly generated by
concatenating columns or rows in ROF. Since dimensionality of the resulting feature vector
is generally very high (in order of 103), it is necessary to perform dimensionality reduction
before conducting multi-dimensional indexing algorithms [170; 73]. The most commonly
used technique is Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform [40], which is related to Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) as will be shown later in Section 5.2.2.
Boer et al. [9] compares indexing results using the above ridge features with their typical
representations, i.e. minutiae triplets, FingerCode, and concatenated ROF columns. It is
reported that when a single type of feature is in use, a fingerprint indexing scheme based
on the global ridge topology pattern of ROF outperforms the others.
We propose a different representation for describing the global feature, which is based
on the FOMFE coefficients. The FOMFE model is capable of providing a compact and
comprehensive description for the overall ridge topology. As shown in Section 3.3.4, the
model description only differs in its coefficients and is tailored to individual fingerprints.
Therefore, it is possible to use the coefficient vector as discriminative feature for indexing.
There are multiple advantages in using the FOMFE coefficients other than the raw ROF
to generate feature vectors. Firstly, the raw ROF data has intrinsic periodic features in its
representation of cosine and sine functions. This can affect the performance of the resulting
KL transform since the transform is best suited for data with Gaussian-like distributions
[40]. The FOMFE coefficients are real random variables which do not exhibit obvious
periodic behavior based on our observations during the experiments. Secondly, block size
can affect the accuracy and dimension of the raw ROF but not the vector length of the
FOMFE coefficients. In fact, FOMFE is able to describe the orientation structure with
a smaller grain size using the same number of coefficients. Thirdly, the ridge orientation
model can be viewed as a transformation function that converts ROF into a more compact
representation with a much lower dimensionality. The lower dimensionality is beneficial for
faster computation and more accurate results when generating the feature space.
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Although the FOMFE description is based on Fourier expansion, it is worth to point
out that our approach is fundamentally different from the local Fourier transform analysis
as that proposed in [37]. In the latter, the fingerprint image is first partitioned into small
segments. Ridges within each segment are modeled as periodic and parallel lines with a
constant frequency and orientation. The Fourier transform of each segment is then calcu-
lated. By doing this over the entire image, the fingerprint is transformed into a frequency
domain representation. Next, the frequency domain representation is partitioned into mul-
tiple segments by a wedge-ring detector. The values in each segment are summed to yield
a feature element for that region. Feature elements from all regions construct a feature
vector for fingerprint classification. It seems that the local Fourier transform analysis is
actually a clustering process performed in the frequency domain, whereas the proposed
FOMFE approach models the entire phase portrait in series expansion form and the model
coefficients are directly used for feature representation.
5.2.2 Fingerprint indexing systems
As introduced in Section 5.1, there are three fundamental bases for fingerprint indexing. In
terms of operating system, they can be partitioned into two parts. The first part is training
or building the multi-dimensional indexing feature space for preparation of search in the
database. Algorithm 5 outlines the training process of our fingerprint indexing approach
based on the FOMFE model coefficients.
The input arguments to the program include coarse ROF estimates ΘD for every finger-
print in the database D, the polynomial order k and the parameter l that defines the
number of maximum eigenvalues to be included in dimensionality reduction. The process
first evaluates the FOMFE model coefficients for each fingerprint in the database. Note
that the FOMFE basis functions can be precalculated before the modeling process at each
point in the phase portrait by given polynomial order k, as shown in Section 3.4.4. The
model coefficients of the cosine and sine phases for each fingerprint are concatenated into
a single column vector βi. The raw matrix BD accommodates column vectors from all
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Algorithm 5 Training process of the FOMFE-based indexing approach
TrainIndex(ΘD, k, l)
1 BD ← ∅, ΓD ← ∅
2 Ψk ← f(k) ¤ {The FOMFE basis functions}
3 for every fingerprint i in the database,
4 do ¤ {Feature extraction}
5 dc ← cos(2ΘD), ds ← sin(2ΘD)
6 βc ← minβc ||Ψkβc − dc||2,
7 βs ← minβs||Ψkβs − ds||2
8 βi = [βc; βs]
9 BD = [BD, βi]
10 Φl ← PCA(BD, l) ¤ {KL transform matrix}
11 for every fingerprint i in the database,
12 do ¤ {Feature space generation}
13 γi ← ΦTl × βi
14 ΓD = [ΓD, γi]
fingerprints in the database.
The KL transformation matrix Φl is produced by principal component analysis of the
raw matrix BD. The columns in Φl are selected eigenvectors corresponding to the l largest
eigenvalues. The KL transformation matrix Φl defines the bases that span the new multi-
dimensional feature space for the database. The raw feature vectors in BD can then be
projected into the new feature space by the KL transformation matrix. The new feature
vector has a reduced dimensionality due to the truncated feature vector length (FVL)
after projection. The KL transform preserves Euclidean distance between any two feature
vectors. Hence, each fingerprint is associated with a multi-dimensional point in the new
feature space.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the similarity of fingerprints can be measured by
Euclidean distance between any two instances. Accordingly, fingerprints with similar struc-
tures tend to cluster together in the multi-dimensional feature space. This assumption, i.e.
Gaussian distribution, is the base of retrieval strategy for most (current) fingerprint index-
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ing methods. In this version of our work, we also follow it and thus adapt an incremental
search strategy to our model-based fingerprint retrieval as shown in algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Retrieval process of the FOMFE-based indexing approach
RetieveQuery(θq,Φl,ΓD, k, r)
1 Ψk ← f(k) ¤ {The FOMFE basis functions}
2 dc ← cos(2θq), ds ← sin(2θq)
3 βc ← minβc||Ψkβc − dc||2,
4 βs ← minβs||Ψkβs − ds||2
5 βq ← [βc; βs] ¤ {Feature extraction}
6 γq ← ΦTl × βq ¤ {Projection into the feature space}
7 for every index γi ∈ ΓD
8 do ¤ {Distance measure}
9 m(i)← dist(γi, γq)
10 Sort m in ascending order
11 j ← 0
12 for j < r
13 do ¤ {Retrieving nearest neighbor}
14 if query q matches record j associated with m(j)
15 then break
16 else j ← j + 1 ¤ {Incremental search}
During retrieval, feature extraction is also performed on the query fingerprint q. The
raw feature vector is then projected into the feature space by the KL transformation matrix
passed into the retrieval program. The algorithm then calculates the internal distance be-
tween the query projection γq and every instance projection γi from the database. Although
other distance measures may be explored [73], we use the normal Euclidean distance in this
version of our indexing approach. A single vector m records the distance values between
the query and all fingerprints in the database.
The algorithm then sorts the the distance measures in ascending order. The closest
neighbor of the query projection is retrieved successively and the corresponding fingerprint
is compared to the query fingerprint until a match is found. Otherwise, the search range
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is incrementally increased until a predefined portion/number of search radius r is reached.
Other retrieval strategies can also be found in [90].
Since higher level matches are always conducted on the nearest neighbor, i.e. the most
likely candidates, in the feature space, the number of required matches are likely to be
reduced in comparison to random search within a disjoint pattern class. Literature [90]
shows that, in exclusive classification, even if the hypothesized class is correct, almost 50%
on average of the fingerprints belonging to that class have to be visited for finding the match;
whereas using fingerprint indexing can drastically reduce the proportion of fingerprints that
need to be explored in the database. Therefore, the latter possesses significant potential
for (matching) candidate reduction.
The indexing performance is often measured by two statistical indices, namely the
(search) penetration rate and the error rate (of finding the match). The penetration rate is
defined as the proportion of records that has been probed in the database before a match is
found, while the error rate measures the retrieval error with respect to the total number of
queries in the test [90]. The operating point is often defined by search radius. An increasing
radius allows more candidates to be explored, and thus potentially decreases the matching
error at a cost of increasing the penetration rate.
As mentioned previously, the retrieval strategy is based on the assumption that all
points in ΓD (and equivalently BD follows a Gaussian distribution). If the data set is
more Gaussian-like, the above retrieval strategy will be more effective. Thus, the indexing
approach can be further improved by deploying multi-space KL [15], which decomposes the
original feature space ΓD into multiple subspaces and conducts KL transform separately
within each subspace. Therefore, it is promising to develop a hierarchical approach that
combines exclusive classification (for dividing the subspace) and indexing approach (for fast
retrieval). Nevertheless, investigation of multi-space KL and the hierarchical approach is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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5.2.3 Indexing experiments
This section tests the FOMFE-based indexing approach with fingerprint identification ex-
periments. We first tested the system on the NIST SDB14 database [109] - the de facto
benchmark database for fingerprint classification and indexing tests [90]. A number of im-
ages in the database are of poor quality due to smearing ink and factitious marks, and some
are so ambiguous that even human expert examiners cannot classify them into one of the
exclusive Henry five classes.
For each finger, two different fingerprint impressions are stored in the database (F and
S prints). The last 2, 700 fingerprint pairs are used in our experiments: F24301 to F27000
prints constituted the database to search with and S24301 to S27000 prints constituted the
query set for testing.
The 5, 400 fingerprints used in the experiments are all segmented to 512×480 pixels. The
segmentation works in such a way such that the impressions lie in a north-south direction
as much as possible in the segmented frames. By such segmentation, the relative rotation
between two fingerprints can be substantially reduced.
Before indexing, the fingerprint records need to be registered [90; 9]. Thus, we apply
our fingerprint registration algorithm shown in Section 4.4 to the database records. In the
indexing experiments, we let orientation block size N = 16 to obtain a ROF with lower
dimensionality but sufficient structural details. The resulting ROF has 32 × 30 elements.
Since each element in the raw OF is represented by a 2D phase vector, the feature vector of
ROF representation then contains 32 × 30 × 2 = 1920 elements by concatenating the sine
and cosine components in a column vector.
On the other hand, the FOMFE-based feature representation also needs to be regis-
tered because the shift of origin will result in considerable changes to the modeling results
and thus the coefficient values. Therefore, model descriptions after registration are used for
indexing. With polynomial order k = 4, the feature vector of the FOMFE representation
contains (2× 4+ 1)2× 2 = 162 for the two trigonometric polynomials that models a finger-
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print phase portrait. It can be seen that the dimensionality of the FOMFE-based feature
representation is at least 10 times smaller than that of the ROF-based feature representation
in the first place.
We then apply the training process of fingerprint indexing to both the ROF-based rep-
resentation and the FOMFE-based representation. The FOMFE-based training process
can directly use algorithm 5, while the ROF-based training process modifies the feature
extraction procedure by directly concatenating the phase components dc and ds into a
column vector listing in the raw feature matrix BD. During retrieval, the FOMFE-based
method applies algorithm 6, while the ROF-based method also modifies the feature ex-
traction section by replacing βq with the feature vector dq that concatenates the phase
components.
In real fingerprint systems that deploy algorithm 6, matching the query with its nearest
neighbor in the projection space should be determined by the score of matched minutiae
points. Inevitably, the system's inherent matching errors (false accept and false reject) will
affect the indexing system's error rate (of finding a match). Since our testing purpose is
to assess indexing performance based on different feature representations, we consider it
more objective to exclude impact of the inherent matching errors and examine the error
rates that solely depend on the indexing features. Since the system errors introduced by
the matcher is excluded, the resulting indexing performance can be regarded as the lower
bound for assessments. In practice, the 5, 400 fingerprints from NIST SDB14 have already
been manually paired with image indices. Therefore, we can accordingly deploy perfect
matching: The match of two fingerprints is verified by checking their image indices.
Subsequently, we conduct our first experiments to find out the optimal value of feature
vector length (FVL) l for reducing the dimensionality and generating the KL transformation
matrix Φl in algorithm 5. Figure 5.1(a) plots the maximum penetration rate as a function
of FVL for both the ROF-based and the FOMFE coefficient-based indexing schemes. The
maximum penetration rate corresponds to a maximum search radius r when the whole
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Figure 5.1: Indexing on the NIST SDB14 database: (a) maximum penetration versus feature
vector length (FVL); (b) penetration rate versus error rate when FVL = 30.
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database is allowed to be probed. Thus, the minimum error rate can go down to zero as a
query is guaranteed to find its match in the database. The FVL ranges from 1 to 100 and
steps two.
For both curves shown in Figure 5.1(a), the maximum penetration rate decreases dras-
tically when increasing the FVL. However, the trends become flat when the FVL is greater
than 30. For all FVL values, the maximum penetration rate obtained by the FOMFE
coefficient-based indexing scheme is lower than that based on the raw ROF, achieving a
decrement of about 30% at FVL = 30 onwards. Therefore, it seems FVL = 30 is a good
choice for both features in terms of dimensionality reduction.
Next, we compare the system performance of the ROF-based and the FOMFE coefficient-
based indexing schemes with FVL = 30. Figure 5.1(b) shows their respective operating
curves plotting penetration rate as a function of the error rate by varying the search ra-
dius r in algorithm 6. It can be observed that the FOMFE coefficient-based representation
outperforms the ROF representation by having obtained a lower penetration rate at every
assessment point, which demonstrates the feasibility and advantages of using the FOMFE-
based representation for fingerprint indexing.
With similar settings, we also test the comparative indexing schemes on FVC2002 Db1a
database of optical-scanned fingerprint. The FVC2002 Db1a database contains 8 impres-
sions for each subject, and has more diverse variations between impressions. Figure 5.2(a)
plots the maximum penetration rate as a function of the FVL for the FVC2002 Db1a test
set. The optimal FVL for FVC2002 Db1a is 15, which is only half of the length required
for NIST SDB14. This may be due to a smaller foreground size of impressions in the
FVC2002 Db1a test set. Again, the maximum penetration rate obtained by the FOMFE-
based approach is in generally lower than that obtained by the ROF-based representation.
With FV L = 15, Figure 5.2(b) also demonstrates that the FOMFE-based indexing
approach can reduce more penetration rates than the ROF-based method for this second
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Figure 5.2: Indexing on the FVC2002 DB1a database: (a) maximum penetration rate versus
feature vector length (FVL); (b) penetration rate versus error rate when FVL = 15.
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database with more variations. Comparing Figure 5.2(b) and 5.1(b), it can be further
observed that the indexing results from the FOMFE-based approach are close for both NIST
SDB14 and FVC2002 Db1a databases, whereas the results from the ROF-based method
vary more significantly (e.g., see the maximum penetration rate). This implies that the
FOMFE-based representation is more robust to inter-class variations than the ROF-based
one for fingerprint indexing.
Finally, it is necessary to compare the computational efficiency of the two indexing ap-
proaches. The KL transform requires a considerable amount of eigenvalue and eigenvector
calculations where computational time grows rapidly with the length of the input feature
vector [40]. Since the FOMFE coefficient vector has a much shorter length (i.e., 162 com-
pared to 1920 in full length), its KL transform is much faster than that based on the raw
OF. For example, on the NIST SDB14 database with 2700 entries, it takes only 0.78 seconds
to generate the feature space for the FOMFE coefficients but 1103.22 seconds for the raw
OF using a C implementation on the same computing platform. That is about 1000 times
faster.
5.3 Partial Fingerprint Identification
Despite advances made in automatic fingerprint identification systems, identifying an in-
complete or partial fingerprint from large databases remains a critical challenge today. Ex-
isting partial fingerprint identification algorithms are all based on local features for match-
ing. For example, Jea and Govindaraju [68] proposes to use localized secondary features
derived from the relative information of minutiae points for partial fingerprint matching.
Fang et al. [33] exploits representative points along ridge lines in addition to minutiae points
and reports improved matching performance. Chen and Jain [18] investigates the extended
Level Three features of dots and incipient in provision of more information for partial finger-
print matching. However, the performance gain is subject to image quality/resolultion (e.g.
1000 ppi) and the number of high level features detectible in the partial fingerprint segments.
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The above algorithms all focus on one-to-one matching. They have several limitations.
Firstly, since most of them are based on matching local features only, the matching per-
formance is likely to degrade drastically when a partial fingerprint segment is too small to
contain enough local features. Secondly, it is not clear how small a partial fingerprint
can be inherently identifiable using these methods. Since the distribution of local features,
e.g. minutiae points, in a fingerprint image is totally random, it is difficult to develop
quantitative measures to quickly assess the quality of a partial fingerprint for automatic
fingerprint identification. Thirdly, partial fingerprint segments that possess equal number
of local features but reside in different parts of the same finger may be different in terms
of difficulty for identification.
To the best of our knowledge, there is not yet any published work utilizing information
of the fingerprint topological structures in partial fingerprint identification. Although global
features (level 1) are not accurate enough for matching two fingerprints, they can help to
substantially reduce the number of higher level matches and accelerate the identification
process. As described in the 2007 report Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for Evaluation
of Latent Fingerprint Technologies (ELFT), it is envisaged that automated search capabil-
ities will assist latent experts by reducing the size of candidate lists they need to examine
through elimination of the more obvious nuisance" non-matches. Therefore, additional
computing processing is necessary to achieve effective candidate list deduction for partial
fingerprint identification (including latents).
Unlike the local features whose appearance in a fingerprint is totally random, the topo-
logical structures can be sufficiently described and estimated by mathematical functions like
FOMFE. This inherent property makes it possible to estimate the (unknown) global ridge
topology based on the available partial information. In this section, we will investigate if
such a process can improve the retrieval performance for a partial fingerprint in normal
identification systems.
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5.3.1 Partial fingerprints and a priori knowledge
Partial fingerprints can emerge from a number of scenarios. The most common case is in
crime scenes in which latent fingerprints are unwittingly left by friction ridge skin on an
object surface. Latent fingerprints are often obscure and partial, which makes them difficult
for identification especially from large-scale fingerprint databases.
Partial fingerprints are not restricted to latents. The problem also exists in small captur-
ing devices. Although a compact 2D sensor is handy and cost-effective, it can only capture
certain part of finger tip instead of full image from nail-to-nail. Therefore, one must take
extra care for those acquired from such devices when matching them to full prints in an
existing gallery database. In other scenarios, a fingerprint image may be damaged so much
that it is inherently not recognizable in some areas. For such cases, it is better to disregard
noisy regions and use only the recognizable parts for fingerprint identification. This process
also generates partial fingerprints. Figure 5.3 illustrates partial fingerprint examples for
theses scenarios.
Figure 5.3: Partial fingerprint examples: (a) a latent fingerprint [166], (b) a dabbed im-
pression from sensor device [90] and (c) a contaminated image with unrecognizable parts
[109].
In many cases, the available partial segments may not contain enough ridge details to
undertake the normal matching process. In fact, matching error usually increases as the
number of detected local features decreases [33; 18]. This is because verification must rely
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on what is available in the existing partial segments. However, our interest in this paper
is to narrow down the search range in the database for partial fingerprint identification.
Therefore, it is possible for us to exploit also what is ought to be in addition to what is
available.
We notice that fingerprints are not totally random images. Some common features can
be observed in general ridge topology patterns. For instance, fingerprints are often viewed
as flow-like patterns. At global level, ridge flows are generally smooth and continuous
except near a few controlling points so called singular points (SPs). Therefore, it is not an
unrealistic assumption that ridge flows are extendable to some level at least in the smooth
regions.
It can be also observed that ridge flows in the outer fingerprint regions generally exhibit
some arch forms, even though the internal patterns can vary quite significantly from one to
another. Figure 5.4 displays examples from five usual fingerprint categories, namely arch,
tended arch, left loop, right loop and whorl. The peripheral arch trends are outlined in the
fingerprint images.
We consider that the internal variation of ridge patterns is due to presence of SPs, while
the outer peripheral arch forms are caused by physical restrictions. The fingerprint is
usually taken from above the first joint of a finger. As flexure creases appear at knuckles,
the epidermal ridge lines also tend to be flat as they approach the knuckle furrows in the
lower part of a fingerprint. Epidermal ridges on a finger tip, however, often exhibit curves
flowing from one side of a finger to the other resulting in some arch forms surrounding the
finger pad. Therefore, if a fingerprint is completely captured from tip to the knuckle furrow
and rolled from nail to nail, it is reasonable to expect some general arch flows encompassing
different singularity patterns in the fingerprint images.
We regard the above general observations as additional a priori knowledge of ridge
topology to the existing partial information. In the following sections, we will first formulate
an inverse orientation model for evaluating the global topology representation based on the
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(a) Arch (b) Tended Arch (c) Left Loop
(d) Right Loop (e) Whorl
Figure 5.4: Peripheral arch trends shown in different topology patterns
available data samples, and then incorporate the above a priori knowledge into estimation
for reconstructing missing structures in the unknown regions.
5.3.2 An inverse orientation model
As shown in previous sections, the FOMFE approach possesses significant advantages in
provision of a parametric means for ridge topology analysis. Therefore, it has the predic-
tion capability that is promising for reconstructing the global topology pattern of partial
fingerprints. The FOMFE approach models the transformed ROF as the phase portrait of
an unknown nonlinear dynamical system. The global dynamical system is further evaluated
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by (Fourier) series expansions.
Compared to other existing models, the FOMFE approach does not require any prior
knowledge of critical SPs during the entire modeling process. In fact, it is able to seamlessly
describe the global ridge topology pattern including singularity regions. Therefore, we
can regard the FOMFE model coefficients as another representation to the ridge topology
pattern after transformation. These advantages of FOMFE make it particularly interesting
for partial fingerprint analysis.
Before we continue, it is necessary to briefly review the FOMFE approach and express
the general terms. By doubling the orientation angles, a ROF is transformed into a vector
field which can be conveniently described by PDEs: x˙ = f(x) with x = (x, y)T being
cartesian coordinates. The FOMFE approach then approximates the phase functions f =
(fc, fs)
T by two bivariate trigonometric polynomials respectively. Thus, in a defined and
restricted two dimensional site, denoted S : (−l ≤ x ≤ l,−h ≤ y ≤ h), each phase function
is represented by
f(x, y) = c00ψ00(x, y) + c01ψ01(x, y) + ...+ c10ψ10(x, y) + ...+ ε(x, y)
=
2k∑
i=0
2k∑
j=0
cijψij(x, y) + ε(x, y) ,
(5.1)
where i, j, k < +∞ ∈ N are polynomial orders, cij are real-valued model coefficients, and
ψij(x, y) are expansion functions [162].
When input data is (evenly) sampled from site S, there is a unique best-fit solution to
all data points in the sense of lease-square error minimization. Therefore, (5.1) is indeed
a truncated 2D Fourier expansion, and every estimated phase output is in the closed span
V of the expansion set Ψ = {ψij(x, y)} defined in S. In such a case, expansion coefficients
{cij} can be computed uniquely from dual functions of Ψ, denoted Ψ˜ = {ψ˜j(x, y)}, for any
f(x, y) ∈ V [46]. Since ψij are orthogonal to each other, the dual functions can be evaluated
by [46]
〈ψij(x, y), ψ˜kl(x, y)〉 = δ =
 0 (i 6= k, j 6= l)1 (i = k, j = l) , (5.2)
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where 〈·〉 is the integral inner product taken over the entire site S. Thus, according to [46],
cij = 〈ψ˜ij(x, y), f(x, y)〉 =
∫ ∫
S
ψ˜∗ij(x, y)f(x, y)dxdy , (5.3)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation. Since both ψi and its dual ψ˜j are real,
the complex conjugate operation can be exempt. In practice, the value of the modeling
function f(x, y) in (5.3) is replaced by the input phase data d(x, y) sampled at that point.
Problem formulation
If only a subset of phase data is available, denote d(x, y) : Ω and Ω ⊂ S, then (5.3) becomes
partial integral and the coefficient value cij is deviated from expectation. This situation
typically happens for modeling partial fingerprints in which the available segments can be
regarded as Ω. Denote the remaining unknown region as χ = Ω¯ such that χ∪Ω = S. Then,
(5.3) can be partitioned:
cij =
∑
S
ψ˜ij(x, y)d(x, y) =
∑
Ω
ψ˜ij(x, y)d(x, y) +
∑
χ
ψ˜ij(x, y)d(x, y) . (5.4)
Denote βS = {cij| S} as the FOMFE coefficient set for the global phase portrait to be
reconstructed, βΩ = {cij| Ω} as that evaluated from observation data in the partial segment
Ω, and βchi = {cij| χ} as that estimated for the unknown region χ. Then, (5.4) can be
rewritten as
βS = βΩ + βχ . (5.5)
Now, the problem can be described as how to recover the global representation βS from
partial evaluation βΩ subject to all other possible constraints imposed on βχ. We name this
formulation as the inverse orientation model (IOM).
The IOM formulation indicates that solutions to (5.5) cannot be unique by fitting data
in the existing subset Ω. Because βS is also affected by the uncertainty introduced by
βχ. In practice, however, if existing region Ω dominates, the partial representation βΩ
can serve as a good approximation to the global representation βS. In other words, the
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FOMFE approach still works effectively when the partial fingerprint covers a sufficiently
large portion of the full print.
In this thesis, however, it is our interest to explore the solution space for situations
when it is not possible to omit βχ - either because the size of χ is not negligible or the area
conceals critical information. But to reach that end, we need to ensure minimum loss of
data fidelity in the known regions during exploration. To meet this requirement, we provide
a general solution space to the model as follows.
General solution space
For any real matrix Ψ ∈ RM×K , there exist unitary matrices U ∈ RM×M and V ∈ RK×K
and a diagonal matrix Λ ∈ RM×K with nonnegative diagonal elements, such that [118]
Ψ = UΛVT . (5.6)
By appropriate permutation, the diagonal elements of Λ can be arranged in a non-increasing
order: λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λmin(M,K).
The factorization (5.6) is called singular value decomposition (SVD) of Ψ. Note that
UTU = UUT = I(M ×M) and VTV = VVT = I(K ×K), where I is an identity matrix.
The columns of U and V are called singular vectors of Ψ, and the diagonal elements in Λ
are singular values associated with the corresponding singular vectors.
By SVD truncation [118], i.e. zeroing singular values that are below the cutoff threshold
², one controls the span of the singular vectors, and thus effectively damps the least square
solution of a linear system y = Ψx. That is,
Ψ =
[
Ur Un
]Λr 0
0 Λn
VTr
VTn
 ≈ UrΛrVTr . (5.7)
In this way, U and V are partitioned simultaneously. The lower singular values in Λn are
zeroed. The matrixΨ can be approximately represented by the most significant components
in SVD. The pseudo inverse of Ψ is thus Ψ† = VrΛ−1r UTr .
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The null space of a data set, such as Ψ, is defined as the kernel whose elements can be
mapped to zero by Ψ [97]. That is,
N (Ψ) = {b ∈ RK×1|Ψb = 0} . (5.8)
For an arbitrary vector α ∈ Rn×1, where n is the number of singular vectors to be eliminated,
it is easy to prove that b = Vnα projects α into the null space ofΨ, noting that the singular
vectors Vr and Vn are orthogonal to each other.
According to (5.8), any change made in the null space will not affect the result of
y = Ψx, since y = Ψ(x+ b) = Ψx +Ψb = Ψx. Therefore, (x+ b) is another solution
that yields the same y as solution x. The null space shuttles [28] then refers to the operator
that moves from one solution to another in the solution space through projection in the
null space of the system matrix Ψ.
We propose to adopt the concept of null space shuttles for exploring all possible solutions
of (5.5) while preserving best-fit of the existing data in the least square sense. Without
loss of generality, assume M phase samples dΩ in the partial fingerprint segment Ω ⊂ S.
Rewrite (5.1) in matrix notation. Accordingly, the phase data in Ω can be reconstructed
by
dˆΩ = ΨΩβS, (5.9)
where ΨΩ is a M ×K matrix with K = (2k + 1)2 being the number of basis functions:
ΨΩ = [Ψ(x1, y1) Ψ(x2, y2) ... Ψ(xM , yM)]
T
where Ψ(x, y) = {ψij(x, y)} , (i, j = 0, 1, ...2k).
Take SVD over ΨΩ(M × K). Then, the set of all least square solutions to (5.9) is
governed by
βS = Ψ
†
ΩdΩ +N (ΨΩ) = VrΛ−1r UTr dΩ +Vnα , (5.10)
where α is an arbitrary vector. It can be proved that all solutions defined by (5.10) preserve
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data fidelity in the existing segment Ω since
dˆΩ = ΨΩβS ≈ ΨΩVrΛ−1r UTr dΩ +ΨΩVnα
= (UrΛrV
T
rVrΛ
−1
r U
T
r ) · dΩ + (UrΛrVTrVn) · α = dΩ.
(5.11)
Note that Vr and Vn are orthogonal.
Therefore, we use formula (5.10) to define the general solution space for evaluating the
global model representation βS by given an existing segment Ω ⊂ S, such that data fidelity
in Ω can be preserved in the sense of least square fitting errors.
On the other hand, estimates in the unknown region, dˆχ, will be affected by both input
phase samples dΩ and the choice of α. The proof is as follows. Since dˆχ = ΨχβS, where
Ψχ is a N ×K matrix with N being the number of points in χ and K = (2k + 1)2 being
the number of basis functions. Similar to (5.11), we have
dˆχ = ΨχΨ
†
ΩdΩ +ΨχVnα = (ΨχVrΛ
−1
r U
T
r ) · dΩ + (ΨχVn) · α. (5.12)
Because Ψχ is not related to ΨΩ, neither (ΨχVrΛ−1r UTr ) nor (ΨχVn) can be eliminated.
Therefore, dˆχ is affected by both terms in (5.12), i.e. the existing data samples dΩ and the
null space vector α.
There are also some remarks regarding the SVD process. When the cutoff threshold
² of SVD truncation is set to zero, the null space vector is not included in the solution.
Therefore, βS = Ψ†ΩdΩ yields exactly the same solution as that from the LSQ algorithm or
(5.3).
When the cutoff threshold ² value increases, more singular values are eliminated from
the pseudo inverse. Accordingly, more singular vectors will be added to Vn. As a result,
the null space vectors will impose more impact on data estimation in the unknown region
χ but at a cost of data fitting in the known region Ω. Our empirical experience show that
a good tradeoff is made at an ² value that allows Λr to claim 95% of the total weight of
singular values.
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5.3.3 Global ridge orientation reconstruction
Formula (5.10) governs a general solution space for the IOM problem. To further damp
the solution space, we must restrict the arbitrary vector α in (5.10). However, this requires
other information in addition to existing phase samples dΩ. Therefore, we resort to the
a priori knowledge of ridge topology patterns, namely ridge smoothness and peripheral
arches, introduced previously in Section 5.3.1.
Let βχ = Vnα. From the dual functions (5.3), βχ can be estimated from Ψ˜χdχ where
Ψ˜χ = {ψ˜ij(x, y)| (x, y) ∈ χ}. Accordingly,
αˆ = VTn Ψ˜χdˆχ . (5.13)
In the following, we propose two algorithms to construct dˆχ based on the two types of
a priori knowledge respectively. The algorithms are used depending on the information
available in the partial fingerprint segments.
Smooth extensions
Let us consider a dilation operation on the partial fingerprint segment Ω. After dilation, the
expanded area, denoted ∆, encompasses the existing partial segment Ω. If ∆ is sufficiently
small, then ridge flows in Ω can be smoothly extended into ∆. Accordingly, we have
dˆ∆ = Ψ∆βΩ , (5.14)
where dˆ∆ is the extended phase vector, Ψ∆ = {ψij(x, y)| (x, y) ∈ ∆} contains basis func-
tions evaluated in the extended region ∆, and βΩ = Ψ˜TΩdΩ is the partial model representa-
tion evaluated from exiting phase samples. Once dˆ∆ is estimated, the model representation
should be amended to reflect the enlarged segment Ω′ = Ω∪∆. That is, in accordance with
(5.4),
βΩ′ = βΩ + Ψ˜
T
∆dˆ∆ . (5.15)
The above process is then iterated to fulfill ridge orientation estimation in the unknown
region χ after, say, t times. For convenience of expression, we replace the subscript symbol
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∆ with iterative process ID k = 1, 2, ..., t. By this means,
dˆχ = [dˆ1 ... dˆk ... dˆt]
T .
We name the algorithm Smooth Extensions since the expansion process is based on the a
priori assumption of ridge smoothness. The following outlines the main procedure.
Algorithm 7 Smooth Extensions
SmExt(Ω,dΩ,cos,dΩ,sin)
1 Initialize k ← 0, dˆχ,l ← ∅ (l = cos, sin)
2 Let β0,l ← Ψ˜TΩdΩ,l (l = cos, sin)
3 While (S − Ω) 6= ∅
4 do
5 Define Ω′ ← Dilate(Ω), and get ∆← (Ω′ − Ω)
6 Estimate dˆ∆,l ← Ψ∆βk,l (l = cos, sin)
7 Let Θˆ∆ ← arctan(dˆ∆,sin, dˆ∆,cos)
8 Compute dˆ∆,cos ← cos(Θˆ∆) and dˆ∆,sin ← sin(Θˆ∆)
9 Update dˆχ,l ← {dˆχ,l, dˆ∆,l} (l = cos, sin)
10 Amend βk,l ← βk−1,l + Ψ˜T∆dˆ∆,l (l = cos, sin)
11 Let Ω← Ω′
12 k ← k + 1
In Algorithm 7, the numerical vectors dˆ∆,cos and dˆ∆,sin, containing cosine and sine phase
estimates respectively in the extended region χ, are normalized through the corresponding
orientation angles Θˆ∆. This is to ensure that the cosine and sine components are in the
same scale such that their squared sum equals to one at each point in the phase portrait
before substituting into (5.15).
Figure 5.5 illustrates the expansion process for the latent fingerprint example displayed
in Figure 5.3(a). Note that the background and the obscure regions are removed from the
original image, resulting in partial fingerprint segments shown in Figure 5.5. The example
demonstrates how ridge orientation estimation is expanding into the (unknown) blank areas.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the expansion process using Smooth Extensions.
Figure 5.6 demonstrates another partial fingerprint example segmented from Figure
5.3(c) by removing contaminated areas and the background. It compares the global ori-
entation estimation results using different methods. Figure 5.6(b) shows the overall ROF
produced by partial model representation betaΩ. It can observed that orientation esti-
mates align well with ridge flows in the existing segments, but appear chaotic in the blank
unknown areas.
Figure 5.6(c) plots the result after applying a 2D Gaussian filter, with w = 35 and
σ = 10, to Figure 5.6(b). The orientation estimates are regularized in the unknown region,
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 5.6: Comparing global ridge orientation estimation from different methods: (b) the
original FOMFE model; (c) applying a 2D Gaussian filter to (a) with w = 35 and σ = 10;
(d) applying a 2D Gaussian filter to (a) with w = 35 and σ = 5; (e) the proposed Smooth
Extensions (Algorithm 7).
but data fidelity is also lost in the existing segments. This is evidenced by the shifted
delta pattern. To improve data fidelity, one can reduce the parameter values of w and
σ. However, it also reduces smoothing effect of the 2D Gaussian filter as shown in Figure
5.6(d).
From Figure 5.6(e), it can be observed that the proposed algorithm can reconstruct the
left-loop topology pattern in the blank area while preserving data fidelity in the existing
segments. The orientation estimates are seamlessly connected and the extension smoothly
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follows the existing trends. Comparing the estimation results, the Smooth Extensions
method yields the best performance for global ridge orientation estimation among the three.
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 demonstrate two representative scenarios that can use the Smooth
Extensions method for successfully reconstructing the global ridge topology pattern from
partial fingerprint segments: One with critical information of SPs and the other with pe-
ripheral ridge samples. It is easy to understand the first scenario since ridge patterns are
generally smooth except where singularities occur. In the second case, we show that it is
possible to induce singularity from its peripheral trends. This is because SPs are a sort of
control points around which the ridge lines are wrapped around [90]. Therefore, peripheral
patterns actually implies information of the internal singularity patterns.
We further perform statistical experiments for accuracy assessment of the estimated
orientations using the comparing methods. Under normal circumstances, it is not possible
to obtain the ground truth in missing parts. Therefore, we design our test as follows.
We generate partial fingerprint segments from the NIST Special database 14 (SDB)
[110] of inked and rolled fingerprints. Among the records, a significant portion is full prints
(i.e. rolled from nail to nail and from tip to the joint). The scanned resolution is 500dpi
and the fingerprint image size is 480 × 512 pixels after segmentation. We randomly select
100 full prints, and computes the ROF using FOMFE. One example is displayed in Figure
5.7.
For each test subject, we assess the foreground image quality with a utility programme
provided by the NFIS2 software [166]. Accordingly, a quality map is produced in which
low quality regions of the image are pointed by low contrast, low flow and high curvature
estimates. The quality map contains five levels of quality. We maintain only the highest
quality level in the foreground to produce the partial fingerprint. Partial fingerprints gen-
erated by this means usually contain segments across the foreground image site. That is,
the available data samples can be regarded as globally distributed.
We test both the 2D Gaussian filter approach and the proposed Smooth Extensions
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: An example of test subject: (a) original full print image superimposed with
ridge orientation field; (b) orientation reconstruction from a 2D Gaussian filter; (c) orien-
tation reconstruction from the Smooth Extensions method; (d) comparing region D in the
fingerprint foreground.
approach on the generated partial fingerprint segments. Figure 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) show such
examples. It can observed that reconstruction from the proposed method resembles more
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closely to that from the Gaussian filter. To quantify the assessment, we define the mean
variation error as follows:
e¯D =
1
ND
∑
(x,y)∈D
|θ(x, y)− φˆ(x, y)| , (5.16)
where D is the comparing region in the original foreground that is not available in the cor-
responding partial fingerprint after segmentation, 1
ND
is the number of orientation samples
in D. For the demonstrated example, the area of D is highlighted in Figure 5.7(d). The
orientation θ(x, y) is extracted from the original foreground image based on FOMFE, while
the reconstruction φˆ(x, y) is estimated from one of the comparing methods. That is, we
regard θ(x, y) as the ground truth and φˆ(x, y) as the estimate. Accordingly, Figure 5.8
plots the mean square error for each test subject.
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Figure 5.8: Mean variation errors from the comparative methods for the tested partial fin-
gerprints.
The figure clearly shows that mean variation errors e¯D obtained from the proposed
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Smooth Extensions are well below those from the 2D Gaussian filter for all partial fin-
gerprints in the test. On average, the mean variation error using the proposed method is
0.1794 while that using the Gaussian filter is 1.5919. Note that the maximum variation
error is pi = 3.1415, since the orientation angle is ranged between 0 and pi. Therefore, the
above error rates become 0.0571 and 0.5057 after normalization (dividing by the maximum
error). The improvement gain from the proposed method is about eight times.
Modeling peripheral arches
Sometimes, partial fingerprints can miss one or more critical SP(s) and the available ridge
samples are all concentrated in local areas (i.e. global information is insufficient). For such
cases, using Smooth Extensions alone can not induce the missing singularity structures after
reconstruction. To resolve this problem, we need to incorporate second a priori knowledge
of peripheral arches.
Since ridge flows often exhibit arch forms in the outer peripheral region (see in Section
5.3.1), our first consideration is the conditional cosine model that has been used to synthe-
size arch fingerprints. Therefore, we adapt the cosine model provided in [14] as follows:
φ(x, y) = arctan(max{0, k1 − k2 · y + l
2l
} · cos(x+ h
2h
pi)) , (5.17)
where (x, y) ∈ S : (−l ≤ x ≤ l,−h ≤ y ≤ h) and k1 and k2 are the controlling parameters.
However, the conditional cosine functions are designed to model the overall arch topology
in the full plane. The model does not consider inclusion of possible singularities. On the
other hand, since ridge flows are wrapped around SPs, singularities actually affect the
formation and shape of outer peripheral trends. In other words, there exists strong links
between the internal singularity patterns and the resulting peripheral arches. Intuitively,
a mathematical model that can interpret this link will be more suitable for generating
fingerprint peripheral arches.
Therefore, we consider stream functions for the modeling task. Stream functions are
originally studied in theoretical hydrodynamics for describing fluid motions. We are moti-
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vated to use it because of the close resemblance between the peripheral ridge patterns and
the flow patterns of streaming fluids when they proceed through a circular cylinder.
The fluid model inherently implies existence of singularities. For instance, the core point
of a concentric cylinder is the center of circulation that affects the shape of rounding flows.
Deltas are also created naturally when the dividing streamlines meet the cylinder. There-
fore, we consider that the streaming functions are more suitable than the cosine functions
for modeling the peripheral arches of fingerprints. In the following, we will investigate how
the fluid model can be adapted to reconstructing partial fingerprints.
Mathematically, the fluid model considers two dimensional flow of incompressible fluid
in a complex plane z. The streamlines compose a stable pattern when the motion is steady.
Assume a uniform stream advancing towards a concentric cylinder |z| = a in a unit speed
along the x-axis. The complex potential of the stream is therefore z. If the cylinder is
running with a circulation strength of κ ∈ R, i.e. the speed at unit distance from the
origin, then the complex potential of the stream becomes [98]:
ω = (z +
a2
z
) + iκ lg
z
a
. (5.18)
The first part on the right hand side of (5.18) represents the streaming motion and the
second part represents the circulation motion.
By differentiating the complex potential with respect to z, we have
dω
dz
= 1− a
2
z2
+ i
κ
z
. (5.19)
Since the complex velocity of the stream is defined as u − iv = −(dω/dz), the instant
velocity components in the cartesian coordinates are
u = −1 + a
2
r4
· (x2 − y2)− κ y
r2
v = −a
2
r4
· 2xy + κ x
r2
,
(5.20)
where r2 = x2 + y2. The angular argument of the complex velocity indicates the instant
tangential direction on the streamline. Accordingly,
φ(x, y) = arctan
(v(x, y)
u(x, y)
)
(5.21)
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plots the phase portrait of flow pattern once the velocity vector (u, v) at every point z =
(x, y) is derived in the field.
Figure 5.9 plots a group of flow patterns generated by (5.20) with different parameters.
It clearly shows that peripheral patterns outside the cylinder change significantly with the
parameters a and κ. This is because the contour of the cylinder must form part of the
streamlines, and the general effect of circulation is to increase the speed of the fluids at
points above the cylinder while diminish the speed at points below. Therefore, increasing
the circulation strength κ increases the curvature of the peripheral arches. According to
our experience, κ ranging in [a, 2a] can maintain a reasonable arch shape for modeling the
peripheral arches of fingerprints.
(a) a = 10, κ = 0 (b) a = 20, κ = 0 (c) a = 20, κ = 20 (d) a = 20, κ = 40
Figure 5.9: Assuming a circular cylinder |z| = a with circulation strength κ in uniform
streams.
To allow more flexibility, we also introduce two other parameters (x0, y0) refereing to the
translation distance of the center coordinates. By this means, the circular cylinder can be
translated to any point in the plane. Accordingly, the fluid model (5.20) is simply modified
by replacing x and y with the new coordinates (x− x0) and (y − y0).
Now, the problem descends to parameter evaluation for the fluid model. However,
there is no ground truth of real data samples in the peripheral region - otherwise, it is
not necessary to generate peripheral arches for which the Smooth Extensions method is
able to work effectively (see Section 5.3.3). On the other hand, it is also desired that the
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peripheral arches can be seamlessly connected with the existing partial fingerprint segments.
Therefore, we propose to exploit the initial estimates extended from the existing segments
for generating the peripheral arches. The following describes the main procedure.
Algorithm 8 Incorporating Peripheral Arches
PerArch(Ω,dΩ,cos,dΩ,sin)
1 Partition χ into χI and χII
2 Initialize (dˆχ,cos, dˆχ,sin)← SmExt(Ω,dΩ,cos,dΩ,sin)
3 Let {θˆ(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ χ} ← arctan(dˆχ,sin, dˆχ,cos)
4 Optimize parameters P such that {argmin∑(x,y)∈χI |θˆ(x, y)− φˆ(x, y;P )|}
5 Evaluate ΦˆχI = {φˆ(x, y;P )|(x, y) ∈ χI} with the optimal P
6 Compute dˆχI ,cos ← cos(ΦˆχI ) and dˆχI ,sin ← sin(ΦˆχI )
7 Let Ω′ ← (Ω ∪ χI) and dΩ′,l ← {dΩ,l, dˆχI ,l} (l = cos, sin)
8 Get (dˆχII ,cos, dˆχII ,sin)← SmExt(Ω′,dΩ′,cos,dΩ′,sin)
9 Output dˆχ,l ← {dˆχI ,l, dˆχII ,l} (l = cos, sin)
In Algorithm 8, we first partition the unknown region χ into two parts, namely χI and
χII . Subsection χI accommodates peripheral arches generated from the fluid model, and
subsection χII is the transition area that smoothly connects χI and the existing segments
Ω. In our practice, we perform the partition using a circular window tangential to the site
S, such that χI is defined as the peripheral corners outside the circular window while χII
is defined as the remaining area between χI and Ω. In cases Ω overlaps with χI , the real
phase samples in Ω are used in the estimation process.
Let θˆ be the orientation angles initially estimated from the Smooth Extensions algorithm
7 for the unknown region χ. We then propose to optimize the fluid model parameter set
P , including the cylinder radius a, the circulation strength κ, and the translation distance
of the cylinder center x0 and y0, by minimizing the cost function
fcost(P ) =
∑
(x,y)∈χI
|θˆ(x, y)− φˆ(x, y;P )| , (5.22)
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which computes the total variations between the initial estimates θˆ and estimates φˆ from the
fluid model (5.20) in subregion χI . Figure 5.10 demonstrates the main steps in Algorithm
8.
(a) Step 2 (b) Step 4 (c) Step 7 (d) Step 9
(e) Step 4 (f) Step 7 (g) Step 9
Figure 5.10: (a)(b)(c)(d) demonstrate the main steps of Algorithm 8 with peripheral arches
generated from the fluid model, namely the Fluid Peripheral. (a)(e)(f)(g) demonstrate the
main steps of Algorithm 8 with peripheral arches generated from the conditional cosine
model, namely the Cosine Peripheral.
As shown in Figure 5.10(a), Smooth Extensions is first applied to produce initial esti-
mates for the overall unknown region χ. It can be observed that, although the upper trends
above the core are well estimated, the due delta pattern is still missing in the bottom right
area.
Figure 5.10(b) shows output of Step 4 in Algorithm 8. The phase portrait is generated
from the fluid model (5.20) by minimizing the L1-norm errors defined by (5.22). Figure
5.10(c) shows the input to the secondary expansion, in which the peripheral arches are
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combined with the exiting segment to evaluate the transition data in χII . Figure 5.10(d)
displays the final estimation result of Algorithm 8 with peripheral arches generated from
the fluid model. For convenience, we call the approach Fluid Peripheral.
To compare the performance, we also implement the conditional cosine model (5.17)
for generating the peripheral arches through Algorithm 8. The main difference from the
Fluid Peripheral is that the parameter set P in Step 4 is substituted with {k1, k2} in (5.17).
Figure 5.10(a), 5.10(e)-5.10(g) demonstrate the main procedure. We name the approach
Cosine Peripheral.
Figure 5.10(e) use the same initial estimates in Figure 5.10(a) to train the conditional
cosine model. The resulting phase portrait is shown in Figure 5.10(e). The peripheral
arches produced in Figure 5.10(e) are also combine with the partial segment and input
to the secondary Smooth Extensions. Figure 5.10(g) shows the final output of Cosine
Peripheral.
Comparing Figure 5.10(d) and Figure 5.10(g), it can be observed that, although both
methods are able to reconstruct a delta pattern, the Fluid Peripheral is more adaptive to
the existing segment and thus the global topology pattern appears more likely to the full
print. The two reconstructions also show that, by fitting data in the existing regions alone,
there can be more than one valid solution. But there is one that is able to yield a better
performance by better adapting the peripheral trends to the existing segments. Figure 5.11
demonstrates another example of orientation reconstruction.
The partial fingerprint is obtained by segmenting the delta patterns from a full finger-
print image shown in Figure 5.11(d). In the partial fingerprint segments, the critical core
structures are missing and there is no peripheral information available. Figure 5.11(a)
plots the reconstruction result by applying a 2D Gaussian filter to the original FOMFE
estimates as introduced previously in Section 5.3.3. The filter parameters are selected to
be w = 20, σ = 5 for maintaining data fidelity of the existing partial segments.
In Figure 5.11(a), the 2D Gaussian filters does not produce constructive estimates in the
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(c) (d)
Figure 5.11: Orientation reconstruction for partial fingerprint: (a) 2D Gaussian filter with
w = 20, σ = 5; (b) Algorithm 8 with Cosine Peripheral; (c) Algorithm 8 with Fluid Periph-
eral; (d) Original fingerprints before segmentation.
blank regions. When the a priori knowledge is introduced, however, the estimation can be
significantly improved as demonstrated in both Figure 5.11(b) and 5.11(c). But comparing
the later two reconstructions, it can be observed that peripheral arches generated by the
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fluid model in Figure 5.11(c) resemble ridge trends in the original fingerprint more closely.
This is because the fluid model inherently considers singularity existence and thus be able
to round the peripheral flows accordingly. We will further assess the performance of global
ridge orientation estimation through statistical experiments of partial fingerprint retrieval
in Section 5.3.5.
In this section, we propose an algorithm to incorporate the a priori knowledge of pe-
ripheral arches into the orientation estimation. We investigated two mathematical models,
namely the conditional cosine model and the fluid model, to generate peripheral arches
based on extensions of the available partial segments. The fluid model performs better
since it is able to interpret the link between internal singularities and the encompassing
ridge flows.
Nevertheless, the fluid model can be further improved. For instance, (5.18) only con-
siders streams flowing in the horizontal direction. Thus, the resulting peripheral arches
are leveled. If the internal partial fingerprints are not leveled, erratic patterns may be
generated when connecting the peripheral arches with the existing segments. One possible
improvement is to adjust the flowing direction of stream in accordance to that of the partial
segments. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it will be investigated in
our future work.
5.3.4 Quality of partial fingerprints
For a one-to-one matching scheme, the image size and resolution of a partial fingerprint is
important because they determine the maximum amount of local information, i.e. Level
Two and Three features, possibly detectable in the site. In such applications, partial fin-
gerprints are considered as those with the effective size less than 0.5′′× 0.7′′ or in which the
number of minutiae points is less than 12 following the forensic requirement of minimum
minutiae matching [68; 18; 47].
For a one-to-many identification scheme, on the other hand, the critical information is
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about the global topological structures. Although a large piece of segment tends to reveal
more topological information, its position and occupation in the full print are deemed to be
more important to qualify the partial fingerprint in terms of its identification performance.
For instance, a segment encompassing all critical SPs will be easier to reconstruct than
one without such information. But how much critical information is sufficiently required
to infer global ridge topologies so that the partial fingerprint can be effectively identified
using an analytical approach? We try to tackle this research question with experiments in
the following section.
Our experiments are performed again with the FVC2002 DB1a database [90]. The
database contains 800 optical-scanned fingerprints from 100 subjects. The image resolution
is 500dpi. From all 8 impressions of each subject, we choose one whose singularity patterns
are most complete to be the gallery fingerprint of that subject. All gallery fingerprints are
then registered using algorithm 4 shown in Section 4.4. The registered gallery database is
ready for indexing.
On the other hand, we generate partial fingerprints for enquiries. We first detect cores
and deltas in each gallery fingerprint using the FOMFE-based SP detection method, i.e.
algorithm 1. Then, we use circular windows to segment the surrounding areas of the SP
detections for each gallery fingerprint. By varying the circular window radius, we are able
to control the amount of critical information included in the partial fingerprint segments.
Figure 5.12 demonstrates a group of estimation results from the smooth extensions method
based on different size of the singular regions segmented from a fingerprint image.
It can be observed from the figure that as size of the available singular region increases,
the global orientation reconstruction looks more similar to the original fingerprint topology
shown in the right end of the figure. Thus, we define the quality of a partial fingerprint as
the size of the available singular regions based on which global ridge orientation estimation
is performed. Inevitably, the inherent quality of a partial fingerprint determines the best
performance that a partial identification system can possibly achieve. Therefore, we can
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12: The size of available SP regions has an impact to global ridge orientation
estimation.
vary the quality of input partial fingerprints and quantitatively assess the impact on different
identification systems.
For convenience of expression, we represent the circular window radius in a normalized
measure. Define 100 be the longest length of radius such that the resulting segmentation
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is the original fingerprint image. Subsequently, the longest length is divided by 100 equally
spaced steps. We then gradually increase the radius from zero to the longest length by
every four steps. For example in Figure 5.12, the normalized core region radius is 10/100,
25/100 and 40/100 for the three partial fingerprint segments respectively. We define the
normalized radius of SP regions as the quality measure of partial fingerprints for retrieval.
Accordingly, we generate 26 × 26 = 676 query sets, each of 100 partial fingerprints, by
varying the core region radius and delta region radius respectively. Every query set per-
forms a run of search over the gallery database. To compare the performance, we test the
search with model-based feature representations before and after global ridge orientation
estimation, respectively. Therefore, we have two groups of query sets for search: One is
based on the original FOMFE evaluated with the existing data only; the other is based
on the global ridge orientation modeling using the smooth extensions method. For conve-
nience, we name the former partial representation and the latter global representation. For
each representation group, we establish a separate indexing feature space from the gallery
fingerprints using the same type of feature representations. Upon candidate retrieval, the
query sets from one representation group are projected into the corresponding indexing
feature space.
In the indexing experiments, we must use a single metric to indicate the retrieval perfor-
mance with respect to the varying quality measure of partial fingerprints. The maximum
penetration rate is the worst retrieval efficiency that corresponds to the minimum error (of
finding a match). As shown in Figure 5.2(a) and 5.1(a), the maximum penetration rate
varies with the feature vector length (FVL) after KL transform. Since the optimum FVL is
selected empirically, we simply use the minimum of maximum penetration rates (MMPR)
to indicate the best possible retrieval efficiency in the worst case (of maximum penetration).
Therefore, the lower value of the MMPR the better retrieval efficiency is of the system.
Plotting the MMPR as a function of the quality measures of partial fingerprints for
retrieval can give us some idea how the retrieval performance varies with size of the available
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singular patterns in partial fingerprints. Figure 5.13 plots such graphs for the two testing
representation groups respectively. In the 3D graphs, the x-axis is the normalized core
region radius, the y-axis is the normalized delta region radius, while the z-axis indicates
the MMPR corresponding to the search experiments with a query set of partial fingerprints
segmented using different size of circular windows around the SPs.
From both figures, it can be observed that the MMPR decreases as the size of singular
patterns increases. In particular, the MMPR from the global representation group decreases
more steeply than that from the partial representation group. To reach a 10% MMPR
performance, for example, the partial representation group requires the core region radius
X1 = 40/100 (0.215′′ given the image size and resolution) radius and the delta region radius
Y1 = 24/100 (0.129′′). With the same size of SP regions, the global representation group
can reach a much lower MMPR of 2% as shown in Figure 5.13(b).
To reach the same 10% performance requirement, the global representation group re-
quires much smaller size of SP regions: The core region radius X1 = 16/100 (0.086′′) and
the delta region radius Y1 = 12/100 (0.0645′′). On the other hand, with the same size of
singular regions, the resulting MMPR for the partial representation group exceeds 44% as
shown in Figure 5.13(a).
In the above experiments, the partial fingerprints are generated from gallery fingerprints.
In real situations, however, the queries are usually different impressions of the subjects.
Thus, we generate partial fingerprints from all 800 impressions of the 100 identities in the
FVC2002 Db1a database, and perform similar experiments as above. In particular, we
restrict the core region radius in the range between 16/100 and 40/100 and the delta region
radius in the range between 12/100 and 28/100. Figure 5.14 plots comparative results.
From Figure 5.14, it can be observed that the global representation group still outper-
forms the partial representation group by achieving a lower MMPR measure for the same
size of singular patterns for all query sets. For example, to reach the 10% MMPR perfor-
mance, the partial representation group requires that the core region radius X = 36/100
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Figure 5.13: Plotting the maximum minimum penetration rate (MMPR) as a function of
the quality measures of partial fingerprints for retrieval using model representations before
and after the global ridge orientation estimation: partial fingerprints generated from the
gallery fingerprints
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Figure 5.14: Plotting the maximum minimum penetration rate (MMPR) as a function of
the quality measures of partial fingerprints for retrieval using model representations before
and after the global ridge orientation estimation: partial fingerprints generated from 800
impressions of the gallery fingerprints
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(0.1935′′) and the delta region radius Y = 20/100 (0.1075′′). While for the same segmenta-
tion size, the MMPR from the partial representation group is as high as 25%.
The above observations confirms that the global representation group requires less in-
formation about the critical structures near SPs to achieve the same retrieval performance
for partial fingerprint identification. The experimental results show that global ridge ori-
entation reconstruction can significantly improve the robustness of the model-based index-
ing approach for identifying poor-quality fingerprints with incomplete singularity patterns.
Moreover, from both Figure 5.13 and 5.14, it can also be observed that the MMPR measure
decreases faster along the x-axis than along the y-axis. This indicates quantitatively that
the core patterns are more critical than the delta patterns for ridge topology reconstruction.
5.3.5 Identification after reconstruction
Often in real applications, one must identify a partial fingerprint from fingerprint databases.
Therefore, it is necessary to assess the performance of the proposed global ridge orientation
modeling method with partial fingerprint identification experiments.
In particular, we test our approach under two different partial fingerprint scenarios. If
a set of globally distributed samples are available, we call the corresponding orientation
estimation interpolation since the intermediate data can be predicted between existing
points. Note that the ridge samples may not be equally spaced but should be globally
distributed across the entire fingerprint image site.
On the other hand, if all the available orientation samples are concentrated in some
subregions of a fingerprint, we call the corresponding orientation estimation extrapolation
as the prediction must be conducted outside the few available clusters. Particularly, we are
interested to investigate cases when one or more SPs are missing in the partial fingerprint
inquiries, and see to what extent the proposed methods can improve upon the existing
algorithm in terms of the identification performance.
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Interpolation experiments
We propose to interpolate unknown data between (almost) globally distributed data samples
using the smooth extensions method. To demonstrate, we regard a collection of minutiae
triplets as a special type of partial fingerprints. Although standard minutiae template files
have been used to reconstruct ROF for replaying template attacks [53; 14], we use only
minutiae triplets (without SPs and other critical information) to show that it is possible to
induce even SPs from discrete ridge samples using the proposed smooth extensions method
for interpolation.
In general, a minutiae triplet is composed of the image coordinates and the minutiae
direction angle. Since the distribution of minutiae triplets is totally random across a full
print, we can regard them as a group of discretely yet globally distributed samples on ridge
lines. Therefore, they can be used to reconstruct the original ridge orientation field (ROF).
Before reconstruction, we need to process minutiae triplets in a fingerprint so that
their coordinates in the image site are transformed into coordinates in the corresponding
orientation field. This can be conducted by taking the modular operation on the image
coordinates with a down-sampling grid size. The direction angle of a minutia should modulo
pi to coincide with the underlying ridge orientations.
We then apply the smooth extensions method to the processed minutiae triplets and
estimate the global orientation field. Figure 5.15 shows two concrete examples. It can be
seen that the predicated ridge flows connect the minutiae points smoothly after interpo-
lation. In general, both reconstructed orientation fields exhibit close topological patterns
compared to the original fingerprints shown to their left respectively. The first example is
a left loop fingerprint while the second one is a whorl type fingerprint.
As shown in the figure, the SPs, both cores and deltas, have been induced from both
estimations. Figure 5.15 together with Figure 5.6 demonstrate that it is possible to estimate
global ridge orientations without having SPs in the partial fingerprint segment as long as
the available data is distributed across the site.
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(c) (d)
Figure 5.15: Example of interpolation: The minutiae triplets are regarded as a collection of
discrete but globally distributed ridge samples.
We validate the conclusion with identification experiments performed on the NIST
SDB14 database [109]. As introduced previously, the SDB14 database contains all inked
and rolled prints of which a significant portion is full prints (rolled from nail to nail and
from tip to the joint). Again, the last 2700 pairs of SDB14 are used in the test, and the
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2700 F prints after registration constitute the gallery database. The indexing feature space
is established for the gallery database with algorithm 5.
On the other hand, we use the minutiae templates from all 5400 fingerprints - both F
prints and S prints - before registration as partial fingerprint queries for identification. The
minutiae templates are produced by the MINDTCT program [166]. Then, the cartesian
coordinates of minutiae points are downsampled with a window size of 16 × 16 pixels. If
there are more than one minutiae points fell in the same block, the one with a better
quality, which is also produced by the MINDTCT program, is favored and used as the
local ridge sample. By this means, the downsampled minutiae triplets constitute a map of
discrete samples. We then perform the smooth extensions method over the map of discrete
samples to interpolate the missing ridge structures, as those shown in Figure 5.15. The
reconstructed ROF is then used to evaluate the inver ridge orientation model as proposed
in Section 5.3.2.
Once the coefficients are evaluated, the FOMFE-based SP detection algorithm 1 is per-
formed over an estimated fingerprint area spanned by the minutiae points. The estimated
fingerprint area can be generated by a fingerprint area model [14] or simply by connecting
all the minutiae points and filling the gaps. Next, the queries can be registered in a similar
way as the gallery fingerprints. After registration, the model coefficients must be updated.
The smooth extensions method is applied again to fill the blank areas caused by shift and
rotation of the ROF during registration. The updated coefficient sets are regarded as the
raw indexing features and used to retrieve identities via algorithm 6. Figure 5.16 plots the
statistical results.
In addition to query minutiae templates from F and S prints respectively, we also query
the complete S prints in order to benchmark the performance. As shown in the figure,
the retrieval performance for the F (minutiae) templates is the best among the three by
having the lowest maximum penetration rate of 5%. Since the interpolation process directly
generates the indexing features and determines the registration performance both of which
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Figure 5.16: Indexing performance after interpolation: (a) maximum penetration rate ver-
sus the feature vector length (FVL), (b) penetration rate versus error rate when FVL =
15.
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are critical for fingerprint identification, this performance achievement confirms that the
smooth extensions method is able to reconstruct the global ridge features from discrete but
globally distributed samples such as minutiae templates.
Due to distortions and other noise factors, it is expected that different impressions from
the gallery fingerprints require higher penetration rate to match the query identities. This
is the case for both S print images and S print minutiae templates. In particular, the S
print images yields better identification performance than the S print minutiae templates.
This is because the ridge samples from a S print image are more comprehensive and better
distributed than that from a S print minutiae template. Therefore, the modeling error
from a full print will be much smaller than that from interpolation. However, even for the
S print templates, the maximum penetration rate is still reasonably low as less than 14%
when FV L = 15 based on the proposed interpolation process.
Extrapolation experiments
The previous section has demonstrated that it is possible to interpolate the global ridge
topology from discrete but globally distributed ridge samples even in absence of SPs. How-
ever, when the available data samples are concentrated in a local area and the peripheral
trends can not be globally sampled, using the smooth extensions method alone can miss
important singularity structures as shown in Section 5.3.3.
In such cases, we require additional a priori knowledge to correct the estimation. There-
fore, we propose to incorporate both peripheral arches and smooth extensions into the mod-
eling process. By this means, we are able to improve identification performance for partial
fingerprints whose singularities are missing and ridge samples are not globally available.
Some examples are shown in Figure 5.17.
The original (full) fingerprints are shown in the last column of the figure. The core
patterns in the first two fingerprints and the delta patterns in the last fingerprint are seg-
mented from the original images to generate partial fingerprints in the test. We compare
the original FOMFE (without incorporating any a priori knowledge), the smooth exten-
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Figure 5.17: Extrapolation results for partial fingerprints whose cores or deltas are missing:
(a) the original FOMFE; (b) Smooth Extensions only; (c) Fluid Peripheral. (d) Reference
prints.
sions method, and the Fluid peripheral, for reconstructing the global ROF. The results are
demonstrated in Figure 5.17.
It can be observed that ridge orientations estimated in the known segments are almost
identical between the three comparative methods. However, their extrapolation results
present significant differences. As shown in the second and the third row respectively, the
original FOMFE method generates chaotic and meaningless patterns in the unknown re-
gions, while the smooth extensions method extends ridge trends from the available segments
but fails to reconstruct the missing singularity structures. The Fluid peripheral method,
on the other hand, is able to estimate the expected cores and deltas that closely resemble
to the SP patterns in the original full prints.
Further, we investigate partial fingerprint identification after reconstruction using the
proposed methods. Our experiments are performed on the NIST SDB14 database [110].
Again, the last 2700 F prints compose of our gallery database. Note that all gallery
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fingerprints are registered to the image center before indexing.
On the other hand, we generate partial fingerprints for queries as follows. First, we
randomly select 100 S prints in such a way that the corresponding F prints in the gallery
database possess at least one core and one delta. We then detect singular points in the
selected S prints and crop out the singularity regions around cores or deltas. The core
region radius varies from 16/100 (0.112′′) to 60/100 (0.421′′), and the delta region radius
varies from 16/100(0.112′′) to 80/100(0.561′′), with 100 being the maximum segmentation
radius that covers the full fingerprint image. Accordingly, we generate 12 query sets of core
segments, namely the core groups, and 17 query sets of delta segments, namely the delta
groups. In total, there are 29 query sets each containing 100 partial fingerprints.
The partial fingerprint queries must also be registered to the image center before index-
ing. For the core groups, SP detection algorithms can be used since the core points are
available in the partial segments. For the delta groups, however, it is necessary to predict
the missing core points after global ridge orientation estimation. The reconstructed ROF is
then registered with respect to the predicted core points. The blank areas after translation
are filled with extended estimates from the Smooth Extensions.
In the following experiments, we compare retrieval performance based on global repre-
sentations after reconstruction to that based on partial representations from FOMFE eval-
uated only on the existing partial segments. To generate the global representations, we also
implemented three comparative methods, namely 2D Gaussian filters, Cosine Peripheral,
and Fluid Peripheral. The three reconstruction methods have been described in Section
5.3.3. The purpose here is to report their statistical performance for further comparisons.
The partial fingerprints are reconstructed and registered according to each method. The
resulting global model coefficients are then projected into the respective indexing space to
retrieve candidates. Figure 5.18 plots the identification results for the 12 core groups and
the 17 delta groups respectively.
It can be observed that, in general, global representations after reconstruction perform
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Figure 5.18: Minimum of maximum penetration rate (MMPR) for partial fingerprints gen-
erated from the NIST SDB14 database: (a) Core groups with varying segmentation radius;
(b) Delta groups with varying segmentation radius.
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better than the original partial representations by obtaining lower penetration rates, espe-
cially when the segmentation size is small. As the segmentation radius increases, the MMPR
curves tend to converge to the same performance level. This indicates that partial represen-
tations based on FOMFE can approximately describe the overall topology structures when
the partial segment is large enough to include core region radius exceeding 60/100(0.421′′)
or delta region radius exceeding 72/100(0.365′′). In other cases, topology reconstruction
can significantly improve retrieval performance for partial fingerprint identification.
We notice that the curve generated by 2D Gaussian filters fluctuates more significantly
than the other methods. This indicates that its performance is not stable. We consider it
because the 2D Gaussian filter approach actually modifies the known data and hence data
fidelity is lost in the existing partial segments. This disadvantage becomes more severe
when the segmentation size increases.
On the other hand, algorithm 8 with either cosine peripherals or fluid peripherals outper-
forms the 2D Gaussian filter approach for ridge orientation reconstruction. This indicates
that incorporating both a priori knowledge of ridge smoothness and peripheral arches is
able to substantially improve the performance of global ridge orientation estimation. Com-
paring the two, Fluid Peripheral performs better than Cosine Peripheral by achieving the
lowest penetration rate for all segmentation groups in the test. For instance, it yields a
11.4% MMPR performance for a 24/100(0.168′′) core region radius in Figure 5.18(a). The
performance gain is more than 28% compared to that of partial representations before re-
construction, and about 10% compared to the second best generated by Cosine Peripheral.
In Figure 5.18(b), the MMPR performance is 25.2% from the Fluid Peripheral, but 33.4%
from the Cosine Peripheral, and 66.0% from partial representations, for a 16/100(0.112′′)
delta region radius. The gain is about 8% and 40% respectively. These observations agree
with our previous analysis that the stream functions are more suitable than the conditional
cosine functions for modeling the fingerprint peripheral arches.
Comparing Figure 5.18(a) and 5.18(b), we further observe that the core groups, in
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general, have better MMPR performance than the delta groups given the same segmentation
size. The observation confirms quantitatively that that core patterns are more critical than
delta patterns for fingerprint identification. Therefore, a partial fingerprints with only deltas
are more difficult to be identified than one with only cores. In such cases, the proposed
algorithms are more effective for the performance gain is higher after reconstruction as
shown in Figure 5.18(b).
5.4 Summary
Fingerprint indexing is a continuous classification technology that focuses on reducing the
number of higher-level matches for a query fingerprint. Similar to content based image
retrieval (CBIR), fingerprint indexing starts from (indexing) feature extraction based on
which multi-dimensional indexing techniques are developed for building the (indexing) fea-
ture space and retrieval strategy is designed for operating searches.
The FOMFE approach provides an innovative representation for the fingerprint ridge
topology features from a different perspective other than the normal discrete matrix of
ROF. The FOMFE model can be regarded as a transformation function that project the
ROF representation into a more compact and robust feature space. In this chapter, we
endeavor to demonstrate the benefits as well as feasibility of exploiting the new feature
representation for fingerprint indexing.
In particular, we tackle the difficult problem of partial fingerprints identification using
the model-based fingerprint indexing approach. Existing algorithms in the literature are
based on matching local features. However, we believe that the global ridge topology
is predictable from partial information using mathematical models such as FOMFE. The
global ridge topology can then participate in normal fingerprint indexing schemes, and help
to reduce the number of matches for partial fingerprint identification.
Our approach is to model the reconstruction as an inverse problem, which is derived
from our previous work of FOMFE. As a result, we are able to provide a general solution
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space for all possible solutions that maintain data fidelity in the existing segments. The
solution space is further damped by incorporating two pieces of a priori knowledge from
general observations, namely ridge smoothness and peripheral arches. To do so, we develop
two algorithms to estimate the unknown orientation structures. The algorithm can be used
individually depending on the information available in the partial segments.
We also define the quality of partial fingerprints for indexing. Unlike the conventional
image quality for a matcher, the quality in our context is the minimum amount and kind of
information that a partial fingerprint must have in order to be identified from the database
with a certain penetration performance for a fingerprint indexing system. Specifically, we
investigate the size of the available singularity patterns in partial fingerprints. We consider
a partial fingerprint identification system more robust if it can perform more effectively
with partial fingerprint queries with a smaller size of singularity patterns, i.e. less critical
information.
We further evaluate the indexing performance through Interpolation and extrapolation
experiments for partial fingerprints of different types. We demonstrate that the proposed
smooth extensions algorithm can successfully reconstruct global topology structures from
discrete yet globally distributed ridge samples, such as a collection of minutiae triplets, even
in absence of SPs. With extrapolation experiments, we report with quantitative analysis
that cores are more critical than deltas for partial fingerprint identification. For the more
difficult cases when the partial fingerprints are missing cores, we show statistically that the
partial fingerprint identification performance can be significantly improved by incorporat-
ing both smooth extensions and peripheral arches into the reconstruction process. Our
comparison results show that the proposed methods can effectively reduce the number of
candidates for matching, and thus significantly improve the retrieval performance.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Concluding Remarks
Fingerprint ridge topology is conventionally represented by the ridge orientation field (ROF)
- a 2D matrix that accommodates the dominant ridge orientations sampled at discrete
positions in the fingerprint. The primary goal of ridge orientation modeling, as it was
first proposed, has been to resolve ambiguities in ridge orientation estimation. A specific
ridge orientation model often materializes human perceptions of the ridge topology. Thus,
different model descriptions can provide representations for the global feature from different
perspectives. We consider that a good representation model should be invoked in more
applications than just to refine the ridge orientation estimates. This thesis has intended to
explore the possibilities.
We have developed a new fingerprint ridge orientation model based on 2D Fourier ex-
pansions (FOMFE) in the phase plane. The basic idea is to interpret the phase doubled
vector field transformed from ROF as the phase portrait of a dynamical system. The
unknown differential equations in the dynamical system are then approximated by two bi-
variate trigonometric polynomials. Such a series expansion form will enable us to solve the
dynamical system analytically.
Unlike previous works in the literature, the FOMFE does not require prior knowledge
of the landmark singular points (SPs) at any stage of the modeling process, which makes
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it more robust and effective. The FOMFE can provide a comprehensive description for the
overall ridge topology, including the difficult SP regions, for a fingerprint from any class.
It also has computation and implementation benefits, since no iteration step is involved.
The FOMFE model coefficients can be easily optimized by a standard linear least square
algorithm. Further, the evaluation process can be implemented in a very efficient way for
a large collection of fingerprints of the same image dimensions.
We have proposed to leverage the FOMFE model coefficient set to provide a repre-
sentation that can replace the ROF for describing the global ridge topology features. In
other words, it is possible to use the FOMFE description in any fingerprint processing
procedure that traditionally operates on the ROF, and develop new techniques. Following
this idea, this thesis has proposed FOMFE-based SP detection algorithms and model-based
fingerprint indexing schemes.
The FOMFE-based approach can simultaneously extract multiple SP features including
location, type, rotation and symmetry, which is a significant advantage compared with other
SP detection methods. In particular, we have proposed an innovative method to define the
orientation angle of a delta based on the asymptote lines associated with the pattern.
The FOMFE-based SP extraction algorithms are all developed in a common analytical
framework through linearization of the FOMFE. The FOMFE-based approach has been
applied to fingerprint registration and classification systems. The experimental results
have shown that the FOMFE-based algorithms can lead to better system performance in
comparison with the ROF-based methods, especially for poor quality fingerprints.
We have also demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of using the FOMFE coefficients
for fingerprint indexing. The indexing scheme focuses on fast retrieval of matches for a query
fingerprint. We have tested the scheme with extensive experiments on different databases.
The results suggest that the FOMFE model-based approach can significantly improve the
operation efficiency of a fingerprint identification system. We have also addressed the
difficult problem of partial fingerprint identification. In the literature, the partial fingerprint
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algorithms are mainly focused on improving the matching accuracy with local features
available in the partial segments, whereas the global features are not utilized. We have
approached the problem from another perspective aiming at reducing the number of matches
for a partial fingerprint query via the FOMFE model-based indexing scheme.
Specifically, we extend the FOMFE for partial fingerprint analysis by modeling the
evaluation of the global (FOMFE) description as solving an inverse problem. On the other
hand, we also observe some general structures of ridge smoothness and peripheral arches
in fingerprints. These general structures are then incorporated into the evaluation process.
Accordingly, we have developed two estimation algorithms. The global model representation
after reconstruction is then performed as an indexing feature to retrieve candidates for
matching. We have generated several query groups of partial fingerprints through image
segmentation on fingerprints. In this way, we are able to control the quality of a partial
fingerprint query in our test experiments. Consequently, we have obtained several findings
including quantitative measures of the critical information, and promising performance
indices of partial fingerprint identification using the proposed schemes.
6.2 Future Work
This thesis pioneers a model-based approach for fingerprint feature analysis and processing
that are traditionally operated on the discrete representation of the ridge orientation fields.
For future research, this section identifies some promising directions in three main aspects:
the model representation, the indexing approach, and the security applications.
Although the FOMFE exploits trigonometric series, it is theoretically possible to use
other series expansions to represent the unknown dynamic functions. For instance, the
wavelets seem to be a promising choice. The wavelets are closely related to the Fourier
series, but have the additional flexibility for multi-resolution processing. Therefore, they
may be useful in representing the ridge topology pattern at different scales.
On the other hand, the proposed model-based indexing approach can be improved by
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building the feature space using the multi-space Karhunen-Loeve (MKL) mechanism [15].
Instead of performing a single KL transform for all instances in the database, the MKL
scheme partitions the original feature space into multiple subspaces, and then performs
a separate KL transform within each subspace. The partition is designed in such a way
that the data distribution within each subspace is approximately Gaussian. In this way,
the similarity between two instances can be more effectively measured by the Euclidean
distance. Thus, it is promising to develop a hierarchical approach that combines exclusive
classification (for space partition) and an indexing approach (for fast retrieval). It is also
interesting to examine other distance measures that may better discriminate the feature
vectors based on the FOMFE model coefficients.
Regarding security applications, it will be interesting to investigate the potential use of
the model descriptions in template protections and bio-cryptography schemes. For instance,
by combining the global ridge topology and the local features, one can ascertain the
identity of a (partial) fingerprint and hence achieve better security defence against brute
force attacks. The more compact numerical feature vector of the model coefficients may
also enable seamless combination of biometric features and cryptography schemes.
We believe that this thesis will become the basis of much further analysis and advanced
research of fingerprint ridge orientation modeling in the above areas.
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